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The story of Jewish Education at the Cape, and 
especially that part of it dealing with the present century, 
has hitherto remained almost completely unwritteno 
As one who has spent close on five decades in this 
field~as pupilp studentp teacher and,latterly headmaster~ , 
I found this vacuum - in the historiographical sense 
abhorrent. This thesis is intended to rectify this 
situation to some extent. 
My long and intimate involvement in Jewish Education 
here has enabled me to tell this story ttfrom the inside .. , 
as it were 9 in a way that few, if any, others would be in 
a position to do. 
My personal role in Jewish Education at the Cape 
begins as a primary pupil at the Cape Town Talmud Torah -
the Afternoon Hebrew School (popularly known as the Hope 
Street 'Heder) of the mid-'twenties and spans a life-
time during which I was a student in the Department of 
Hebrew at the University of Cape Town, teacher of the 
subject at a number of afternoon Hebrew Schools, and 9 
finally, have served as Headmaster of Herzlia School for 
close on two decades. 
Very much of the later part of this history was 9 
therefore, part of my personal experience. Many of the 
figures mentioned in this story are - or were - known to 
me personally, from the late Joseph Homa, Headmaster of the 
Talmud Torah in the 'twentiesJ to the present-day figures in 
Jewish Education as it exists in the Cape Town Jewish 
community. 
Essentially,this history recounts the endeavours of 
a comparatively small J'ewish Community,distant from the 
main centres of culture and. population 9 in its search 
for assurance of continuity expressed. in terms of an 
educational response to posi.tive as well as negative 
forces acting on its group-existenceo Interestingly 
enough 1it is epitomised in the story'of one or two Jewish 
schools: generally,one main school holds the stageo It 
is a story, however, which cannot be adequately understood 
without an examination of its long historical rootse 
For me this work was no mere academic exercise; 
in a way it is partly biographical, even autobiograph.ical 9 
filled as it is with impressions, memories and echoes of 
~ 
events,. experiences and, above all, of people who make up 
the storyo 
I am pleased that this thesis re-establishes bonds 
of sentiment with the University of Cape Town and, more 
specifically, with its Faculty of Educationo 
WoTo Ferguson, Senior Lecturer in this Faculty, who has 
been my sponsor,I wish to express my appreciation for his 
personal interest, sound advice and useful assistance in 
the planning and formulation of this thesiso 
I am also indebted to all. those other persons who 
have helped me in the gathering and the locating of the 
material and information required by mec Dro Louis 
H€rrman, my old Headmaster and doyen of South African 
Jewish historiographers,displayed keen interest in the 
aubj·ec-t and provided very useful written and verbal informationo 
I am also grateful to Mr. Zo Avin, my former teacher and~ 
later, colleague,and another veteran colleague~ Mro Jo 
Abitz, for their assistanceo Mesdo Zbenovich and Raphael, 
teachers at the Hope Street School in the early days 9 also 
gave me valuable informationo 
Of the two "non-professionals'~ my special thanks are 
due to Mro David Zuckerman for his hitherto unpublished 
information concerning that little-known educational 
curiosity, the girls 9 classes of the Bnoth Zion Association 
of over sixty years ago; and to Mrso Clara Friedman-SpitSw 
curatrix of the Jewish Museump for the valuable source= 
material which she located and brought to my attentiono 
My wife, of course, performed her share of the work 
which I had undertaken; she typed the various versions, 
maintained her usual unflagging interest and expressed 
her customary encouragemento She also therefore shares 
<in-the pleasure and sense of achievement that the work 
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THE PHILOSOPHICAL AND HISTORICAL CONTEXT 
CHAPTER lg INTRODUCTORY 
SECTION I: Historical Introduction to Subject of Thesiso 
The history of the organised Jewish community at the Cape 
covers a period of over one hundred and thirty years, beginning 
on a Sunday in October, 1841 9 when ten men assembled at the 
home of Simeon Marcus, at the corner of Loop and Longmarket 
Streetsp and formally founded the first Jewish Congregation 
in the sub-continento They called it "The Society of the 
Jewish Community of Cape Town, the Cape of Good Hope"~ and 
for their Hebrew name -as tradition demanded for each congre-
gation - they chose, not inappropriately, the words Tikvath 
Israel, the "Hope of Israelo"l 
The "Mother City" of that day was a town with a population· 
of some 25~000 souls, under ten thousand of whom were whiteo 
Older folk could still remember the Dutch East India Company0 s 
days; the coloured population had been liberated from their 
slave status less than a decade previously; Adderley Street 
was still the Heerengracht 9 at the top of which the Dutch 
Reformed Church had just been restored and reopened; the 
Roman Catholic Cathedral was being built at the top of 
Plein Streeto 
Today 0 s Cape Town seems worlds away from that world 
of yesteryear~ yet "The Hope of Israel Congregation".still 
lo A History of the Jews in South Africa: Louis Herrman 
(SoAeJewish Board of Deputies» Johannesburg, 1935): pell5o 
2 
exists and is now known as the Cape Town Hebrew Congregationo 
Today the Jewish Community numbers some twenty-four thousand 
souls in the Western Cape, with its well-organised network 
of religiousp cultural and social institutionso 
We find the young congregation giving its attention 
to the pressing problem of the religious instruction of its 
young 9 from the earliest yearso 
This is of course not surprising: ancient tradition 
attaches prime importance to education, long regarded as 
an inseparable part of community lifeo The tradition of 
~ompulsory education.- for boys at any rate -with its 
cor~o\ary of communal responsibility therefor, spans the 
milleniao It was the High Priest Joshua ben Gamla who 
1 ordained it in 64 AoDo The tenets and customs of the 
faith must be transmitted to the young if the identity of 
the community is to be preserved, living as it does as a 
minority group in the Diasporao 2 This demands a working 
knowledge - at least a reading knowledge - of Hebrew 9 the 
language of the prayerbook and the Bible P of the ·taw with 
its commandments and ceremonieso Education is the sine -
qua non for the survival of the minority communities, for 
transmitting to the young the essential knowledge to guide 
them to a sense of self-mdentity, to enable them to find 
their place in their religious-national traditional cultureo 
The small Jewish Community at the Cape was no exception 
to this tradition and from almost the very first it set 
itself to the problem of providing religious instruction 
lo "Education": in the Standard Jewish Encyclopaedia (Massadah); 
Po 594o 
2o Diaspora: (Greek-dispersion): traditional name given to Jewish 
communities existing outside Palestine or modern Israelo 
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1 for the youngo The first few decades were very difficult 
and it was only in the eighteen-sixties ·that success attended 
the efforts of the second minister of the congregationp the 
Revo Joel Rabinowitzo 2 His successor, the Revo AoFo Ornstien, 
a trained and experi.enced teacherp gained the approval of the 
Superintendent-General of Educationp Dro Thomas Muirp for 
Q. 
the establishment of denominational schooJ in 1882o3 With 
A . 
the arrival of immigrants fleeing the Czarist oppression 
of the 0 eightiesp came changes and growth in the Community 
which were bound to affect the education provided for the youngo 
The Revo AoPo Bender arrived from England to occupy 
the pUlpit of the Cape Town Hebrew Congregation in 1895 andp 
in addition to his manifold communal and charitable activitiesp 
he directed his attention to education, establishing the 
Cape Town Hebrew Congregational Schoolo 4 He was appointed 
to the Chair of Hebrew at the SoAo College (later the·University 
of Cape Town) in 1896o 
A further development was the establishment of the 
Talmud Torah (the Torah School) in 18995with its emphasis 
on more intensive Hebrew and religious studies, closely 
reflecting the institution of the Eastern European Communities 
from which so many of the new immigrants stemmedo 
The twentieth century witnessed some changes in the 
structure of the educational institutions of the Community 
with the shift of emphasis onto the supplementary Hebrew 
lo "The Birth of a Community"~ Io Abrahams (CoTo Hebrew Congo 
1955): Po20o 
2o lbido PPo 43~44o 
3 o ''A Centenary Historyi' 1841-1941: Lo Hen'lli\an: (Co To Hebrew 
Congregation) Po 65o 
4o Ibido PPo 71 eto seqo 
5o .. The Jews in South Africa= A Historytt: Saron &Hotz 
(OxfomUniversity Press, 1955): Po 3JQ 
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School =the Talmud Torah referred too 1 Its curriculum 
also underwent a change 9 reflecting more and more the new 
spirit that had awakened especially in the Jewish masses of 
Central and Eastern Europeo The call to national renaissance 
made by Theodor Herzl and the Zionist Movemen.t he founded P 
ha~ a profound impact on the quality and aims of Jewish 
educationo Hebrew~ miraculously restored to life in the 
struggling settlements of Palestine and the schools of 
Eastern Europe after two thousand years of virtual confine-
o.-n~ 
ment to synagogue or study, received a new prime place in 
" Jewish educationo Side by side with the story of Patriarch 
and Judge, King and Prophet of old 9 the new curriculum 
encompassed the prose writers and poets of the Hebrew 
Renaissance 9 who sang and spoke in the old-new tongueG 
The last developmental stage in the story of Jewish 
education at the Cape- and in this regard indeed it 
reflects a similar development in Jewish education in most 
western countries = is the growth of the "Integrated Jewish 
School"j) popularly known as the "Day Schoolnp in contra= 
distinction to the Talmud Torah or supplementary afternoon 
schoolo This school is a phenomenon of the last two or 
three decades and is indeed a product of the historical 
events which overtook the Jewish People during the middle 
third of this centuryc 
Jewish education is a special response to a specific 
5 
problem of~ and challenge to 9 group=national survivalo 
The modern "Integrated Day School 00 is possibly such a 
special response to the traumatic experience of the Jewish 
People in modern timesp when the centre and concentration 
of its religious=national culture was obliterated in 
barely a decadeo It is of considerable interest to students 
to discern how the surviving remnant have fashioned new 
ways of education to meet the challenges to their meaning-
ful survival and continuityin the new post-Holocaust1 
worldo 
The other important factors discernible in the creation 
and emergence of the modern Jewish School - the ever-present 
assimilation on the one hand and the influence of the 
reborn national and cultural home in the shape of the 
State of Israel on the other - need not be discussed 
at this stage. 
All this is reflected in the Jewish Education at the 
Cape where a total of 2,600 - 2,800 children are registered 
in Jewish Schools of one kind or another. 2 The story of 
Jewish Education at the Cape, from the tiny Sunday school 
for religious instruction of the "Hope of Israel Congregation" 
of the early Victoriaa Colony, to the thousand-strong 
Herzlia School of 1972, is a long and interesting oneo 
The schools belong to two different worlds, separated by a 
great affluxion of time and tremendous historical· changep 
and yet they remain essentially very much alike in so many 
important wayso 
lo Holocaust: The murder of close on six million European Jews 
and the destruction of the Jewish communities of Continental 
Europe by the Nazis between 1933 and 1945o 
2. Figures published by the Cape Board of Jewish Educatior.~.: 1972. 
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SECTION II: General Intr~ductiono 
Although thisstudy will concern itself primarily with 
the nature and hi.storical development; of Jewish education 
within definite historical and geographical limitsw the 
subject cannot but be viewed in its historical depth and 
geographical breadtho 
The story that unfolds itself at the Cape from its very 
small beginnings around the mid-nineteenth century forms but 
a brief chapter in the long annals of Jewish ~duc§tiono At 
. I . 
least for the first fifty years of its existence the Cape 
Jewish Community was culturally an outpost of the larger 
Jewish Community of the United Kingdom to which, indeed, it 
professed religious allegiance and on which it based its own 
necessarily very small religious and social institutions, 
education includedc New immigrants hailing from Central 
and Eastern Europe began arriving during the last two 
decades of the centuryc They brought about considerable 
changes in the social and cultural life of the Community~ and 
not least in the educational field into which they introduced 
the type of religious school with which they were familiar 
in the home countryc 
Jewish education at the Cape may be considered from 
two historical viewpointsc Firstly, the long-range one: 
it can be regarded as•the instrument evolved historically 
by a People-in-Exilep dispersed as religious-cultural minori~ 
ties across the face of a great part of the known worldc What 
was this instrument that assured Jewish survival for nearly 
two millenia? 
Secondly, it may be studied in the context of the post-
revolutionary Jewish world of the nineteenth century which 
7 
differed as radically as did the general society of the day 
from its pre=l789 counterparto Jewish education reflected 
the new socie·ty of which the Jewish minority formed a part., 
In the new European society which emerged after 1789 there was~ · 
officially at least~ no place for the legal and social 
disabilities of the Jews: doors were opened for them to 
enter it freely~ theoretically at least~ as full equals with 
all other citizenso 
The problem of minority survival in the new circum= 
stances in the midst of a dominant majority culture, and the 
changed role of education to meet this challenge, are discussed 
in later chapterso The distant little Community at the 
Cape had to face up to this problem of survival in the same 
way as the large communities of Western and Central Europe and 
North Americao Over a century laterp it is still one of 
the very central problems of the Jewish Diaspora of this day. 
A minority does not exist in a vacuumo The ~,D' ewi sh 
;,_ 
Community at the Cape must also be seen its geographical 
(\ 
context 9 as a religious-cultural group living in the midst 
of, and adjusted to, the society of the Victorian Capeo The 
"geographical factor", in addition to the prime historical 
one, is also important in studying Jewish education at the 
Capep and forms part of this studyo 
Jewish education at the Cape, then 9 has deep rootso 
For a proper understanding of its history and its present 
nature and philosophy it is essential to examine its philoso-
phical/historical origins and also to define the long and 
ancient tradition of Jewish education which forms an integral 
part of Jewish ethnic/cultural/religious survival through 
two millenia of wandering and dispersiono 
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CHAPTER 2: THE OLD TRADITION: 
TORAH EDUCATION FOR DIASPORA 
The Jewish Schoolp as part of a system of universal 
education for boys~ has a longer record of continuous 
existence than any School in Europe =probably in the world., 1 
The statesman=rabbi Simeon ben Shetah established the 
first known system of public education for boys in the Judea 
of ColOO BoCo The Talmud2 relates in more detail that the 
High Priest Joshua Ben Gamla in 65 AoDo introduced a system 
of organised schooling for boyso He . ordered that teachers 
should be attached to synagogues in every province and in 
every town 9 and that pupils should be admitted at the age of 
six or seveno3 
The Jewish School evolving from these early beginnings 
has held its place in Jewish life throughout the Exile4 and 
retained the essential stamp it received in Talmudic times 
right down to the threshold of our modern erao 
Of fundamental significance in the history of Jewish 
education and an event which, indeed, is a watershed in the 
annals of the Jewish People and the development of its reli= 
gious culture is the destruction of the Second Temple by the 
Romans in 70 AoDo, and, with it 9 the fall of the Jewish Common-
weal tho According to historical parallels, the Jewish 
People as an entity should have disappearmalong with the 
lo "Jewish Schools Past and Present" by J. Bentwich, in the 
1957 Year Book of Education: Po 365 
2c Talmud: lite - "Learning": great commentary on Bible 
composed initially as oral exposition in Palestine and com-
pleted in Babylon: finally redacted in 500 AoDo and includes 
much legal and folkloristic materialo 
3o Bentwich: Opocito~ Po 365o 
4o Exile: Dispersiond the Jews resulting from two great 
national defeats: the first was the fall of Judea and the 
destruction of the Temple in 70 AoDo by Vespasian and Titus 9 
the second was the crushing of the revolt of Simon Bar-Kochba 
bJii Hadrian°s armies in 135 AoDo 
9 
visible forms of their state and religiono But this was 
not to beo The Talmud tells the story of the great Rabbi 
Johanan ben Zakkai who contrived to escape from the be= 
leaguered Jerusalem and asked of the Roman Generalp Vespasianp 
to "give me Jabneh and its sageso"l There he founded his 
college 9 where he collected around him the great minds of 
the Age who were to find a way of surviving the catastrophic 
loss of corporate political and religious life,o 
2 The way was the Torah, the means of achievement was 
educationo 
In the void left by the fall of Kingdom and Temple 
came the Torah and the Synagogueo In the absence of a 
political framework of the state 9 there emerged the moral 
rj); 
framework of the Torah; deprived of the power'e wielded by 
prince and priest, the people were educated to accept the 
rule exercised by rabbi-teacher and sage, who developed 
a system of law based on moral force which protected the 
Jewish People through millenia of exile and wanderingso 
In their dire adversity it sustained their spirit and hopes 
of national restoration and during centuries of wandering 
and persecution it strengthened their will-to-liveo As 
Morris has put it:= 
"In the absence of the usual attributes 
of national life-political independence 9 
territorial segregation, even community 
of language - education became the focus 
of all the vital powers of the people, 
supplying the content as 'ell as the form 
for its collective lifeo" 
Thus was brought into being a substitute state- the Torah-
in which the Jewish People lived for fifteen hundred years and 
lo Encyclopaedia Judaica (Jerusalem 1970) Po 399 
2. Torah: lito "The Law" or "Instruction"o Originally the 
Pentateuch, in the course of time extended to include the 
whole body of Jewish religious teachingp in its essential 
spirit and ideals no less than its form. 
3. Morris N. "The Jewish Schoolnp xxvi. (Eyre & Spottiswoode-
1937)o 
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more., The brilliant minds of the sages shaped the Torah 
as a complete way of life for a landless people wandering 
in exileo Its power was the intangi.bles of religious 
faith and hope 9 firmly based on absolute standards of a divine 
ethic: and all this founded on a system of education which 
was at the same time compulsoryt certainly at the elementary 
stageo Its importance was so clearly recognised that it 
became the prime responsibility of the Community~ 1 from 
talmudic times in Babylonia of the 4th century A.D •. to the 
Spain and Northern Europe of the begiru1ing of our second 
millenium and Eastern Europe of a few centuries latero 
The 'Heder2 was either located in the teacher 0 s 
home or attached to the synagoguec More important were 
the Talmud Torahs~ the schools which the communities 
established originally for poor children, but were later to 
include all childreno The educational aim of 'Heder and 
Talmud Torah was to prepare the boy to take his proper 
place in his religious groupp to participate fully in the 
religious life of home and communityc 4 The third rung in 
this educational ladder was the Yeshiva, the higher school 
or college where Talmud5 and commentaries constituted the 
curriculum. 
The centrality of study and education can easily be 
understood in a milieu where the talmid- 0 hacham (the scholar-
sage) stood at the apex of the social ordero There is no 
1. Encyclopaeita_Judaica: p. 412. 
2. 0 Heder: Hebrew- ttroom": room(s) where teacher(s) taught 
Torah: hence (religious) school. 
3o Talmud Torah:· Hebrew- "study of the Torah" (Law): see 
footnote 2v pl 9. 
4~ Bentwich: op.cit. Po 366 
5. See footnote 2~ p. 8. 
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well=defined and coherent philosophy of education in the 
Talmud; there are however many sayings scattered throughout 
rabbinical literature expressing the opinions of rabbis of 
many generationso 
"To understand the Jewish School, one 
must understand the concept of Torah; 
but one must also understand the1whole nature of Jewish life in Exileo" 
Bentwich summarizes the three fundamental principles 
of Judaism as follows: 
God is ONE, and the fount of moral law which is fixede 
The duty of man is to do God 0 s will= that is, to do what is 
right and. to eschew the wrongo 2 Secondly, to know what is 
rightj ~od revealed the Torah to Moses on Sinai; and, 
thirdly, religion is not merely a matter of ritual, "it 
must permeate the whole of lifec" Torah must be an ora 9 h 
:c~: 
hayyim (a way of life) a way of the good life,nin which 
law and love are interwinedo"3 
In the centuries of exile and growing oppression, 
of enclosure in ghetto and frequent expulsion, the study 
of Torah became a source of comfort and a bulwark for 
survivalo It could not be a preparation for ordinary life, 
for outside home and community the Jew was controlled by, a 
. 
different Law which held sway for six days of the week: on 
the Sabbath he was free again, master in his own homee Study 
of Torah was intellectual exercise, spiritual anchor and 
psychological stabiliser in a harsh worldo 
In the absence· of a defined theory of education, 
lo Bentwich: Opo cito, Po 366. 
2o lbido 




endeavours to bring the scattered rabbinical thoughts 
into unified focus by comparing and contrasting them with 
some well-defined modern philosophy of education as the most 
suitable, and he proceeds to draw several interesting 
parall~ls between the twoo 
Herbart 0 s "The Aesthetic Revelation of the World" opens 
with the statement that "the one and the whole work of 
education may be summed up in the concept of morality." 
ttl 
lVIan°s worth "does not lie in his knowing but in his willing. 
The aim of education is to produce "the good man... The 
rabbinical thinkers of the Talmud also propound~d this view 
of the main aims of Torah, of education. In the Tractate 
Aboth2 of the Mishna3 Rabbi Simeon said nnot learning but 
doing is the chief thing", 4 and Rabbi 'Hannina said, nhe 
whose deeds exceed his wisdom, his wisdom shall endure"5: 
whilst another sage compares such a one to na tree whose 
branc~es are few but his roots are many ... 6 
Raba, a great educational reformer of the fourth century 
of this era used to say that "the end of wisdom is repentance 
and good deeds."7 
1. Morris, opo cite PPo 99-lOOo 
2., Tractate Aboth: Also known as "The Ethics of the Fathers:n 
a collection of moral and ethical sayings of the Tannaim 9 
(the name given to the sages of the Oral Law who lived 
during a period of several centuries prior to the redaction 
of the lVIishna). 
3o lVIishna: Code of (oral) Law based largely on Pentateuch:~.200A~ 
4. Tractate Aboth IoVol?. 
5. Ibido III v. 11. 
6e Ibid. IV v. 22. 
7!o Morris, op. cit. , Po .100 
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Such moral action and such good deeds flowing from 
Torah study were the mitzvotg (literally~ the "commandments") 
which the Jew was expected to performo There were both 
positive and negative such precepts~ numbering six hundred 
and thirteenp and covering almost every aspect of personal 
and social activity; in time they came to include any good 
or charitable deedo 1 
The threefold blessing on the newborn child epitomizes 
the traditional Jewish approach: "May he grow to (participate 
in) Torah, bridal canopy.and good deeds" is a simple figure 
of speech in which the childns progress in life will be 
marked by the three main desiderata, vizo intellectual 
and moral development, social responsibility and active 
moral conducto 
The school became the vital area in the People 0 s 
struggle to survive the shock of national defeat and loss 
of outward religious and national unityo True, in place 
of territorial integrity and political power it had already 
created the basis of spiritual forces which were no less 
effective in cementing the Jews into single peoplehood and 
which were, in fact, .. the only effective. means of preserving 
it intact in its painful wanderings across the ages and the 
world~ Torah and Mitzvothwere the surrogate for government 
and laws; and for Torah and Mitzvoth, education was 
indispensable a The school came to occupy the central point 
in community activity and has remained so to this very dayo 
lo Standard Jewish Encyclopaediao pa 133la 
• 
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And no more simply phrased and truthful summary can be 
found for this view of the essence of' Torah and study 
than the Mishna gives:-
"These are the things, the fruits of which 
a man enjoys in this world~ whi.le the stock 
remains for him for the world to come: viz., 
honouring father and motherp the practice 
of chari·ty~ ti.mely attendance at the house 
of study morning and evening~ hospitality 
to wayfarers, visiting the sickv dowering 
the bride, attending the dead to the 
grave, devotion in prayerp and making 
peace between man and his fellow; but 
the st~dy of the Torah leadeth to them 
all., .. 
1. Tractate Peah of the Mishna: Chapter I; see note 3, Pol2. 
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CHAPTER 3~ THE MODERN PERIOD = AFTER 1789o 
SECTION I: Enlightenment and Emancipation in 
Western Europe and America: 
Educational Change amidst 
~ocial and Cultural Progresso 
Historically~ the mediaeval age for most of European 
Jewry extends well into modern timesp for it was the 
eighteenth century Enlightenment that first introduced 
radical changes into the lives of the Jewish communities 
of the western and central regions of the Continent where 
the old mediaeval condi.tions and restrictions still 
controlled their existenceo The notable exceptions were 
Holland and Englando 
Denied political rightsp discriminated against socially 
and economically, exposed politically, the Jews were con-
fined to ghetto or judengasse (street of the Jews) as they 
had been for centurieso They lived a closed 9 if rich, 
cultural life dominated by the customs and ceremonies 
of ancient Rabbinic Judaismo 
til 
focussed on the tr~ional lore 
The mind of 1he Jew was 
of Torah1 and Talmud~ 
finding in his religion and culture both refuge from, and 
meaning in, the inferior status which the antipathetic 
society assigned to himo 
Strangely enough, luminaries of the Englightenment 
were not entirely unanimous in extending its tolerant arms 
to embrace the Jewso 
Many of the cultured men of the eighteenth century 
European Enlightenment only talked liberalism; their 
prejudice~ were still strongo 3 The German writer and 
lo See note 2, Po 9o 
2o See footnote 2~ Po Ba 
3o Grayzel: A History of the Jews (Jewish Publication 
Society, Philadelphia, 1962): Po 542o 
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philosopherv Gotthold Ephraim Lessing (died 1781) 1 was 
a champion of tolerance for the Jews in his writings and 
plays 9 most notew~Crthy of which was Nathan the Wise (1779)o 
Its hero was modelled on Lessingus friend Moses Mendelssohn~l 
and jjts plea for religious tolerance and universal brother-
hood was coupled with the thesis that nobility of soul 
was not the monopoly of any one religionc 2 
Another champion of Jewish rights was Christian 
W~elm von Dohm (died 1820)~ a Prussian aristocrat and 
government official, whose book "Concerning the Civil 
Impvovement of the Jews" (1783) attacked the inferior 
status of the Jews and urged that they be granted full 
equality of rightso3 
Whilst Lessing and Dohm exerted great influence on 
. the liberal thought of the day, it is unfortunately true 
that these liberals had but slight influence on the 
policies of the various European governments~ 4 
Symbolic of this situation was that even Moses 
Mendelssohn himself~ noted philosopher and champion of 
German culture that he was 9 was refused the right of 
permanent residence in Berlin, ,to which he had moved 
from his native Dessau~ 
In France Voltairep for examplep retained an animus 
against the Jews whilst other liberal thinkers were in 
favour of granting them full civil equalityo It was only 
in 1791 that the revolutionary slogans were translated into 
lo See following paragraphso 
2o Standard Jewish Encyclopaedia~ Po ll89o 
3o Ibido Po 570o 
4o Grayzel: Opo cito Po 545o 
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reality for the Jews when Mirabeau and the Abbe Gr~goire 
led the successful move to grant full citizen rights to 
·the Jews of France in the face of the old prejudices of 
the conservative oppositione 1 
To the general movement for enlightenment the Jewish 
0ommunities responded with their own Haskalah, their 
specifically Jewish counterparto 
The Jewish Enlightenment = Haskalah in Hebrew = was 
the movement for the introduction and dissemination of 
modern European culture amongst the Jews of Western and 
C'entral Europeo Beginning in Berlin about the middle 
of the eighteenth century» the central figure in the 
movement was the philosopher and writer, Moses Mendelssohnp 
who translated the Pentateuch into Germanp using Hebrew 
I 
characters, and added a rationalist commentary by a 
group of new writers who also took the then revolutionary 
step of issuing a quarterly - in Hebrew~ (Hameassef 
1783).~ It was to be the harbinger of the Hebrew 
revival during the next centuryo 
The writers and thinkers of the Haskal%h saw that the 
movement for the emancipation of the Jews would achieve a 
double objectiveo First would come the gradual removal 
of the disabilities - social~ political~ economic» religious 
which, originating in mediaeval Christianity, had remained 
in force right into the eighteenth centuryo Second was 
its corollary: the preparation for the Jewish masses to 
enter into the social and intellectual life of the general 
society into which their emancipation would now admit theml. 
For this purpose, maintained the advocates of the Haskalah, 
lo Grayzel: Opocito Po 571-2o 




western education was essential for the masseso 
In Germany the Haskalah soon lost its Jewish moorings 
and shed its Hebrew links' Enlightenment led to complete 
acculturation and then to assimilation and conversiono To 
the modern Jew» but a generation or two removed from ghetto 
and judengasse9 total emancipation and acceptance was a 
will-o 9 -the-wisp. In other climes, notably in Austrian 
Galiciap in the Baltic regions and in some other parts of 
the Russian Pale1 of Jewish Settlement where the social 
an~ political environment was more harshp the new awakening 
took another directiono In the gradualness of time, it 
led to a national-linguistic revival which laid the 
groundwork for the Hebrew renaissance and for the rise of 
Zionism which the Russian pogroms .of 1881 sparked into 
lifeo 
In modern Jewish history the term Emancipation is 
understood to mean the more or less complete, even if 
sometimes gradual and piecemeal, removal of the restrictions 
and disabilities which ages of discrimination and persecution 
had imposed on the Jewish communities of Europe and of 
Islamic landso 
There is a definite date and a specific event to 
mark the beginning of this period in Jewishhistory - 0 • it is~ 
the Edict of Toleration issued by the Emperor Joseph II of 
Austria in 1782, which set this process of emancipation in 
motiono 
lo Pale of Settlement: Western provinces of Czarist Russia 
to which Jews were restrictedo 
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True enough, the Jews of England and Holland enjoyed 
considerable religious 9 social and personal 1 if not 
political, liberty during the seventeenth and eighteenth 
centuries~ and certainly so in the free atmosphere of the 
overseas colonies where they enjoy·ed almost full rights. 
from the firsto (The Cape under the DoEoioCo was ~n 
exception~ as is well-knownp withholding toleration from 
all religious sects except members of the Dutch Reformed 
Church~! Religious toleration only came fully with the 
rule of the Batavian Republic in 1803)o 2 
In France Jewish emancipation was a natural corollary 
of the Declaration of the Rights of Man (1789)~ but the 
Jews of Alsace were granted civic rights only after 
considerable difficulty (1791). 
The Revolutionary armies carried emancipation for 
the Jews into the countries they conquered~ especially in 
Germany and Italy, but it was a delayed·processp too 
frequently cancelled during periods of political reactiono 
It was not till mid-century that it was fully accepted in 
Europe a A notable exception, of course~ remained Czarist 
Russia where hea!less restrictions and discrimination, 
~ 
interspersed with occasional violent pogroms, remained in 
force till the end of that regime in 1917o 
1. Saran & Hotz: ope cit. Po lo 
2o Herrman~ A History of the Jews in South Africa, op. cit. 
Po 67c 
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EMANCIPATION, ENLIGHTENMENT AND EDUCATION~ THE 19th CENTURYo 
To bring about such profound social change in the 
tradition~bound Jewish communitiesp the lovers of enlighten= 
ment and the advocates of emancipation} soon realised that 
the traditional education of 0 heder1and talmud-torah2 would 
have to be quickly superseded by a modern school systemo 
Naphtali Herz Wessely3advocated a new school combining 
selected traditional subjects with such secular knowledge 
as the vernacular, arithmetic and geography- an amalgam~ 
as it were, of God's Law and man's lore~ 
Following on the Edict o.f Toleration4 many secular 
schools were established in Austria and Germany for the 
children of those enthusiastic in throwing off the ghetto 
restrictions., In the east, however, the Polish, Lithuanian 
and Russian communities were affected by the movement for 
enlightenment o~fractionally and by emancipation not at allo 
They clung, in their vast majority, to the traditional life 
and the traditional learning of 0 heder, talmud torah and 
yeshivao 5 
The general picture of Jewish education in nineteenth 
century north-western and central Europe is one of sharp 
decline, both in content and qualityo Where some Jewish 
schools did remain in existence - in Italy, for example -
instruction was limited to one hour daily6 and consisted of 
lo See footnote 2 9 Po lOo 
2o See footnote 3, p., lOo 
3o Encyclopaedia Judaica .Po 419~ also Kurzweil '~odern Trends 
in Jewish Education"~(Yoseloff, NoYo), Po 14., 
4o See Po 18o 
5o Yeshiva: College for higher Talmudical studieso 
6o Encyclopaedia Judaica~ Po 422o 
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Hebrew reading 9 prayers and bible studyo In Francep toop 
the vast majority of the children attended secular schools 9 
and for them Jewish education had to rely on very inadequate 
and fragmentary religious instruction in supplementary 
religious classeso 
In England the Jewish community maintained their own 
schools prior to the introduction of the Compulsory 
Education Act of 1870o Philanthropically=minded persons 
opened "Jewish Free Schools"t particularly for the immigrant 
poor, in several placeso The London "Jews° Free School'' 
was actually the largest school in England at the turn of 
the century with an .enrolment of 3000~ Jewish instruction 9 
however 9 was limited to the daily hour and included mechanical 
Hebrew reading and instruction in religion and Bibleo 
After 1870 most Jewish schools closed their doors 
and the system of supplemental education became the accepted 
educational instrumento The child attended the government 
school ordinarily: at the conclusion of the regular school 
hours he went to receive his supplementary, vizo Jewishp 
education, be it private, or in a group in a one (room) 
teacher school (Heder) or in a supplemental school (Talmud= 
Torah)o The more orthodox the parent, the greater importance 
he attached to ~ewish instruction, and the greater the like-
lihood that the child would be sent to receive supplemental 
education of the maximum adequacy under the circumstanceso 
In Germany and Austria the same general tendency 
may be discernedo As the numbe~ of Jewish children 
enrolled in general and educational institutions grew, the 
quality and scope of Jewish education declinedo After some 
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earlier essays in the establishment of Jewish schools in 
whi.ch Jewish instruction, albeit restricted~ was provided, 
there is almost a total shift to secular government schoolsp 
obviously as a result of the then growing state pre-occupation 
with educationo His general education the (Jewish) child 
received in the state school, whilst in the little time 
left during his day he had to proceed to some supplemental 
institution.or person for his Jewish instructiono The 
curriculum 9 too, suffered severe constriction and became 
merely a brief preparation for confirmation (barmitzva) 
and little elseo 
In Eastern Europe: In the Russian provinces where 
Jews lived - the Pa~e of Settlement1 ~ and in Poland 
enlightenment was much delayed in comingo It could hardly 
be expected to flourish in an atmosphere which its half-
brother - emancipation - found so stifling., By and large, 
the communities remained rigidly conservative and impervious 
to new ideas, retaining their old loyal·ti es to the traditional 
religious beliefs and practices and old way of lifeo For 
them the old school system of 1heder, talmud torah and yeshiva, 
unchanged from previous centuries, remaj.ned most desirable., 
But the new ideas could, of course, not be kept out., 
Maskilim (advocates of Enlightenment - Haskalah) wished to 
see radical changes in Jewish life which to them had become 
ossified and socially stagnant in a fast progressing worldo 
lo See footnote 1 9 Po 18o 
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Typical was Isaac Baer Levinsohn1 (1788 - 1860) who demanued 
a revolutionary modernization of the programme of Jewish 
studiesp instruction in secular subjects and a complete 
breakaway from the constrictive vice of Talmud and Codeso 2 
In addition there should be a return to agriculture and 
manual tradese Very important too is the fact that he 
wrote his works in Hebrewo 
This Hebrew Haskala was indeed to revolutionise the 
whole of modern Jewish history and with it Jewish educatione 
A new type of Jewish school emerged. from the national-
linguistic revival that germinated in the Eastern Europe 
of the nineteenth centuryo 
lo The Jews: History, Culture and Religion - L. Finkelsteinp 
Yolo II, pa 894o (Jewish Publication Society of America:l966) 
2o Ibid. (Codes: Commentaries onJand codification of,Jewish 
laws) .. 
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SECTION II: THE ZIONIST RENAISSANCEo 
Nineteenth century nationalism received concrete 
expression amongst the Jews later than amongst most 9 if 
not all 9 other incipient nations of the Continento Their 
geographical dispersionp with its cultural and political 
implications, militated strongly against the success of a 
national movement and made its path infinitely more difficult 
of successo 
Zionism1 is "a new word for a very old thingo"2 As a 
political movement aimed at organising the return of the 
Jews to their ancestral homeland it is but 75 years old 9 
the first Zionist Congress having been convened in Basle 
by T.heodor Herzl in August of 1897o As a movement of 
re-settlement, of the return of a landless people divorced 
from their soil for two millenia, it had its beginnings 
just over a century ago when the first agricultural school = 
Mikveh Israel - was established3 and 9 a decade or so laterp 
the first agricultural settlements - Peta0 h Tikvah ("Gate of 
Hope") and Rishon-le-Zion (First-in-Zion)o 
As a national movement which yearned for the return 
to Zion andfue restoration of the corporate national life, 
Zionism is as old as Diasporao 4 From the time of their 
dispersion at the hands of the Romans after the destruction 
of the Second Temple in 70 AoDo and the defeat of Bar-Kochba 
65 years later, the Jews never ceased to dream and hope of a 
lo Zionism: Modern Jewish National Movement aiming at resto~ 
ration of Jewish statehood, in Palestine: from Mount Zion: 
in Jerusalemo 
2o No Na.rdi: 'lEducation in Palestine 11 (Zionist Organisation of 
America 1945) Po lo 
3o Standard Jewish Encyclopaedia (Massadah, Jerusalem 1966): 
Po 1J20o 
4o See footnote 2p Po 2o 
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return to the lost land of their fatherso It pervaded 
their prayers, and their folklore and it manifested itself 
throughout the generations by a constant but small stream 
of immigration from many landso This served to maintain 
an unbroken Jewish npresencen in the Land of Israel through-
out the long succession of Moslem and Christian rulers who 
followed one another in Palestineo 
The pages of Jewish history are filled with a long 
line of talmudic mystics, poetic dreamers, political 
visionaries 9 - all of whom strengthened the longing of the 
suffering people for their return to the land of their 
fatherso Decades and centuries of persecution and 
opprobrium were borne with fortitude in the hope, indeed 
certainty, of restoration to their own soil to be free 
from persecution and sufferingo The Lord had once before 
"returned the captivity of Zionou1 Surely in His mercy 
He would be true to His convenant and return His flock again 
to the land He had promised themo 
In mid-nineteenth century, the century of national 
and liberal movements, of humanitarianism and democracy 
and social reform, the time became ripe for the dispersed 
Jewish People to stir itself to self-redemption, or to 
"auto-emancipation" 2 as Leo Pinsker, an early Zionist thinkerp 
lo Psalm CXXVI. 
2, !!Auto-Emancipation" - Lo PinkkerJ1882o 
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put ito Many voices~ Jewish as well as gentile, were 
heard calling on the Jewish People to return to their old 
land and recreate therein their independent national lifeo 
Amongst these were the Victori~ statesman Palmerston 9 
the novelist George El#iot1 9 the early German Socialist 
Moses Hess2 P the aristocrat-philanthropist Baron Edmund 
de Rothschild~ the Russian Rabbi Mohilever 9 the Russo= 
Jewish Drc Leo Pinsker3, the neo-Hebrew philosopher 
Marching forward into 
the new emancipated worldp the nineteenth century Jew was 
shocked to discover that,though he had left his mediaeval 
ghetto and "Jews 0 townn the age-old animosity of the 
I 
nations that had dogged his footsteps throughout history 
still clung closely to him in the free society which had 
opened its doors to himG Ancient hatreds and prejudices 
deeply embedded in the subconscious of European man could 
not easily be discarded. In Western Europe it took the 
form of racial anti-semitism - pernicious enough though 
not violente In Italy, the Mortara Case4 fanned the old 
flames; in Damascus the obnoxious Blood Libel5was revived 
in 1840. In Russia widespread pogroms broke out afresh 
in 1881-2, fomented by the Czarist authorities for their 
own ends 9 and perpetrated by the primitive populace. 
Emancipation was manifestly no panacea: complete 
assimilation was either unacceptable or impracticable. 
~ ~ 
1. See Daniel Deronda - by George Eliot. 
2. nRome and Jerusalemn by Moses Hess (1862). 
3. See note 2, p. 25. 
4. Standard Jewish Enblopaedia 9 p. 1366. 
5. Ibid. p. 523. ~ 
, 
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The Russian pogroms of the early 8ous stirred hundreds 
of young people to leave the towns and cities of Russia 
with i ·ts shame and violence to return to Palestine, to a 
life of great hardship, there to till the neglected 
ancestral soil in the first tiny efforts of "restoration 
of Land to People and People to Lando" 
In Eastern Europe itself Pinskerus call to "auto-
1 
emancipationtt and the sobering lesson of Czarist Russian 
anti-semitic violence created the 0 Hbve.yei Zio:n (Lovers bf 
Zion) Movemento The ancient people was obviously ~stir: 
the stage was ready for the right man to appear in the. 
person of Dro Theodor Herzl, Budapest-born lawyer and 
journalist (1860-1904) who is regarded as the creator of 
political Zionism and the father of the Third Jewish 
Commonwealth, the State of Israelo In his book "Der 
Judenstaat" (the Jewish State) published in 1896, Herzl 
launched the modern Jewish renaissance movement which 
culminated within a span of half-~~century- as he had 
himself foretold - in the creation of the independent state 
of the Jewish Peopleo 
lo See footnote 2, Po 25o 
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SECTION III: The Cultural Revolution: 
The Re-birth of Hebrewo - ~ 
The Jewish Enlightenment (Haskalah) in Germany of 
the latter half of the eighteenth century gave a fresh 
impetus to the study of Hebrewo Even its central figure 
and philosopherp Moses Mendelssohn~ had contributed articles 
to the first "modern" Hebrew monthly journal "Hameassef"1 
(founded 1783)o Since its secular flowering in the "Golden 
Age" of Spanish Jewry five centuries previously, Hebrew 
had become the religious/literary language of Torah scholars 
only, having long centuries before ceased to be a spoken 
tongueo Jesus almost definitely spoke Aramaic, the 
language of the Near Easto The Gemara2 itself, almost 
totally written in the same language, was the main religio-
legal field of study till the period of the Enlightenment 
(eighteenth century in West-Central Europe and the end of 
the nineteenth in Eastern Europe)o 
Hebrew was the l,ashon Ha.Kodesh - *'the holy tongue" 
of Bible study, of the siddur3 and mahzor4 and of the 
succession of commentators and writers on religion and 
philosophy who constitute the remarkable phenomenon of 
Jewish literary creativity during centuries of diaspora 
lifeo The German Haskala.5 gave it a great fillip and a 
secular turn for the first time since the .. Golden Age" of 
I 
Spaino However, when the Enlightenment in this part of 
the continent was followed by the movement for Emancipation 
l~ See Po 17, footnote 2o 
2o Part of the Talmud 9 redacted Co 500 AoDc: See note 2, po8o 
3o The Prayer Book for Sabbaths and week-dayse 
4o Festival liturgyo 
5o Haskala - Hebrewp Enlightenmento 
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from ghetto 9 the sparks of Hebrew cultural revival were 
soon extinguished by the new social and cultural cross= 
currents in which the Jewish communities found themselveso 
In Poland~ Russia and Galicia, the Hebrew revival ran 
deeper and strongero As the nineteenth century proceeded~ 
Haskala assumed a more national aspecto Hebrew became 
the vehicle for those writers who did not merely wish to 
bring a secular enlightenment to the masses in the hope 
that emancipation would surely followg To them emanci-
pation under the czars became a chimera; redemption lay 
ratherin "auto-emancipation"p in an end to dispersion 
and a return to the ancient lando 
.Hebrew rose phoenix-like from its long sleepe The 
first Hebrew novel by Abraham Mapu was published in 1852; 
succeeding decades to the end of the century saw a wonder-
ful flowering the like of which had not appeared since the 
d # 
Golden Age of Spain eight or nine centuries previouslyo 
In the second part of the nineteenth century the new 
stirrings of Jewish Nationalism with its as yet inchoate 
dreams of national restoration to its homeland and 
cultural renew~l were almost solely expressed in a continuous 
stream of Hebrew magazinese 1 
Secular, literary in one way or another, Hebrew was 
quite widely read, but nobody really spoke it yet as a 
living languageo 
lo Kurzweil, OPo cito Po 14lo 
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If the People was tobe revived~ rejuvenated in will 
and desire t~ redeem itself and its land, it was almost 




had to be restored 
to lifeo 
This remarkable cultural achievement was the work of 
one man - Eliezer Ben-Yehuda (born Perelman 9 in the 
Lithuanian province of Russia in 1858 9 died in Jerusalem 
1922)o 
Ben Yehuda studied in France where he was influenced 
by the writings of the early nationalist Pere.tz Smolenskin 
(died 1885), editor of the Hebrew monthly nHaSha 0 har" (The 
Dawn) o George Eliot 0 s Zionist novel, "Daniel Deronda", 
with its dominant theme of the return of the Jews to the 
Land of Israel, also made an impression on the young 
studento Those were the days of the Russo-Turkish War 
of 1878 - 9, when the Balkan countries rose against the 
Turks in their sti~ggle for national independenceo If 
these minor nationalities, long suppressed and culturally 
inferior, could achieve freedom and independence, why not 
the People of Israel? It had its historic homeland-
Palestine - and historic language - Hebrewo What had 
to be done was to arouse its national will~ to create a 
movement for national revival on its ancient soilo 1 
Essential to this ideal was that Hebrew must be 
actually revived as a living spoken language to become 
in time the vehicle for a revived Hebrew literature as 
part of a general cultural/national renaissanceo 
lo Hebrew Encyclopaedia, Volo IX, Po 127 (Jerusalem 1958 - ) 
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In articles written in 1880 Ben-Yehuda demanded that 
Hebrew should replace the var~ous foreign languages used 
as media of instruction in the schools in Palestine (these 
were a number of schools established by the French=Jewish 
organisation at that time 9 - the "Alliance Israelite 
Universelle")o 
In 1881 he landed at Jaffa with his young wifeo He 
informed her that from that day onwards he would address 
her in Hebrew only., Th~~ first child heard only Hebrew 
from his parents: in the early ~ighties of the last 
century was thus created the first completely Hebrew-
speaking home for two millenia~! 
Ben-Yehuda founded a Hebrew newspaper in 1885 which 
later became a daily and appeared till the outbreak of 
the ~irst World Waro He carried out extensive research 
in the Hebrew language, with the purpose of making it a 
fit vehicle for dealing with all aspects of modern lifeo 
Words which he could not find in ancient and mediaeval 
literature and which could be revived or adapted, Ben-
Yehuda coined if necessaryt 2 
In 1890 he founded the Vaad Halashon (Language 
Council) over which he presided till the day of his deatho 
It was the forerunner of the Hebrew Language Academy of 
later days., His greatest linguistic achievement was 
his "Thesaurus" ("Mille~ haLashon haivrit ha~Yeshana 
Veha'hadashatt - the Lexicon of the Ancient and Modern 
Hebrew Language) which began appearing in 1910., Thirteen 
lo Hebrew Encyclopaedia 9 Volo IX, Po 129 (Jerusalem 1@58 - ) 
2o Kurzweil
1
op., cito Po 143o 
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of the twenty-two letters of the Hebrew alphabet were 
covered in the volumes that appeared during his life-time; 
the work was completed by his widowo 
Eliezer Ben-Yehuda is truly the "Father of Modern 
Hebrewo" It was a struggle which he waged single~ 
mindedly and stubbornly for over four decades against a 
majority which could not, or did not want toj conceive the 
possibility of Hebrew as a spoken living languageo It is 
interesting to note that some of the early Zionist thinkers 
and leaders, including Theodor Herzl himself, spoke of a 
Jewish Homeland without Hebrew as the dominant languageo 1 
Ben=Yehuda saw the r~vival of Hebrew as indispensable 
to national-political restoration and to this end he 
struggled almost single-handedly at first in the tiny 
Jewish "Yishuv"2 of the formative period from the 1880 6 s to 
the early nineteen-twentieso 
His work was crowned with successo The re-birth of 
Hebrew is a remarkable linguistic-cultural phenomenon 
without precedent in historyo 
lo Hebrew Encyclopaedia, IX» Po 131 
2o Yishuv: lito "settlement": name for the Jewish Community 
Tn~he pre-1948 Palestineo 
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SECTION IV: THE NEW HEBREW SCHOOL. 
The Modern Jewish School in Eastern Euro e called the 
" 
9 Heder Ha-Metukan" - the New or Reformed 'Heder. 
Spoken living Hebrew was bound to spread beyond the 
confines of the homesp schools and streets of Jewish village 
and town of the Palestine of the last two dec~des of the 
century. It had already undergone a literary resurrection 
at the hands of the Maskilim (advocates of the Enlightenment) 
of Eastern Europe and had indeed become a component of the 
reviving Jewish nationalism of that erae The Zionist-
Nationalists could now use it as a living spoken medium 
of expression and it followed naturally that it should be 
used as a medium of instruction in some of the umodernn 
schools in Eastern Europe as was already being done in 
those of Palestine. 
The new Jewish schools emerged, the 0 Heder Ha-Metukan 
it was called, the modern progressive 9 heder. The language 
of instruction was Hebrew: in addition to the secular 
curriculum,the Jewish studies emphasised the spiritual and 
cultural treasures of the Jewish Peoplep with more emphasis 
on positive religion and less on mere piety and rabbinical 
literaturea 
Its basic philosophy was the reawakened hope of the 
People's restoration to independence in the Land of Israel; 
its earnest was the marvellous Hebrew renaissance which 
had revived the spirit of the People and steeled it for 
national restoration. 1 
1. The Jews: History, Culture and Religion: Volume II, 
op. cit. p. 1265 •. 
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Rhad Ha 0 am1 wrote of the ttinvasion of the school 
To use a modern expression 9 Hebrew 
education in Eastern Europe assumed a new look 9 during 
the last two decades of the last centuryo Curricular 
reform 9 methodsp texts - all underwent drastic change and 
modernisationo Nursery Schools and training colleges 
were establishedo In all respects the 0 Heder HaMetukan 
became The Beth Sefer Ivri - the New Hebrew School~ 
lo See Po 26o 
2o Encyclopaedia Judaica, Po 424. 
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SECTION V: THE INTER-WAR PERIOD: 1914 - 1939o 
The Eastern Eurepean Jewish communities were 
convulsed by the political upheavals and socio=economic 
dislocation in the W§ke of the First World Waro 
RUSSIA: Gravest of all was the position in Soviet 
Russiao After a few years of toleration the new regime 
embarked on a ruthless suppression of Hebrew education 
and Zionist activityo Religion was anti-state; Hebrew= 
nationalist education was declared a heresy punishable 
by imprisonment or banishment to labour camps and even 
worseo For some years the State tolerated Yiddish1 
schools and literature; but this;tooJwas in time suppressed 
as alien to the soviet systemo The Jews did not qualify 
for recognition amongst the hundred-odd nationalities of 
the Soviet Unione Russian Jewry - culturally and spiritua]W 
the most productive and en.ergetic section of the whole 
People - was hermetically sealed off from the Jewish World, 
to all intents destined to undergo a slow yet relentless 
process of cultural deprivation and total disappearanceo 
Who was to guess in the late 9 thirties of Stalinist rule 
what the future of this great community of 2! to 3 million 
souls was to be in the following three decades? Cold 
logic pointed to one inevitable end: the total and 
absolute disappearance of a national culture which 
had been deprived of all its elementary andbasic rights-
education 9 religious organisation, an intellectual and 
lo Yiddish: Germanic language developed and spoken by 
Jews of Central and Eas.tern Europev with strong Hebrew 
admixturee Originated'~"~mediaeval times and written in 
Hebrew characterso A 
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social leadership 9 a communal framework and contacts 
with brethren in the outside worldo 
It is surely one of the ironies of history that a h«lf 
century after the revolution, af.ter decades of pitiless 
oppression on the part of the monolithic super-statev 
Russian Jewry has emerged again 9 its spirit unbroken 9 
its loyalty to the rock whence it was hewn undimmed, 
defiant even in the face of the juggernaut that is the 
state., What a tribute to the human spirit in this day 
and aget 
WESTERN AND CENTRAL EUROPE: 
Here Jewish education was almost totally supplemental: 
the child completed his secular schooling in the govern~ 
mental school and then spent a few hours a week in the 
supplementary Jewish school, attached to the congregation 
or organised by the community, where he received a trun-
cated Jewish education, largely concerned with preparation 
for religious confirmationo 
POLAND AND THE SUCCESSION STATESol 
In the (succession) states that were created from 
parts of the pre-1914 Russian and Austrian Empires, Jewish 
.cultural and political rights were recognised~ at least o~ 
papero The majority of the Jews on the Continent lived 
in these countries where the post-war treaties recognised 
them as national minorities in the cultural and educational 
sphereso The Zionist ideal was almost universally 
accepted by the Jewish communitieso 
lo Succession States refers to those countries formed after 
the First World War from territories which had been 
parts of the Austro-Hungarian and/or Russian Empires., 
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Political 9 economic and social discrimination 
against the Jewish populations was the general rule rather 
than the excepti.on in these succession states 9 all too 
frequently boiling over into blatant anti-semitism and 
pogroms in countries such as Poland and Rumaniao 
To the Jewish communities of Central-Eastern Europe 
Zionism was of immediate personal concern; it contained 
the hope of relief from the gathering hardships of life 
facing increasingly larger sections of this deprived and 
oppressed minorityo The movement had achieved recognition 
by the nations of the worldo At first Britain had issued 
the Balfour Declaration1 on 2nd November 9 1917, publicly 
pledging support for the establishment of a "Jewish 
National Home in Palestine" and shortly after the end of 
the war the League of Nations had similarly confirmed the 
Jewish rights to the Land of Israel and had granted the 
mandate for the creation of this "National Home" to the 
British Governmento 
The Hebrew-Zionist trend in education became dominant 9 
reflecting the overwhelming allegiance of the people to 
Zionism as "the Jewish State on-the-way"o Great networks 
of communally supported Hebrew schools were organised 9.;c· · 
reflecting the whole spectrum of the community groups, 
from orthodox to secularo The traditional 1heder2 , it is 
true 9 still survived in large numbers 9 as did the talmud-
torah~ but both were now regarded as old-fashioned and 
conservativeo 
lo James Arthur Balfour was Foreign Secretary in the British 
Government of the dayo_ 
2c heder: see note 2 9 Po lOo 
3o Talmud-torah: see note 2 9 Po 8o 
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THE UNITED STATES: 
. 1 
The growing yishuv and its developing Hebraic 
culture also influenced Jewish education in the United 
States during the inter-war decadeso This became 
apparent in a direct influence on curriculap content and 
approach as well as in such peripheral activities as 
Zionist Youth groups~ Hebrew clubsp mu~ic and art and 
Hebrew periodicals2o More indirect were the influences 
and effects of the VHeder M~1etukan~ the Hebrew-Zionist 
schools of the old continento The products of these 
nationally-imbued institutions brought their new ideas 
and attitudes to the United States andp either in the 
role of teachers or parents 9 produced far-reaching 
changes en the Jewish educational scene., 
The old,heder declined in numbers and importancep 
to be replaced by the fralmud .torah with its congregational 
control1 greatly improved organisation 9 curriculum of 
studies and professional staffo The number of the 
integrated nday schools"4 also grewo In 1936 the National 
Council of lfewish Education was organised and teacher-
training was placed on a proper basiso 5 
lo Yishuv: see footnote 2, Po 32o 
2o Encyclopaedia Judaica; Po 442o 
3o See Po 33. 
4o Day School: Jewish all=day school offering combined 
curriculum of Jewish and general studieso 
5. Encyclopaedia Judaica; Po 442o 
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Jewish education on the Continent came to an end in 
1939 with the outbreak of waro At first the Nazis 
moved Jewish children to Jewish schools, but soon after 
1939, Jewi.sh education was entirely prohibi.tedo In just 
over five years of the H~locaust1 that engulfed Eastern 
European Jewry, the Nazi "final solution" not only 
brought death to six million men~ women and children: 
it destroyed utterly an ancient civilizationo 
Thus were obliterated great centres of Jewish life~ 
culture and scholarship which together formed one of the 
most creative periods in the entire long history of the 
Jewish Peopleo 
lo See page 5, footnote lo 
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CHAPTER 4: THE STATE OF ISRAELo 
SECTION I: . PRE=STATE PERIOD: TO 1948c 
A~ The Foundations of the New Societyo 
The first wave of Jewish immigration into Palestine 
' 
in 1882 consisted of several hundred Russian and Rumanian 
families and young peopleo They rejected the penury and 
discrimination of life in the Russian Pale and, more 
positively, were impelled by an idealistic desire to 
establish a new life on the ancestral soil which had to 
be redeemed laboriously from the neglect and abuse of the 
t . 1 cen urJ.eso 
Before a decade had elapsed there were some twenty-
five little "colonies" (agricultural villages) in the 
young settlement, eking out a precarious existence on the 
inhospitable soilo 
After the turn of the century a new wave of immigrants 9 
socialist~idealists disillusioned by events in Russia 
after the abortive 1905 revolution, arrived in their 
thousandsp determined to establish an advanced social 
structure in the ancient lando It was these settlers 
who laid the foundations, between the years 1906 and 1914 9 
2 for the state of todayo They established the first 
3 \J kibbutzim 9 the collective villages, laid the basis for 
the revival of Jewish arms by establishing the "guard" units, 
lo Nardi No "Education in Palestine" (Zionist Organisation 
of America 1945) Po 9o 
2o Ibid Po lOo 
3o Kibbutz: (Hebrew): communal settlemento 
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and succeeded in achieving "kibbush ha-'avoda" - nthe 
conquering of labour" as they called ito The aim was 
to establish a normal productive society based on a 
peasant=labouring class so significantly absent from 
Jewish society in the Pale of Settlement where no Jew 
was permitted to own land~ After two millrania of 
dispersion the first all-Jewish city was established, 
in 1909
1
on the sands outside Jaffa- Tel Aviv (the Hill 
of Spring)e 
B: The Zionist Political Struggleo 
For a decade-and-a-half before Theodor Herzl called 
together the three hundred representatives assembled in 
the First Zionist Congress in Basle in 1897? the idea 
had been spreading fast throughout Eastern and Central 
Europe and found an echo even amongst the emancipated 
Jews of Western Europe:c1and North Americae "Hovevei Zion,. 
(Lovers of Zion) they called themselves, devoting thei.r 
time to spreading their ideas and rendering material a~d to 
the struggling'bolonies" in Palestineo 
Theodor Herzl converted this limited organisation 
into a national movemento He created the first inter-
national gathering of Jews in two millenia, and galvanized 
them into a great endeavour for self-redemptiono No won9-er 
he could with truth announce that "in Basle I founded the 
Jewish State~" 
He led the Zionist Movement for hardly more than 
seven years bu~; gave it a dynamism that carried it forward 
to success in the face of seemingly insuperable obstacles •. 
,. 
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His political endeavours to "secure a publicly-recog= 
nised home" in Palestine were abortiveo The Turkish 
sultan would or could not do anythi.ngo TrueiHeral was 
accorded full diploma·tic honours by some of the world 0 s 
great, but to no visible profito It was years after 
his death in 1904 that the Zionist Movement at last 
obtained the "charter" he so dearly longed foro This 
was the Balfour Declaration of 1917 in which Britain 
pledged itself to the establishment of a "national home" 
for the Jewish People in Palestine"p subsequently to be 
internationally ratified in 1922 by the Council of the 
League of Nations, which also granted the mandate for the 
execution of the project to Britaino This recognition 
was not gratuitously grantedo Palestinian Jews -
settlers and sons of settlers - fought in the Gallipoli 
campaign in the British Army, and in 1917- 18 they were 
joined by thousands of Jewish young men to form the first 
Jewish fighting units since Bar Kochba 0 s day eighteen 
hundred years earliero These were the battalions 
• 
("Jewish Legion") which fought under Allenby in the 
Campaign to drive the Turks out of Palestineo 
C: The Jewish National Home - 1920 - 1948: 
The Br~tish Mandateo 
During the period the "Yishuv"1 received waves of 
new immigrants who turned their backs on the post-war Jewish 
lo Yishuv: lit. "settlement": The name given to the growing 
and organised Jewish community in Palestine in pre-1948 
periodo 
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society of central and eastern Europe and came to 
"build the Land and be re-built therein" 9 as they 
expressed it in a popular song. They t~~ly redeemed the 
land: re-planted its bare hillsides, drained its swampsP 
restored life to the abused soil 9 built villages and 
towns, created an industry. 
bloomed againo 
The desert-- man-made --
By 1948 the Yishuv1numbered less than seven hundred 
thousand souls. 
Zionist endeavour and Jewish re-settlement did not 
run at all smoothly. Herzl 0 s certain faith in the need 
for a Jewish State was long delayed in fulfilment; 
politically the Zionist struggle was beset by conflicting 
and often hostile forces of international and imperial 
policies ~nd interes~ made ever more complex by the 
violent opposition of the Arab population, itself 
deeply stirred by strong post-war nationalist sentiment. 
Three decades of British rule were broken by frequent 
outbreaks of violence and conflict and ended by the 
final struggle - the Israel War of Independence of 1948-9e 
In November of 1947 the U.N.O. had given further 
international affirmation to the Zionist ideal of a 
Jewish State but this was not sufficient to establish it. 
It was re-established onl5thMay, 1948 as a result of 
the victory of the Jewish forces against the invading armies 
of seven Arab states of the Middle East, a struggle which is 
hardly ended nowthat the state has completed twenty-five 
years of independence and has so many achievements to its 
credit. 
1. Yishuv: lit. "settlement": The name given to the growing 
and organised Jewish community in Palestine in pre-1948 
period. · 
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SECTION II: THE NEW JEWISH EDUCATIONo 
A: Pre 1920~ To Eliezer Ben-Yehuda1 9 the father 
of modern Hebrew 9 the revival of People 9 Land and Language 
were intertwinede 2 Who would have expected it to become 
not only the living language of instruction but also 
actually spoken at home~ in shops and in the fields~ barely 
thirty years later? 3 The first Hebrew Nursery School 
was opened in 1898o In 1905 came the next exciting mile= 
stone in modern Hebrew education - the openittg5 of the first 
Hebrew high school with an .enrolment of seventeen childreno 
These were the humble beginnings of what steadily developed 
into the present educational system of the State of Israel 9 
from Hebr,ew creche to its very apex, the Hebrew universities 
in the citieso 
Hebrew had to cope with the problem of adaptation 
to modernityo Its growth had been stunted because it 
had long ceased to be a living languageo Eliezer Ben-
Yehuda was largely responsible for restoring its vitality; 
he rediscovered• adapted and even invented the vocabulary 
required by modern life and inspired others to follow suito 
And whilst Hebrew painfully rose to new life it was to 
wage another struggle for its very existence against two 
great modern languages which threatened to overwhelm it 
at this critical stage of its rebirtho 
It faced competition from French in the schools 
established by French "Lovers of Zion"; and even more serious 
lo See PPo lOc eto seqo 
2o J oSoBentwi.ch: "Education in Israel"(J'ewish Publication 
Society of America 1965h Po lOo 
3 o Ibid., Po 9o 
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was the danger emanating from Germany" Jewish bodies 
from Germany insisted on using their language as the medium 
of instructiong especially in the "Technicum" at ·Haifap 
the tecr.mi.cal institute established just before the First 
World Waro It was a bitter struggle waged by the tiny 
and poor Yishuv for Hebrew 9 but it was finally attended 
by successo 1 By the end of the war, the .foundations of 
the new Hebrew educational system of the embryonic "Jewish 
National Home" had been firmly laido 
B: Under the Mandate~ 1920 = 1948:. 
Under the British M~ndatory Administration, charged 
by the League of Nations to facilitate the establishment 
of the Jewish National Home, the Yishuv developed greatly" 
Immigration continued, the economy developed and the 
population grewo 
The Yishuv maintained the autonomy of its school 
system which, by 1920, consisted of about 150 institutions 
with over 12,000 pupils~ 2 Another 4500 children were still 
being educated in old-fashioned 
1
heder and talmud torahs 
and in a few foreign-language schoolso 3 Education up 
to the age of fourteen was virtually universal and about 
two-thirds of it was conducted in Hebrew under Zionist 
II 
controlo "A revolution compared with 1903! exclaims 
Bentwicho 4 
lo JoSQ Bentwich: 





The Teachers 9 Association played an unusually 
important role in deciding policy, largely as a result 
of the part it had played in the pre-war struggle for 
Hebrew. 
The Trends: 
The Hebrew schools were supported from funds 
collected by the World Zionist Organis~tion and locally 
by the organised Yishuv. Government support was minimal 
in spite of the fact that both sources of revenue were 
severely restricted1 ; it is a sobering thought that 
the population of the Yishuv half a century ago (census 
of 1922) was but 83,790~ 2 
An important development of the 'twenties was the 
emergence of the tripartite system3 of Jewish education, 
reflecting the three main trends in the Zionist Yishuv. 
These were the orthodox schools, equivalent to a more 
intensive denomin~tional school; the schools of the labour 
movement, entirely secular and indeed devoid of any religious 
content,supported. by the growing class of industrial and 
agricultural workers (on the kibbutzim) and, thirdly, the 
general schools, comprising the largest sector and directly 
descended from the former national schools with their 
principals and teachers who had actually fought and won 
the battle for the Hebrew language. 4 
The Hebrew University was opened in 1925, in the 
same year as the Haifa Technion (later to become the Technical 
University); by 1948 the former had 1000 students and the 
latter 600& 5 On the eve of the proclamation of the State, 
lo Nardi: Op& cito Po 30o 
2o Ibid. Po 25. 
3. Ibid. Po 3lo 
4Q Ibid. Po 35o 
5. Bentwich op. cit. Po 2. 
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there was a complete system of Hebrew Education from 
nursery school to university level, with elementary 
schooling almost universalo Hebrew was, of course~ 
the language of instruction (except for a tiny group 
of ultra=orthodox 0 heders and talmud-torahs)o It 
was indeed the home language of over two-thirds of the 
Jewish population. 1 
Amongs·t the formidable problems that faced. the 
fledgling state, grappling with the daunting influx of 
immigration2 9 that of education was not the leasto 
Slowly the children of new immigrants were absorbed into 
the schools, adapting to the new life and new language 
much more quickly than their parentso The old problem 
of the "trends" 3 was partially if not entirely solved. 
Two types of school were established - the State (general) 
School and the State Religious School, with marked differences 
in the curriculumo 4 Secondary education is under 
municipal or private control, with governmental inspec-
tion however. 
Considerable differences remain between these 
State (general) Schools and State Religious Schools in 
regard to educational objectives 9 curricula~ staff 
and even pupil population. 5 This division extends 
1. Bentwich: opo cit. p. 31. 
2. The 1948 population of 650p000 was more than doubled -
to 1 9 400 9 000 by Dec. 1951. 
3. See page 46o 
4. Bentwich: op. cit. p. 43. . 
5. Memorandum submitted by Mr. D. Rothschild, Principal 
of a Junior High School (State-Religious) in Tel Avivp 
Israel: 1973. 
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right up to ministerial level: the deputy=minister of 
education belongs to the Religious Party in the 
Parliamentary coali ti.on 9 and in every region there is 
a"religious" inspector of education side by side with his 
"general" colleagueo 
Whilst the general school confines itself to a 
passing reference to "tradition" in its definition of 
educational objectives, the Religious School places 
religious faith at ihe very centre of its aims~ in the 
belief that religion forms the essential and best foun= 
dation on which the education of the child as member of 
society, as citizen and as person can most propecy be basedo 
This different philosophical approach is reflected 9 
of course~ in a divergent approach to curriculum-structure 
and in emphasiso 
The Religious $chools devote much more time to 
the compleK of religious studieso Some of these schools 
devote twelve periods weekly to Bible and Oral Law1 , as 
opposed to some five periods in the State (general) Schoolo 
Most Religious Schools intensify and extend this field of 
studies by means of extra-mural group-work of a varied 
natureo 
The volume of the religio-traditional material is 
much greater and the educational approach to Bible and 
cognate studies in the respective streams differs very 
considerablyo In the State (general) Sch::r ol the approach 
is literary-historical-ethical and essentially secular 9 
lo Oral Law: Literature containing commentaries and 
interpretations of the Bible and religious lawo 
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whilst the religious educator regards his material as 
the expression of true faith in an unbroken chain of 
development from Creation and Revelation at Sinai to 
his own time and day~ relevant 9 and indeed indispensable, 
to the life of his pupil~ 
The content and approach to the general subjects 
in each of the two streams also reveal essential 
differences flowing from the intrinsic nature of each 
type of schoolo 
The Religious Schools are supervised by the inspectors 
appointed by the Religious Department in the Ministry 
of Education and these see to it, of course, that only 
religiously-orientated teachers are appointed to serve in 
Religious Schoolso 
this ruleo 
There are very few exceptions to 
The pupil population by and large reflects the 
religious attitudes of the homeo According to the lawp 
parents have the right to send their children to the 
schools of their choice~ some parents, not themselves 
particularly religious, opt for a religious school for 
their child because they believe that the religious 
< 
education/training he will obtain there is sufficiently 
valuable not to be ignoredo Some communities (especially 
from the eastern countries) retain a stronger religjjous 
tradition than others; some parents prefer separation of 
the s~xes in the education of their childreno It is an 
interesting point that the percentage of children requirjjng 
remedial and supplementary education is much higher in the 
State Religious Schools than in the State (general) Schoolso 1 
lo Memorandum supplied by Mro Do Rothschild: see footnote 5P 
Po 47" 
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The gulf between religious and non-religious 
schooling is the cause for much concern amongst Israeli 
educationistso These have pointed out the particular 
danger to the Jewish People, whose culture is so closely 
intertwined with religionp of having a school systemp 
or part of it, purged of those religious elements whic~ 
transcend time and geographical separationo It is a 
grave problem still awaiting solutiono 
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CHAPTER 5: JEWISH EDUCATION IN THE "OPEN SOCIETY"o 




SECTION I: The Background. 
Jewish Education in the post-war dispersion presents 
a different picture indeed from that painted in the fore-
going chapterQ. 
Eastern Europe: Jewish education remains either 
totally forbidden and non-existent as in Russia and 
Poland, or barely tolerated in such countries as Rumania 
and Hungary. The latest phase of the awakening of national 
consciousness amongst Russian Jewry is all the more 
remarkable for the fact that formal education has bBn banned 
for several generational only clandestine teaching 
a~d learning were possible and subject to harsh punish-
ment if discovered. Once the region of greatest Jewish 
population, Eastern Europe barely holds a fifth of its 
former numbers. Except for the two-and-a-half milliQn 
strong Jewish Community of Russia, itself held in a state 
of cultural servitude, the other great Jewish communities 
only barely managed to survive the Nazi Holocaust. In 
these sadly deplet·ed centres Jewish institutional life -
education includ~d - is hardly more than vestigial. 
The Western World: Nazi genocide not only destroyed 
millions of souls, at the same time it obl~rated a 
culture almost a thousand years old. It is estimated, 
for exan~l~pthat between 80% and 90% of all rabbis in the 
Jewish World perished ;in the Holocaust, an indication of 
the intellectual destruction suffered by the Jewish People. 
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The one great event which will shape Jewish his.tory 
and direct the destiny of the People has already been 
described - the re-establishment of the State of Israel 
as the culmination of the Jewish renaissance movemento 
The other is the Holocaust, which will radically 
influence Jewish history for generationso For one thing,. 
it has greatly changed the Jewish demographic positiono 
The majority of the Jewish People is now located in the 
"free world" and over 50~ of it is English-speakingo 
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SECTION II: The Problems facing Jewish Education Todayo 
These in fact constitute one inter-connected problem, 
basically that of survivalo On the one hand is the vital 
need to replace the cultural treasures of Eastern European 
Jewry which the Nazis destroyeda Genocide is the greatest 
of crimes, but deeply grievous also was the blow to Jewish 
culture o . · The Jewish People emerged from the Holoc~ust 
bereaved not only of a third of its numbers but also of 
its greatest centres of cultural and intellectual 
achievement and creativityo 
Who would replace these losses? And how? 
And soon ca~e the grave realisation of another 
kind of threat to cultural survivalo This was the 
recognition that in the"open society" of the Western 
world with i~s mighty forces of modern mass acculturation 
through the information media and other cultural factors 
of whatever level, minority cultures are involved in a. 
vital struggle for survivalo In a day and age where 
culture anywhere is losing much of its individualism 
and where sub-cultures transcend borders with the ease 
and speed of our technological era, first victims to 
dilution and aslsimilation are minor cultures of such 
minority groups' as the Jewso 
This is the double problem of Jewish Communities 
in the last third of this century and with the ancient 
trust in education as the means of ensuring its continuity 
1 
under adverse conditions, the Jewish People has once again 
endeavoured to use it as a solution to its problems of 
todayo In this endeavour it is mightily strengthened 
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by a factor unprecedented in its history- the State 
of Israel 1 which ha~ not only served as a stimulus 
for strengthening Jewish identity but has created 
an, intellectual and cultural reservoir to sustain 
the dispersion grappling with problems of survival., 
The new educational instrument of the post-war 
1 Jewish world is the "Jewish Day School.," 
lo rtDay School": School with integrated secular and 
Jewish curricula: child spends whole school day 
here in contradistinction to supplemental Jewish 
School. 
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SECTION III: The Integrated Jewish School: New Responseo 
The epithet "day" is used in Jewish education today 
in contradistinction to the type of Jewish school which 
became almost universal in the communities of the western 
world during the last century and longer 9 namely, the 
supplementary institution or the afternoon schoolo 
The Jewish child attended the secular school during the 
ordinary hours -be it governmental or "parochial" 9 in 
both cases secular as far as he was concernedo For him 
Jewish education was then tacked on to his regular 
schooling: it became supplemental and took second place 
to it; it was relegated to an ~dditional period of time 
in the afternoon, once or more times a week 9 S~day 
mornings includedo The type of school was either 
talmud torah under community control orp as became 
widespread in the U.SoA. and England and the newer 
English-speaking countries, the congregational school 
attached to a specific religious community organised 
1 around synagogue or templeo 
In the post-war era the Jewish parent and the 
communi}lfleaders of the western lands took a closer 
look at the Jewish education and came to find it wanting 
in a number of important respectso True,in two ways 
there was apparent progress: the number of pupils had 
increased relatively, and parental interest and support~ 
too, had grown greatlyo But closer inspection revealed 
serious shortcomings o There was a: fall in ...... almost a 
halving of-- hours of instruction2 compared to the older 
1. Encyclopaedia Judaica 9 
2. Encyclopaedia Judaica: 
Po 459o 
p o 44 2 :talmud torah± 400 hours p o a .. 
Synagogue School f 200 
hours poao ~ 
hours poao; Sunday School: + 65 -
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community talmud-torah of the early decades of theoontury. 
Years of actual attendance were about 5 or 6 and terminated 
almost invariably at confirmation(or Barmitzvah)at the age 
of thirteen; effectiveness of teaching and learning was 
naturally curtailed by the very nature of the school = 
it was s~pplemental, and the child was also tired by the 
mid-afternoon; it clashed with extra-mural activities; 
L 
it could not hope to create the specfic esprit in a .. one~ 
A . 
to~two hour session which the regular school normally 
is expected to attain. 
Educationally these factors contributed to very 
limited possibilities; indeed, by comparison with the 
traditional talmud-torah there was a discernible decline 
in achievements. In th~s new age the thinking Jewish 
parent, committed to ethnic and cultural continuity, 
pondered the Jewish education of his child i~ the open 
society of his day and found it unsatisfactoryo 
On the one hand his ethnic pride had been stirred by 
great historical events which he had witnessed - the 
miraculous resurrection of the national home: this 
was an event unique in history - that of a nation 
thrice establishing its commonwealtho Feelings were 
deepened and sharpened by the wide-spread hostility 
directed bot~ at the People and its renascent homeland. 
Embedded in his conscious and subconscious,too,was the 
~ 
re~ization that he was a s~rvivor of another unique 
historical event, an essay in genocideo This too 
focu-sed his sense of identity and strengthened his 
feeling of belongingness to his brethren, and across time 
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with his history and into time in a feeling of common 
~estinyo 
He looked at the education of his child and saw 
its shortcomings to meet his Jewish needs for today 
and tomorrowo 
This is the basic philosophy from which emerged 
. ,, ti.L . . 
the modern Jew1sh Day School , part1cularly 1n the 
English-speaking worldo Basically it endeavours to 
create a real-life situation for the Jewish child-
a harmonious blending of general and Jewish cultures 
in a formative learning situationo It was the only 
instrument for extending the time-quality of Jewish 
education to cover the vital adolescent period and 
thus hurdle the heretofore insuperable obstacle to 
a meaningful extension- the 13-year final limit of the 
supplemental school which almost totally condemned 
Jewish education to the primary level. 2 
Jewish Day Schools have been opened in places 
where Jewish education had been weak before, like 
Stockholm, Madrid and Zurich, 3 but as yet only a 
minority~under 150,000 in the Western countries out 
of about 725,000 who attend - go to day schools. What 
is disturbing is that only an estimated 121% receive a Te~;fJ/1 
secondary education in western Europeo 4 And of the 
lo See footnote 1, p. 54o 
2. Encyclopaedia Judaica; p. 43lo 
3. 1967 Figures published in "Jewish Education in the 
.: Diaspora"- (World Zionist 6rganisation). 
4o Encyclopaedia Judaicao Po 43. 
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total of Jewish children of school-going age (5 - 17) 
l of lp700,000, under 50% receive any sor~ of Jewish 
education. 2 These are serious figures indeed for the 
present-day Jewish leadership to pondero The basic 
problems of Jewish education in the western countries 
remain unsolved. By its very nature Jewish education 
is a voluntary process; as such it must be considered 
as worth-while by parents, and to an extent by the 
child; in addition, the community must assist the 
parents to find the material wherewithal to maintain ito 
First and foremost is to find the means of reaching 
a larger number of children, and of keeping them at a 
Jewish School for the total length of their school~ 
careero Less than 25% are at day-school$; over 75% 
go to the supplemental schools for some 4 years and 
very rarely beyond the onset of adolescence. The 
quality of education for the majority is inferior; 
teaching methods and personnel are not'oriously of low 
standard by comparison with general-school levels and 
also those obtaining in Jewish "day schools". Finallyp 
the gravest flaw in this picture is the fact that barely 
12% of the children attending Jewish schools of all 
kinds receive a secondary education. 
lo Encyclopaedia Judaica, p. 43. , 
2. ''Jewish Education in the Diaspora1, p. 8. (World Zionist 
Organisation. Jerusalem, 1971). 
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SECTION IV: The Influence of State of Israel on 
Jewish Education: 
The modern Jewish renaissance and one of its prime 
manifestations = the revival of Hebrew - revolutionised 
Jewish education in content, manner and spirit~ as we 
have seeno From its genesis in the centre of Jewish 
life in eastern=central Europe this revolution sent 
its eddies throughout the dispersed communi ti.eso 
Theemergence of the Third Commonwealth of the Jews 
in 1948 produced much deeper effects, more revolutionary 
in their natureo The Wandering People were no longer 
homeless; the end of the dispersion had begun at last 
in earnesto The individual 0 s outlook on his world and 
his destiny- as indeed also on himself-= was mightily 
alteredo And with political resurrection came also 
cultural renewal, and this too sent powerful eddies 
throughout the world-wide communitieso 
The change in the Jewish self-conception was 
obviously reflected in a new approach to educationo 
The burgeoning old=new culture sent out currents which 
electrified communities far and near, vastly stimulated 
a new spirit of Jewish identity with People and Culture 9 
with Present and Past and with a strong sense of common 
destinyo 
The picture is not a simple onei of courseo First 
and foremost is the fact that only about 45% of all 
Jewish children of school=going age in the world ( ou tsi·de 
Israel, and by contrast, Russia) receiveany kind of Jewish 
education whatsoevero It has been argued that were it 
not for the influence of Israel- in its totality- this 
figure would have been very much lowero Quite possibly soo 
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What is less hypothetical 9 however, is the 
influence on the nature of much of Jewish Diaspora 
education in the two decades or so of Israel 0 s existenceo 
Whilst the supplemental school still remains severely 
curtailed in duration and effectiveness 9 a definite 
r 
spirit of :rejuvenation has ·:·invaded much of its 
curriculumo It is the nday school" 9 however, which 
has demonstrably manifested the new era in Jewish 
diaspora educationo Its Judaeo-Hebrew curriculum is 
strongly double-based on Bible and modern Hebrew; its 
atmosphere has drawn strong inspiration from the centre 
of revived Jewish cultural and ethnic life: it alone 
has the means and the time to educate the child to live 
in a dually-cultural life, of the country in which he 
is citizen and in the old-new culture of his ancient 
People, in the conviction tnat both are not only per= 
fectly compatible but mutually beneficial in'their 
interaction1and culturally enriching to the individual 
mind and Spirito 
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PART TWO o 
A CENTURY OF JEWISH EDUCATION AT THE CAPEo 
CHAPTER 6~ THE EARLY YEARS, TO THE TURN OF THE CENTURY o 
SECTIQNr l: The Beginnings~_ The Rev. Joel Rabinowitz. 
Some few years after its establishment the "Hope of 
Israel" Congregation decided to bring out a minister to 
tend to the spiritual needs of the small community 9 
and not the least important of his duties was to be 
the instruction of its childreno 1 There is no record 
of the educational work of the first incumbent whose 
ministry to the congregation lasted b~t a few years 
till his return to England in 185lo 
There was no minister till eight years later 
when the Rev. Joel Rabinowitz was brought out to carry 
out the varied duties of a spiritual leader to the 
small community in Cape Town and to those members of 
the Jewish faith widely dispersed across the Colonyo 
Tiny as the community was (by 1870 it numbered a few 
hundred families in a European population of some 
200,000 in the Cape Colony2) it was subject to a 
constant process of assimilationo Abrahams speaks of 
"dykes to prevent further inroads of the assimilationist 
forces that threatened to overwhelm the little 
congregationo"3 
Community and spiritual leaders were surely 
alive to the dangers, and realized clearly enough that 
the only way to preserve the identity of the tiny 
1. Louis Herrman: ''A Centenary History'' (C.T. Hebrew 
Congregation=l941) 9 Po 18. 
2o Saron.and Hotz: Opo cito Po 15o 
3o Abrahams: 11Birth of a Community~ Po 43o 
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religious community and save it from disintegr~tion 
was to provide the children with a proper grounding 
in Jewish religious beliefs and customso Education 
had been the instrument for preserving the people 
and i.ts religious culture throughout centuries of 
wandering in many climes; tradition and ancestral 
experience impelled those at the Hope of Israel 
Congregation to set their minds to the ordering of one 
of the prime functions of any organised Jewish community= 
the education of the youngo 
The first decades of Rabinowitz 0 s ministry records 
more than one attempt to deal with this problemo 
Religious classes were started and petered out through 
apathy on the part of parents or children, or botho 
In 18.681 the 6ongregation set up an education committee 
to organise its religious classes on a proper basiso 
A room was fitted out in the newly-constructed,synagogue; 
the minister was to teach on Sunday mornings and Wednesday 
afternoons: (Jewish religion, basic Hebrew reading~ simple 
translation of prayers and Bible); in addition he was 
to address the children on Sabbath afternoonso 
The classes appear to have been - at least initially -
successful and there is a record of a curious sort of 
examination: the children were tested in their knowledge 
of Judaism and Hebrew six months later in the presence of 
2 their gratified parents~ This success, it would appear 
le Saran & Hotz, ope cito Po 22e 
2o Abrahams, Ope cito p. 43o 
howeve~as not maintainedo 
A decade later the Congregation again grappled 
with the problems of the Jewish education of its 
children, and a new committee was appointed o~ooo"to 
co-operate with the Revo Joel Rabinowitz and draw up 
and act on a scheme for the proper education of the 
Jewish children of Cape Towno ,.l 
Rev. Rabinowitz 0 s concept of Jewish education 
went beyond the frustrating limitations of the religious 
classes and Sunday school. He wished to create a 
Jewish Public School which would provide a secular 
education as well as a curriculum of Jewish Studies. 
In those days schools were either privately owned or 
controlled by religious denominations and he saw a 
Jewish counterpart of the then existing church schools 
as a desirable educ~tional achievemento 
He retired from the ministry in 1882 and left 
the Cape for some yearso However, this quite 
remarkable man was destined to return to the scene of 
his ministry to continue his service to the Jewish and 
general community. His cherished dream of establishing 
a Jewish Public School was to be fulfilled in his 
lifetime. 
1. <a.uoted in Saron & Hotz op. cito p. 22. 
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SECTION II: The Reverend Abraham Frederick Ornstieno 
Reverend AoFo Ornstien~ who succeeded the Revo Mro 
Rabinowitz as minister of the Congregation in 1882 1 was 
an experienced minister and tea©hero He was profession~ 
ally qualified and had held ministerial and teaching 
posts in England and Australia prior to his arrival 
at the Capeo 
The new minister proposed the establishment of 
a Jewish denominational schoolo Almost all schools 
in those days were either privately run or under church 
controlo 
The plan for this Jewish Public School (1883) was 
enthusiastically received and was, moreover, favoured 
with the approval of the_ Superintendent-General of 
Education of the time, Dro (later Sir) Thomas Muir, 
who promised a state-grant and regular inspectiono 
But disappointment lay in store for the advocates 
of the new schoolo The expected enrolment of 50 pupils .. 
did not materialize; parents were unwilling to remove 
their children from a Mro Thorne 0 s private school and the 
new chapter in Jewish education at the Cape failed to 
open1 with this stillborn projecto 
In 1884 the Rev. Mro Ornstien opened a "collegiate" 
school for boys which he ran privatelyo It provided 
boarding for boys and girls (the latter attended other 
schools in the town) and its curriculum comprised a 
combination of general and Jewish studieso 
lo Saran and Hotz: opo cito Po 26o 
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From all accounts it was a successful institution 
which the minister ran capably till the time of his 
death in 1895; it closed in 1896. This was the first 
proper Jewish School in Southern Africa for town and 
country children of the yet small but growing community. 
It was a fee-paying institution and only the more 
affluent families could afford to enrol their children 
in the Revo Ornstien's Collegiate School. 
Another attempt to open a Jewish Public School 
was made in the early 'nineties. Reverend Ornstien°s 
school catered for the wealthier members of the 
Community whilst the children of the poorer sections 
received little or no Jewish educationo Interested 
members of the community again pressed for the estab-
lishment of a Jewish Public School for all children, 
to be the responsibility of the whole communityo It 
actually opened in 1894 with 45 pupils1 but soon struck 
financial difficulties and closed down in the following 
yearo 
It became clear that success would only be 
attained through wide public support and capable leader= 
ship. The Tikvath Israel (Cape Town Hebrew) Congrega-
tion assumed general responsibility and two outstanding 
men came forward to bring the scheme for a Jewish Public 
School to fruitiono The one was the retired, but 
tireless, minister of the 6ongregation who had now 
returned to Cape Town- the Reverend Joel Rabinowitz; the 
9ther was the capable and energetic new minister, the Revo 
Alfred PhilippBender, who was to play a le~ding role in the 
general and Jewish communities of his adopted city during 
the ensuing four dec~deso 
lo Pamphlet by Dr. Louis Herrman (appendixJpp, AI' eks,..) 
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The Rev. Mr. Rabinowitz devoted much time and 
1 energy as well as a considerable port~on of his 
substance to the establishment of a Jewish public 
school 9 which was to include adequate Jewish studies as 
part of its general curriculum. He obtained wide 
support for the scheme in the community- he must have 
possessed great ability nto communicate", to use a 
modern phrase~ Dr. Muir once again supported the idea 
as whole-heartedly as he had done a decade earlier when 
Rev. Ornstien had mooted it. 
A property was acquired in Hopemill Terrace near 
Government Avenue and this was suitably altered and 
properly equipped as the first South African Jewish 
Public School. Generous financial support came from 
the community as well as from non-Jewish donors. Mro 
Mark Cohen, a quglified and capable teacher, was brought 
out from London in 1896 to head the school and was later 
joined by E.H. Kloot who had been on the staff of Mr. 
Ornstien 9 s Collegiate School and by other local teacherso 
At the end of that year the inspectors 0 report stated 
that "the boarding arrangements are good and ooooo 
the school is in a very efficient stateo 2 
1. See appendix for copy of public appeal for support 
made by him and others: pp.Alttt.•vtA5. 
2. Abrahams, op.cit. p. 91. 
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change, as it perforce had too Hebrew was restricted 
to one period aday and comprised Hebrew reading and 
translation of prayers and Bible in the upper classeso 1 
Louis Herrman came from England in 1907 to fill 
the vacant post of vice-principal of ths Schoolo He 
had qualified as a teacher of Hebrew and religion at 
Jews° College, London, before coming out to Hopemillo 
The Rev. Mr. Weinberg, cantor to the congregation,Esther 
Schwartz and Miss Prager were other mem~rs of the staff 
who taught Jewish subjects, but the material was of an 
elementary nature. There was little written work and 
Hebrew was certainly not regarded as a spoken language 
ttnor had anybody heard it spoken except in Palestine, of 
courset " The Hebrew revival had not reached England 
yet in 1907t1 
The buildings were rented ·from the Hebrew Public 
School Committee and "the School thenceforth resigned 
its denominational character."2 
In the course of the years, attests Herrmanp Hope-
mill was transformed into a secular state school even 
if the enrolment remained predominantly Jewish for a 
long time, and the daily religious instruction period 
was devoted to the Jewish religiono 
In 1914 the Hebrew Public School Committee, which 
had de facto handed over the school to the state educational 
1. Information supplied by Dr. L. Herrman, 1972. 
2. Pamphlet - Dr. L. Herrman: The Cape Towh High School -
an historical sketch (see appendix, pageAI~. 
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authority in 1907, severed its last link with Hopemill 
when it sold the property to the South African College 
Council (later the Cotincil of the University of Cape 
Town), to bring to an end the first Jewish denominational 
school at the Capeo 
As chairman of the School Committee 7 the Reverend 
Mro Bender continued to take a keen interest in Hope= 
mill until the School was "reorganised" out of existence 
in 1920o 1 
lo Pamphlet, Pro Lo Herrman: The Cape Town High School = 
an historical sketch - (see appendixpp;AJ~-Atq) 
Note: Additional information about Hopemill was 
supplied by Mr. M. Glickman who was a pupil at this 
school from 1906 to 1909 and recalls those days 
clearlyo 
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CHAPTER 7: INTO THE TWENTIETH . CENTURY: 
JEWISH EDUCATION IN A NEW M6ULD. 
SECTION I: The Talmud Torah or Supplem~ntal School. 
Whilst the Hopemill Hebrew Public School flourished 
under Mark Cohen at the turn of the century and in fact 
was the largest intermediate school in the town~ many of 
the recently-arrived immigrants from Eastern Europe 
(including those who had come as refugees from the war-
torn North) found the Jewish education it offered quite 
inadequate. More orthodox than the members of the old= 
established communityp the new settlers clung to the 
religious customs and mores of the life they had but 
recently left behind in the old country. They wanted 
a much more Jewishly-intensive education for their 
children than Hopemill or synagogue classes could 
provide and for this purpose they opened a Talmud Torah 
based on the eastern European model which so many of 
them had themselves attended. There was one great 
difference howevero Here at the Cape the Talmud Torah 
was an afternoon supplemental school to which the child 
was sent after he had finished his secular studies for 
the day in a state schoolo 1 
The first Talmud Torah was started in Brown Street 
offCaledon Street in 1899 with about 100 pupils. 2 It 
was independent of the Cape Town Hebrew Congregationo 
1. Saron & Hotz, op. cit. p. 33o 
2. The S.A. Jewish Year Book,l929 (S.A. Jewish Historical 
Society, Johannesburg), p. 772 gives this date but 
there is evidence to believe that this should rather be 
1897. Seep. 82 and appendix, p.fr).l 
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The Community had become more diversified by virtue 
of the new waves of immigration during the previous 
decade or twoo 1 The olderp more acculturised and 
probably wealthier sections were by and large members 
of the Tikvath Israel (CoTo Hebrew) Congregation, 
attached to the beautiful new synagogue in Government 
Avenue whose twin towers have remained a landmark of 
the city to this very dayo 
The New Hebrew Congregation had been established 
in Roeland Street by elements of the community on the 
whole more concerned with their culture and religious 
identity than was the older congregationo The new 
winds of Zionism had stirred them to deeper interest in 
the affairs and problems of the Jewish worldo The new 
ideas and new thinking which were providing a ferment 
to Jewish life in central and eastern Europe made a more 
direct personal appeal to them than they did to their 
§nglicised co-religionistsa It was only natural that 
Jewish education should occupy a central place in the 
general communal organisation which they set upo When 
the new synagogue was erected in Roeland Street2 in 1902 
three class rooms were included in the structure for the 
~almud Torah3, which was then moved from Buitenkant Street 
whither it had been transferred from its original Brown 
Street homea4-
lo It is of interest to note that according to the census 
of 1904 there were some 580 9 000 Whites in the Cape Colony: 
the Jewish Community of Cape Town is thought to have 
numbered some 8~9000 souls out of a total of 38p000 Jews 
in the whole country o 
Fells: History of Education in SoAo po93 and Saron & Hbtzp 
OpoCito Po 53o 
2o It stood next door to the present Sto John°s House near 
the corner of Buitenkant Streeto 
3o Saron & Hotz~ opocito po49 and SoAo Jewish Year Book, 
1929, Po 78., 
4., Ibido 
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Till 1905 the medium for Bible instruction was 
Yiddisho The revolutionary step was then introduced 
of using Hebrew as the language of instructiono 1 Mro 
Joseph Geffen was the schoolmaster who pioneered this 
unheard-of innovation which the Zionistically-orientated 
members of the congregation fully supportedo 
not to be without opposition howevero 
This was 
Older members of the community objected to using 
the "holy tongue'' for instruction and wished to retain 
Yiddisho The English-speaking section were also against 
this new-fangled idea and preferred English as the medium 
of instructiono Another Talmud Torah was therefore 
opened near the synagogue in Constitution Street which 
used Yiddish at firsto In later years English too was 
introduced when Mro Bo Turtledove came out from England 
to become the headmastero 
The 'Heder Hametukan2 of Eastern Europe was not 
very old at thatfime, and the introduction of Hebrew 
as a spoken living language, for instruction anyway, 
in this comparatively remote outpost at the tip of the 
dark continent is, in its own small way, a remarkable 
phenomenon in Jewish education and a clear indication, 
moreover, of the growing importance of the Zionist idea 
in this distant communityo 
lo "Ivris b 0 Ivris" system~ vizo "Hebrew through Hebrew"~ 
2o See page 38o 
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The curriculum of the Hebrew Talmud Torah was 
comprehensive enough to include Bible-study (Pentateuch) 
with commentaries, selections from the Prophets, Hebrew 
prose and poetry, history, religious knowledge and 
ceremonies; whilst the Constitution Street school 
concentrated on traditional lore) Bible and Commentaries, 
selections from Talmud - all in Yiddish translationo 
Hebrew was the "holy tongue" not to be profaned as 
a spoken language used as medium of instruction and for 
such secular subjects as literature,tooo 
The Hebrew Talmud Torah in Roeland Street had an 
average enrolment of some two hundred children graded 
in seven standardso Hours were daily after school 
from 3 porno till 6 porno, and from 9 a.mo till noon on 
Sundayso Friday was a short day when only senior 
classes meto 
1 Saturdayso 
There was, of course, no school on 
1. Saron and Hotz, op. cit. p. 50o 
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SECTION II: THE EARLY DECADES: A Composite Picture. 
Jewish Education in State Educational Institutions: 
An interesting dewelopment was the recognition of 
Hebrew as a subject for the matriculation examination 
in 19llo 1 The number of pupils remained small through= 
out the years whilst the syllabus itself laid stress on 
Hebrew as a 0 dead 0 classical language. It may be said 
that the approach of those who determined the syllabus 
and set the papers was almost identical to that associated 
with Latin as a school subject, except that the syllabus 
included a limited section of modern Hebrewo 
It may be of interest to record that soon after 
his arrival the Revo A.Po Bender was appointed to the 
chair of Hebrew at the South African Collegeo The 
subject had been taught since 18292 when the College 
w~s founded, though not regularly; latterly it had been 
discontinued since the death of the last incumbent some 
~ > .::-: • • • 
two decades previouslyo 2 Again the Rev. Jo Rabinowitz 
canvassed support for endowing a chair of Hebrew and the 
new minister of the Cape Town Hebrew Congregation, a 
master of arts of Cambridge, became the full professorp 
a post which he held to the end of his life in 1937o 2 
The Revo SoH. Michelson was a part-time teacher of 
Hebrew at SoA.C.H.S. in the 9 twenties and early 0 thirties 
for those pupils who took this subject for the Cape Senior 
Certificate Examination.3 During the 1930°s the Cape 
1. Saron & Hotz. opo cit. P• 53. 
2. ''Centenary History'~ p. 71. 
3. Information supplied by Mr. G. Peimer who was a pupil 
at S.A.C.H.S. 
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Town Talmud Torah provided tuition for pupils of state 
schools who took Hebrew as one of their subjects for the 
JoCo and SaCa examinationsa 
Jewish Education for Girls: An Interesting Experimento 
Girls were of course enrolled at the Hopemill School 
and attended the Sabbath Bible classes given by Reva Bender 
but were not admitted to the 9 heder or talmud torah (sup-
plemental) schools in Roeland and Constitution Streetso 
Mro Do Zuckerman1 adduces several possible reasons for 
this deficiencyo Either the heads of the community may 
not have considered Hebrew education necessary for girls 
or they were opposed to co-education and could not 
afford to open a special girls 0 schoolo Finally some-
thing was done about this situation= by ladies~~ 
Torah study was traditionally the preserve of the 
man, certainly so in central and eastern Europeo The 
whole 0 heder education was directed at providing a basic 
knowledge of the Jewish classical education- Bible 9 with 
or without commentary, selections from the prophets, laws 
and customs and knowledge of the liturgy (with, laterp a 
sprinkling of the nee-Hebrew literature) leading towards 
barmitzvah,or religious confirmation,at the age of 13 
for boyso Few continued their Hebrew education there-
after - the duties of secular high school or work later 
left no time and little inclination for the extra burden 
of Hebrew lessons after a long day spent in the (secular) 
school classroomo 
lo Written memo, pre~ared in 1961 by Mro Do Zuckermano 
See appendix 9 p.A~ 
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The Bnoth Zion Hebrew Classes Associationo 
To remedy this situation and provide some Jewish 
education for those girls who were for one reason or 
another not receiving private t~ition, the Bnoth Zion 
Association, 1 established Hebrew classes in 1905 in the 
(old) Zionist Hall at 47 Hope Streeto Mrso Jo Zuckerman 
and her sub=committee of five ladies undertook this 
important tasko 1 
The good ladies went from door to door to canvass 
for pupils and had difficulty in breaking down "mother 
resistance" (~) to the new ideae 2 There are no records 
of numbers but from his personal knowledge Mro Zuckerman 
(who arrived at the Cape in 1903) can say that~he 
Zionist Hall was practically filled with children~) 
The only record dates from May 1911 when 45 girls and one 
boy were on the roll 4 
The annual reports of 1908 - 19105 indicate that 
these classes were well-organisedo Ladies of the Committee 
were in constant attendance for three hours daily for the 
purpose of "the supervision of the classes"; there were 
prize distributions, examinations and examiners~ reports; 
II 
concerts, outings, "Happy AfternoonS -and the constant 
struggle to find the required finance~ 
1. Bnoth Zion -"Daughters of Zion" - an organisation of 
women Zionists established 190lo 
2o Memoo Mro D. Zuckerman, opocit. Po 3e 
3o Ibid, Po 4. 
4o Ibidp Po 6. 
5o Annual Report of the Bnoth Zion Hebrew Classes 
Association~ for yoe. July, 1909 (supplied by Do Zuckerman 
Esqo) see appendixo 
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The statement of revenue and expenditure for the 
year ending July 119l0 1 was £101 = 1- 4~~ The curriculum 
consisted of "Hebrew translation~ conversation, readingp 
writing and dictation"p .and (Advo) Mrso Mo Alexander, it 
was hoped, "would soon be able to resume her good work 
of acquainting the little ones with the morals and 
beauties of the Scriptureso"l 
In 1912 the girls' classes passed under the control 
of the ,Talmud Torah (afternoon supplemental school) 
Committee and in the course of the years the girls were 
absorbed into the afternoon classes of the Cape Town 
Talmud Torah (United Hebrew Schools) in Hope Streeto 
Private Tutors: 
Private tuition in Hebrew and Jewish subjects 
leading to confirmation (Barmitzvah) played an 
important role in the Jewish~ucation of those dayso 
Teachers either visited pupils' homes where individual~ 
or small groups of siblings or neighbours,received their 
instruction on several afternoons a week, or else they 
ran small private schools of their o~~ in their homeso 
Many clearly remember the names of such pedagogues, the 
material taught and the locations of such centres of 
learningo Yiddish may frequently have been the medium 
of instructio~ if pupil or/and teacher were lacking in 
.t 
proficiency in English; generally, however, it was Englisho 
lo Ann~al Report of the Bnoth Zion Hebrew Classes Association 
for Yoeo July, 1909 (supplied by Do Zuckerman Esqo) 
See appendixpp. Au-15 
2. Information supplied by former pupils to the writer 
corroborated by the writer 0 s own knowledge based on 
his acquaintance with a number of such te~cherso 
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The material conveyed was severely circumscribed: 
mechanical reading from the Hebrew prayer~book, laws and 
customs~ traditional confirmation lore·and chantingp some 
acquaintance with the "linear" bibleo This latter was a 
strange compilation consisting of the Hebrew text cut up 
into phrases of two or three words arranged vertically 
downwards 9 something like Chinese;one imagines, with the 
English translation alongsideo 
to left, of course)o 
(Hebrew reads from right 
It goes without saying that the quality of the 
teaching, apart from its limited quantityp was very 
uneven, depending on the ability of the tutor who~ unfortu-
nately9 was not· always the best of pedagogues~ 
As one such pupil, now nearly a septuagenarian 9 
put it:- "it was the in-thing to have private lessons~" 
For the well=to~do, of course~ 
Some Talmud Torahs in the Suburbs and Further Afield: 
In the early decades of the century the bulk of the 
Jewish Community (abput 9=10,POOsouls) 1 was settled in 
what is known now as District Six and the Gardens, with 
smaller, probably more affluent, numbers in Tamboers Kloof 
and lower Oranjezichto The talmud torahs in Constitution, 
Roeland, Wandel and Hope Streets (and before 1907 the 
Hopemill School) were conveniently situated in relation 
to these areaso 
There were also congregations in such suburbs as 
Woodstock and Wynberg in those earlier years 11 l\i th later 
lo Saron & Hotz 11 opo cito Po 46 give this estimate for 
1902: Mro Do Zuckerman gives this figure for five 
years latero 
2o The Hebrew School was established in 1914o 
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ones at Maitland~ Claremont, Observatory and Muizenbergo 
Each had a 0 heder attached to it where the children of 
members were giv-en their basic religious knowledge by 
the congregation~s ministero 
The Stellenbosch Talmud Torah had an enrolment 
of 40 pupils in 19201 with the congregation°s minister 
as teacher-in=chargeo 
Oudtshoorn was the only other place in the Cape 
which had a Jewish School similar to Cape Town°s 
Hopemillo It had been established in 1904; in 1929 
it had 72 pupils2 with Mro Rybko and Mrse Rom as 
teacherso Hebrew was an addi.tional subject in the 
curriculum of this primary school. Enrolment had 
declined by then, but this government-controlled School 
continued its existence into the early 1fortieso 2 
The first principal was Mr. I. Abrahams from Londono 
Well-known teachers such as Mro Jo H,ema, Mr., DQ Mierowsky 
and Mro W~ Rybko were associated with the Hebrew education 
of this school which was "the pride of Oudtshoorn Jewry" .. 2 
Board of Hebrew Education: 
A conference was called in 1924 by the CoT. Hebrew 
Congregation to deal with the problems of the Jewish 
education of the young of the community and tomscuss 
possible steps to solve them 9 and indeed to rectify 
some very blatant defects in the system as it existedo 3 
1. S.A. Jewish Year Book: Hoffman & Beinkinstadt (1920) 
Po 119 (Yiddish). 
2. S.Ao Jewish Year Book 1929 Po 285 and Saran & Hotz opo 
~cito Po 128o " 
3o Centenary History, Po 113o 
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At this conference it was reported that one-third 
of the children in the Peninsula received no religious 
instruction at allo Hebrew w Yi.ddish and English were 
used as media of instruction in the various schoolsp in 
some cases a mixture of all three~ Syllabuses differed 
widely~ attendances were not satisfactory, the period of 
study was limited as many c~ildren started their Jewish 
education at a comparatl.vely late age and generally left 
at barmitzvaho Some teachers were unqualified or 
unsuitableo It was proposed that a Director of Hebrew 
Education be appointed to deal with these problems but no 
such appointment was actually madeo 
Another Conference on Hebrew education was called 
in 193lo The Cape Town Hebrew Congregation pledged 
greater financial support to the .Talmud Torah (United 
m . 
Hebrew Schools) and helped to solve the accomRdat~on 
problem by allowing the school to use the Old Synagogue 
for talmud and bible classes for senior pupils (1932)a 1 
The Talmud Torah was then endeavouring to extend the 
time and scope of Hebrew education beyond the barmitzvah 
stageo 
A Cape Committee of the South African Board of 
Hebrew Education (established in Johannesburg in 1928) 
was set up in 1933 and began its task of supervising 
Hebrew education in the Western Capeo In due course it 
was to become independent of the northern body and is now 
known as the Cape Board of Jewish Education, largely an 
examining and supervisory body, concerned with correlating 
curricul~ with inspections and with general educational 
assistance such as the provision of educational aidsp 
lo The writer was a pupil then and recalls these classes 
in the Old Synagogue.~ Dr. Jo Mibasha.n taught Bible and 
literature; Rabbi Mo Morgenstern and Mro Hoffman gave 
talmud lessonso The classes were smallo 
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control of staff, special examinations and functionso 
Dro Ao Birnbaum, the first directorp was appointeg in 
1938 and served till his death ten years latero 
NOTE: Refer to Appendix Notes A and B for addendum by 1he writer. 
(Appendix p. A I ) 
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SECTION III: THE UNITED HEBREW SCHOOLS -
THE CAPE TOWN TALMUD TORAH 
The Talmud Torah "Ivris B0 ivris" (The Hebrew-Medium Talmud 
Torah) o 
The annual report of this institution for the year 
ending August 19151 submitted to the annual general 
meeting held at the Zionist Hall on Sunday 17th Octoberp 
1915 1 provides interesting information about this school., 
It was situated in Roeland Street (the old house 
was called Palm Villa) and had a staff of three gentlemen, 
with Mr~ J., Geffen as headmaster., A Miss Brasofsky had 
recently resigned in preparation for her marriage., 1 
It was a co-educational institution (with an enrolment 
of about 140 pupils)o 2 The report refers to "the abnormal 
times we are living in owing to the great European War" 
and as a result nwe have barely managed to pay our wayo" 
<; 
The Committee is well satisfied that the institution has 
maintained "the usual high (educational) standard" and 
records that "the attendance of pupils has been very 
satisfactoryo" The total expenditure for the year 
amounted to £614-5-1!! An important point emerges 
from this document in that it describes itself as the 
nineteenth annual report and statement of revenue and 
expenditure., This would indicate that the Talmud Torah 
was established in 1897 and not 1899 as several other 
accounts would have it., 3 
lo See appendix pageS Alo-~~ 
2o "The Jews in South Africa" edited and published by NoD. 
Hoffman of 28 Dorp Street, Cape Town: Yiddish: 1916,pol72. 
3o Saron & Hotz, op.,cito Po 33 and Abrahams opo cito Po 102o 
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Hoffman refers to the "traditional programme 9 
consisting of (Hebrew) read~ng 9 Bible studies 9 some 
)Jl 
grammar 9 the liturgy 9 and religious studieso 
The Cape Town Public Talmud Torah Schoolo 
"The Rules of the United Hebrew Schools" is another 
interesting source in the history of Jewish education 
at the Capeo 2 The pamphlet includes a preamble with the 
details of the agreement reached between the Talmud Torah 
School Ivris b 0 Ivris above (now moved to 4 Wandel Street, 
Gardens, Cape Town) and the Cape Town Public Talmud Torah 
School of 62 Constitution Street" to amalgamate at the 
earliest possible date." This statement is dated 22nd 
August, 1919o 
Amongst other "terms and conditions" the document 
sets out the "objectn as follows:- "That the pupils be 
taught Hebrew in its various branches not only as a 
language, but also as a medium of enabling them to learn 
and practise the teachings of traditional Judaism ooooo 
that· an orthodox spirit and atmosphere be fostered in 
the school." 
The Constitution Street Schoolp with an enrolment 
somewhat smaller than its Wandel Street ~ounterpart, 
evidently used English as a medium of instruction and 
the agreement of amalgamation recognises both media, 
laying down details of how this is to be "put into 
practiceo" 3 
1. Hoffman 9 op.cit. p. 172. 
2. Progress Printing Works, 
3o Ibido 
Cape Town 1921: · See appendix. ) 
CPP· A3J. _, 
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Mr. Bo Turtledove was to become headmaster of 
the united schoolo He had been educated on the 
continent before going to England whence he had been 
brought to the Cape to take over the Constitution Street 
Schoolo He was a respected figure in the community and 
later ran a boarding-school for country boys at 10 Wandel 
Streeto 
The United Hebrew Schools: 
Out of the amalgamation of these two schools 
emerged in 1920 the United Hebrew Schools (the Cape Town 
Talmud Torah) o Its president was the Rev. AoPo Bender 9 
but the constitution ( tlR·ules•• page 5) specifically 
stipulates that it "shall be an institution wholly and 
entirely independent of any congregationo" This was 
an unusual principle for those days and one can only 
conjecture what reasons lay behind this decision to 
exclude all congregational authorityo The "object of 
the Institution" is spelt out succinctly as "the efficient 
tuition in accordance with. Hebrew pedagogic authorities of: 
a) Religious and ritual instructiono 
b) Jvris b 0 Ivris and Ivris B0 English (vizo both 
Hebrew and English as media). 
c) Jewish History and tradition. 1 d) The Hebrew language in all its stages." 
The hours of tuition were laid down at three and a 
half hours per day during six days in each weeko 
fees were two shillings per weeko 2 
lo "Rules" p. 5: see appendix 7 p A36. 
2 o Ibido Po llo 
The school 
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The Wandel Street premises soon became too cramped 
and a year or two later the School moved into a more 
spacious home at 101=3 Hope Streeto With its high 
pillared stoep 9 this old straggling structure with its 
quite pleasant grounds was to remain the h®me of the 
Cape Town Talmud Torah for over a decade and a half
1 
when the pressure of numbers and the increasing 
dilapidation of age forced the committee to erect a 
new school building on its site in 1938o 
1 The enrolment in 1922 was about 250o 
Mro ~oseph Ezra Homa was principal of the Talmud 
Torah for a brief three years till his death in March 
1928o He had served as principal of the Hebrew School 
in Oudtshoorn and is remembered as a man of fine character 
and good presencep who commanded the respect of pupils 
and teachers alikeo He was of Sephardi (eastern) extrac-
tion and during the short period of his .h"eadmastership 
2 the Talmud Torah made noticeable progresso He was a 
capable and energetic teacher and headmaster~ modern 
in his outlook and methodso He established a youth 
congregation (1926) in which senior boys learned to 
lead traditional prayers, and a Hebrew Societyo In 
tribute to his memory this congregation was named 
''Minyan Yoseftt (The Congre~tion of Joseph) which has 
continued its characteristic Sabbath services uninterruptedly 
since the mid=twenties, throughout almost half a century of 
d H 
lo Centenary History$ Po 112o 
2o Information supplied by Mro Jo Abitz who taught under 
Mro Homa in 1928o 
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change and transformation for the school which he 
headed so many years agoc 
Captain Io Levinsohn who had served as a chaplain 
in the Great War and was then running Hillel College as 
a boarding=school for country pupils became acting 
principal till the end of the year 9 when a new headmaster 
was appointedo 
Alexander Levin came from Johannesburgp where he 
had arrived the previous year 9 to fill the post of 
principal of the Cape Town Talmud Torah in January 192S:o 
He was a typical product of the Jewish educational system 
of Lithuania (Russia/Poland) of the early decades of the 
century a Steeped in traditional (talmud) learning and 
modern Hebrew culture 9 he had received his training in 
a modern teachers 0 seminary and had taught in a number 
of Hebrew schools i.n Eastern Europeo 
His sixteen years of service to the Talmud ~orah 
are described in his autobiographical workl which 
provides a vivid 9 even if subjectivep picture of Jewish 
education and the personalities involved in it in c·ape 
Town 9 cent~red on the institution which he headedo 
In 1929 the staff consisted of six teachers~ and 
Mro Levin lost no time in firmly es:tablishing the system 
of Ivris b 0 Ivris - Hebrew as the only medium of instruction~ 
and introducing modern teaching methodso 2 Pup:iJs attended 
classes six times a week for a period of an hour and ten 
liJ 16 Jl . '&, 1 o "BeMaaglot na-0 Hinuch \In Education ° s Orb::n. t J Autobiography 
of a Hebrew Teacher: Alexander Co Levin: Hebrew: 
Johannesburg: Hebrew Association of South Africa~ 1954o 
2o Ibido Po 205o 
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minutes each day starting from 3o20 porno (including 
Sundays when school started at 9 a.mo) For years 
pupils popularly "had 0 heder (Talmud Torah) the ·firstp 
second or third bell .. as the case might be~ the last 
period ending as late as seven in the evening~ 
His first impression of the branch school in 
Constitution Street was most depressing and Levin tried 
to persuade the school committee to close down this 
section, but it took some years before this was done 
and the pupils transferred to the central school in Hope 
I 
Streeto By the mid-thirties the Jewish population of 
District Six had dwindled almost to nothingo . 
Levin paid attention to such "modern" educational 
m~tters as curriculum· planning, model lessons, schemes 
of work, regular text-book selection, staff discussions, 
improved methods of tuition, general organisation and 
disciplineo 2 He grappled with two additional problems 
peculiar to the supplemental school:- the one - school 
attendance; and the other (more difficult of solution 
by far) - the almost automatic termination of Jewish 
education at the age of thirteen, with the celebration 
of confirmation (barmitzvah)o 
The years saw improvements in many aspects of the 
school 0 s existenceo Post-barmitzvah classes were 
gradually brought into being: at first a Stdo V!I, 
followed in time by Standards VIII 7 IX and Xo This sec-
tion was called the Hyman Lieberman High Schoolp and 
lo Levin op.cit. pe 206o 
2o Ibido Po 207 and information supplied by Mro Zo Avino 
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provision was made for preparing pupils for Junior and 
Senior 6ertificate Hebrewo 1 
It became more accepted on the part of many pupils 
to continue after 'barmitzvah age first to the Junior 
Certificate stage at the end of Std. VIII and there~fter 
to Standards IX and Xo Upper classes were quite full and 
included ~ goodly proportion of girls interested enou~h 
to continue with their Hebrew educationc Some pupil~ 
even returned to attend evening continuation classes 
after their matriculationc 
The old building was replaced by a modern structure 
in 1938, which had been properly planned apd adlequately 
equivpedo A library was started and stocked with suitable 
books for pupils and staffo 2 The modern (sephardic) 
pronunciation of Hebrew as used in Palestine was gradually 
introduced in the late 9 thirtieso The youth congregaticn 
continued to exist as a useful living institution in the 
schoolp serving as a means of introducing the pupils in a 
direct and active way to the traditional religious 
practices and customs of Judaism which form an integral 
part of Jewish educationo The enrolment was to rise to 
over 300 pupils during the mid-forties~ with the number 
of girls generally constituting some 40% ~ 45% of the totalo 4 
1. Levin opo cit. P• 215o 
2. Ibid. p. 224. 
3. Enrolment figures for the Talmud Torah given in annual 
reports: 1942 - 322; 1943 - 375; ~944 - 383 ( 7 3 in 
morning school), 1945 1946 _322; 1947-
1948 - 325; 1950 - 310 e 
4. Levin, Opocit. Po 229. 
Note: 1946- additional 85 children in the'tlay school" 
and 17 teachers ~n whole school. 
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The 1942 report opens on a solemn, even anguished
1
note: 
"The sufferings endured by the Jewish race have reached 
unprecedented extremitieso One by one the seats of 
Jewish learning and culture ·in Europe have been obliterated 
and all outvvard expressions of Jewish life have been c rushedo 
At such a time it is our grave responsibility to keep 
aloft the banner of Jewish learning oooo counteract the 
ravages of Nazi barbarism.,.o to enable the Jewish spirit 
. 1 to survive the present catastropheo" 
The Committee called on those parents whose ch~ren 
were not receiving a Jewish education to fulfil their 
"solemn dutytt and to rectify this omission by sending 
their children to the Talmud Torah "to obtain a sound 
and lasting Hebrew trai;ningo" It was a call repeated 
more than once in years to come, much happier years 
for the community and the Jewish People than those grim 
war years. And a final sentence, indicative of the age-
old attitude towards education ~nd an earnest of the com-
mittee•s own convictions e • • • • 
•• o .No member of the community should relax 
as long as there are c~i~dren in our ; . 2 midst who are not rece~v1.ng Hebrew educat~on .. n 
A branch was opened in Oranjezicht in 1942 to cater 
for children of that suburb who were finding difficulty 
in coming to Hbpe Street. Here we have a clear indication 
lo Report of the United Hebrew Schools for the year ending 
Deco 1942, page 2. 
2o !bido 
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of the shift of the Jewish population away from the centre 
of the city, to peripheral areas and suburbs farther afieldo 
Mr. Levin reports for 1942 that the JoC. and S.C. 
Hebrew classes (started in 1938) "have now become firmly 
established"; pupils attending departmental schools 
who offered Hebrew as one of their subjects received 
.e.. 
their tuition in the talmud-torahaG The Hyman Liberman 
A 
High School offered tuition in Hebrew and cognate subjects 
to the Std. IXB leve1. 1 
The report for 1944 regretfully notes a slight 
decrease in the roll in spite of energetic efforts to 
attract more pupils .. The Oranjezicht Branch has not 
realised the high hopes the Committee had originally 
entertained for it. Confirmation classes for boys and 
girls, an evening class for past pupils, the School 
Congregation, J.C. and Matriculation classes, examinations 
by the Director of the Cape Board of Jewish Education 
(Dr. A. Birnbaum) and the account of the prize-distribution -
not to mention the "Day School" - comprise the rest of the 
report .. It creates a picture of an active and thriving 
institution of Hebrew learning. 
1. See reference to t'B" classes in footnote 1, p. 95 .. 
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Mro Levin retired from his post at the end of 1944 after 
heading the school for sixteen years with "devotion and 
zeal" and during which he.had raised it "to its present 
high plane.,"1 
Personal Recollections and Information: 
Mr ., Z ., A vin: 
Mro Avin2 joined the staff in January, 1928; he served 
under Mr., Homa for several months only, but the headmaster· 
made a lasting impression on himo 
In those days committee members used to conduct oral 
group examinations in the hall: every pupil read to them 
and answered questions., Written examinations were 
introduced later by Mr. Alexander Levin., 
Members of the Committee used to visit classes 
monthly, usually on Sunday mornings, to listen to lessons 
and question the pupils., 
Till around 1933, pupils and te~chers of the Talmud 
Torah attended Sabbath afternoon services at the Great 
Synagogue where the Rev. AoPo Bender used to address the 
children., 
In 1928 there were about 220 pupils on the rollo Mro 
I. Levinsohn acted as principal after Mr. Homa 0 s deatho 
He had been principal of Hillel College in Muizenberg for 
some years., Th.is was a private school offering a secular 
and Hebrew education at primary level 9 r•1Which catered for .. -·· ~.. . 
1. Annual Report for 1944o 
2., Mr. Z., Avin is at present Head of the Hebrew Department 
at the University of Cape Tow.na Information supplied 
from personal reminiscences and press cuttingso 
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a small number of boarders<and day pupils. 
Mr. Levin had served as a principal of a Hebrew 
School in Vilna (Poland)o He insisted on a strict 
Ivris b 0 Ivriso 1 There was orderly planning of work 
and regular weekly staff meetings took place on Friday 
afternoons before classes openedo He devoted much time 
and energy to strengthening the youth congregationo 2 
Children of new immigrants were mostly integrated 
into the Constitution Street Branch of the School; 
indigent pupils were given free books on the presentation 
of a letter from the parents to Mro Levino 
Dr. Sokolow had urged the introduction of the Israeli 
(Sephardic) pronunciation; at the insistence of Rabbi I. 
Abrahams3 who took an active part in the running of the 
School, it was introduced gradually from the sub=standards 
upwards .. 
Mr. Bo Chideckel at first used to examine the pupils 
but later a Rabbi B. Rabinowitz was appointed as the 
inspector of the Board of Education. 
The report of the ~ual general meeting held in 
October, 1939; records that the 21 classes in the school 
contained 362 pupils (135 girls). In 1938 the school 
organised the first confirmation ceremony for girlso5 
The report speaks, too, of the first Senior Certificate 
Hebrew class which was taught by Mro Avin. 
l. Ivris b 0 Ivris~ lito .. Hebrew in Hebrew": vizo Hebrew 
subJects taught through the medium of Hebrew. 
2. Called Minyan Yosef (~ongregation of Joseph) in memory 
of its founder, Joseph Homa. This institution still 
exists at Herzlia Schoolo 
3. Minister to the Cape Town Hebrew Congregation from 1937. 
4. Report in the S.Ao Jewish Chronicle (supplied by MroZoAvin .. ) 
5o Batmitzvah: Hebrew lito - nnaughter of the Commandments". 
Gonfirmat1on for girls 9 on the analogy of the better= 
known boys 0 counterpart = the Barmitzvah. 
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A Std. IV class was opened in the nrray School" 
in 1946o The report1 tells of a staff of 17~ a roll 
of 407 pupils (of whom 8 5 were in the nday school") o 
Later 2 there is a record of a special celebration on 
Sabbath (6neg Shabbat) attended by over 300 children to 
mark the 20th anniversary· of the SchooJ.O s congregation = 
the Minyan Yosefo There is an ~ouncement at another 
Annual General Meeting3 that a Stdo V would be opened 
in 1947 and Mro J. Gitlin 9 a stalwar~ pioneer of the 
.. day school" made a strong appeal for supporto 
The death of the Director of Hebrew Education is 
·recorded in September, 1948o At the dlnnual general 
~eeting the following year4 it is noted that there are 
600 pupils in all departments of the school vizo Nursery~ 
Gupplemental (afternoon Talmud Torah) and Day Schoolo 
Reference is made to the purchase of a site in Highlands 
Estate for a new school buildingo To solve the severe 
shortage of teaching personnel a call is made for the 
establishment of a teachers 9 seminaryo 5 
Mr. Joseph Abitz al,so joined the staff of the Cape 
Town Talmud Torah in January, 1928,and retired from full-
time teaching at the end of 1972, during which time he 
had served for a period as vice=principalo 
lo The Jewish fimes of 6/1/46. 
2o Report dated 22/3/46o 
3. Report of meeting held on 28/ll/46o 
4o Report of~eeting held on 4/3/49o 
5. Two very modest attempts were made in later years to 
establish a seminary: in both cases these were short= 
lived and quite circumscribed in scopeo 
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He recalls that he was first interviewed by a group 
of school committee, members consisting of the late 
Rabbi Mo Cho Mirvishp Messrso Papertp Jaffe~. Chideckel 11 
Helfand and Wo Harri~o Mro Joseph Homa was also presento 
He had arrived in the country in 1929 from Poland 
where he had been Principal of a Hebrew-medium Tarbut1 
primary school., He had gone to see the Revo AoPo Bender 
who referred him to Mro Homao He recalls Mr., Homa as 
aman of refined manners and. good presence; he was a 
fluent speaker and was respected by all., 
Mr. Abitz taught standards two~ three and four., 
The texts used were a language reader called Bilshon 
~mi, one of a Hebrew series published by a well-known 
American educationist,Zvi Scharfstein by name; abridged 
Bible texts from the Pentateuch prepared by Guttman and 
printed in Poland; and, last but not least, the Siddur. 2 
Other members of the staff werep in addition to 
Mr. Homa 9 the Misses Jaches, Ben-Arie and Effman and 
Messrso z. Avin, Rabinowitz, Hirschon., 
Mro Homa prepared valuable cyclost~d teaching 
aids such as maps, pictures and other material for 
teaching the festivals, vocabulary listsp etco 
Mro Alexander Levin insisted on strict Ivris b 0 Ivris3 
and set high standards for teachers and pupils alikeo 
lo Tarbut (Hebrew-culture): Hebrew-medium schools 
of Eastern Europe during the period between World Warso 
2., Siddur: the daily prayer book for weekdays and Sabbaths., 
3o Hebrew as medium for teaching Hebrew~ See footnote 1, 
p., 92o 
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Mro Abitz recalls the visit of Dro Nahum Sokolow 9 
the noted Hebrew litterateur and Zionist leader in the 
mid- 0 thirties, who was very impressed with the educational 
levels of the Talmud Torah but deplored the old building 
in which the school was housedo It was then that the 
visitor strongly urged the introduction of the Sephardic 
pronunciation a 
The Hebrew teachers helped to establish the Cape 
Board of Jewish Education: the first meetings were held 
at the residence ·of Mrso Max Cohen of "Davartt, Hof Streetp 
who was the first secretary of the Boardo Dro Ao Birnbaum 
41\.~ /he 
who had lived in P3lestine~ qualified in Vienn~ wasAfirst 
full-time director and did much to raise standards and 
improve teaching methods .. 
1 Mrso F .. Raphaelo 
The School was still in the old building in Hope 
Street when she was enrolled at the age of llo Members 
of the Committee were present when Mro Levin tested her 
knowledge of Hebrew to determine into which standard she 
should be admitted .. 
The committee members used to visit the school 
and the classrooms quite frequently and conducted oral 
examinations! She continued with her Hebrew studies 
to her l'I!atriculation in 1938 and in addition to her daily 
ttbell•• she attended Hebrew (So Co) syllabus classes thrice 
weekly .. 
lo Information supplied by Mrs. Fo Raphael (n~e Rabinowitz)e 
She was admitted into Stdo I of the School in 1933 at 
the age of 11 and subsequently became a member of the 
staff from 1943o The Talmud Torah year was divided into 
two parts: from January to June the pupil was in the -
nAn class: exams were then held and from July he proG.ee= 
ded to the "B" section.. No written examinations took 
place in December when pupils were busy with their final 
examinations in the secular schoolso 
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The syllabus in the upper classes comprised Bible 
selections and commentaries, Latter Prophets~ Hebrew 
Literature and Language and selections from the Oral Lawo 
There were about 18 pupils in IXB of the Talmud Torah 
(the last year of the Talmud Torah when a school-leaving 
certificate was granted to successful pupils) which she 
attended during her SoCo Year and about 12 in the SoCo 
classo For those who left earlier there was a Junior 
Certificate at the end of VIIB1 Messrso Zo Avin and 
. 
D. Rosen were the teacherso 
Mrs. Raphael began to teach in 1943 in primary 
classeso The main texts in IVB in those days were: 
i!Bilshon 'Ami 1 - an anthology of prose and poetry selections; 
simplified selections from the first two books of the 
Bible (edited and adapted by Guttman); a children9 s 
Jewish history in simple form; 
and religious laws and ~~~tomso 2 
l.See footnote 9 p. 95o 
2. Ibid. 
siddur (prayer book) 
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PART THREEo 
THE PRESENT: EDUCATIONAL RESPONSE TO NEW CHALLENGE. 
CHAPTER 8. THE SUPPLEMENTAL HEBREW SCHOOL. 
SECTION I: The Central Talmud Torah and Congregational 
Afternoon Schoolso 
During the rest of the decade the Cape Town Talmud 
Torah -the "Afternoon Hebrew School"- continued its 
process of development under its new principal, Mr. Zo Avino 
Its academic levels and achievements were certainly unique 
in the country; notable visitors attested to its achieve-
ment in Hebrew education; its curriculum (Jewish) of 
studies reached new levels. It was a central school 
for the Jewish population living in the city area itself, 
even though many senior pupils came in from the suburbs. 
It was notable, too, for its size- in 1951 it still con-
J2.. 
tained a secondary department (The Hyman Liberman High 
" 
School) where Hebrew and cognate studies were pursued to 
quite high levels1 and pupils were prepared for the 
Junior Certificate and Senior Certificate Hebrew examination 
in departmental schools. 2 
Noteworthy too was that it had nurtured a morning 
school (Herzlia "Day School") literally within itselfp 
and by the beginning of the 'fifties the child was 
beginning to outstrip the mother-institution3, and as the 
1. Pentateuch & Rashi ('commentary); Latter Prophetsp 
Psalms; Proverbs; Aggada (Talmudic legend and allegory); 
Hebrew Language and Literature; History; Mishna (Oral Law). 
Journals in Modern Hebrew. (Principal's Report, Deco 1950). 
2. Ibid. 18 in Junior Certificate; 16 in Senior Certificate. 
3. 1951: Talmud Torah contained 310 pupils whilst Herzlia 
Day School had topped the 300 marko See Report of the 
United Hebrew Schools for year ending 31/12/1950. 
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decade advanced the numbers of the parent=school dropped 
drastically from year to yearo In 1960 the roll stood 
at no more than 80 pupilsp whilst that of Herzlia School 
was 790~ 1 
Whilst the Central (Cape Town) Talmud Torah underwent 
this interesting metamorphosis in th~ Herzlia ~na~Schoolp 
the institution of supplemental Hebrew schooling~ known 
as the talmud-torah 9 or~ more colloquially 1 'heder 9 did 
not disappear from the sceneo In the various suburban 
congregationsp the synagogue-building almost invariably 
contained a c~assroom or twooWhere the numbers warranted 
it, there was a little school complex of anything up to 
four or five rooms attached to the synagogue or located 
in its grounds, with office accommOdation for the head= 
teachero 
Stde by side with the gradual numerical decline of 
the Central Talmud Torah, and not improbably caused by it, 
was a discernible geographical shift of the Jewish popula-
tion, from the central areas towards the suburbso Ten 
such congregational afternoon schools eventually came into 
being in the suburbs with enrolments ranging from a mere 
dozen or so to the largest with over 1,0 pupilso 2 Whilst 
new ones were created in Milnerton and Rondebosch others 
like Woodstock and Observatory disappeared altogether with 
the shift of populationo 
In his report for the year 196tl the Principal of the 
C~pe Town Talmud Torah, Mro Z. Avin, quotes what a former 
lo Report of the United Hebrew Schools for year ending 
31712/60 0 
2o Statisti~for 1972 supplied by the Cape Board of Jewish 
Educationo 
3o Report of the United Hebrew Schools for year ending 
Jl712/60o 
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leader of the School and well=known community leader 9 
Mro Jo Gitlinp had once expressed to him: it would 
be "a great day" in the annals of Jewish education 
at the Cape" when the Day School is full and the Talmud 
I 
Torah closed"o "This great d1y is at handu P wrote Mro 
Avinp "the light of what was once the largest,and 
probably bes~institution of its 'kind in this part of 
the world is diminishing; only seven depleted classes 
remain in which only a spark of its former brilliance 
is leftonl 
He himself had steered Herzlia during six years of 
growth from 1945 till the end of 1950o It vias by then 
a complete primary school and a secondary department 
was being plannedo He had laboured to establish it 
firmlyp give it its special atmosphere and guide it in 
what were largely un~harted waters; and all this wh~ 
he had to carry the additional burden of the principal= 
ship of the Talmud Toraht 
lo Report of the United Hebrew Schools for year ending 
31/12/60, submitted to the 4nnual ~eneral meeting of 
the institutiono 
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SECTION II: The Structure the 
' Su lemental 
There are fifteen afternoon Hebrew Schools attached 
to the Jewish congregations of the Western Cape with 
another four located in places further afieldo The 
f th h 1 1 . d f . d. names o e sc oo s appear ~n or er o s1ze accor ~ng 
to their location in their respective suburbso The 
total figure of 1038 consistsp except for a dozen or 
at most twenty pupils, of children in the primary sector, 
and of these close to one half attend the first three school 
standardso 2 
Talmud-torah education is essentially a primary 
education with the almost negligible exception of the 
handful of pupils at several schools who receive tuition 
in Hebrew with the purpose of including it as one of 
the subjects offered for the SoC. or internal JoCo 
examinationso 
The schools are organised on the basis of a three-
period afternoon, each period some 50 or 60 minutes in 
length, according to the traditional "bells" of the old 
Cape Town Talmud Torahc Children attend for one lesson 
(period) three or four times a weeko The teacher there= 
fore may teach up to 15 hours a weekp and may have as 
many as five classes in his careo 
The Committee of the congregation- or a specific 
education sub-committee geputed by it - cont.rols the 
classes. The whole congregation is responsible for 
maintaining the school; it collects the school fees, 
lo See paiD$ 
2a Figures supplied by the Cape Board of Jewish Education 
for 1973o 
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pays the salaries of teachers and provides the premiseso 
It appoints teachers on the recommendation of the 
Director of the Cape Board of Jewish Education 9 which 
latter body indeed undertakes responsibility for obtaining 
and recommending suitable staffo If need be~ it under-
takes the complicated process of bringing out teachers on 
contract from Israel or elsewhereo The Board may assist 
small congregations with small school enrolments in other 
ways; an example was the unification of the classes in 
Parow, Bellville and Durbanville with obvious benefits in 
such matters as grading of pupils 9 general organisation 
and appointment of staffo 
In the smaller centres the congregation°s minister 
must also be the teacher 9 and in such cases the officials 
of the Board have the added responsibility of providing 
such professional guidance and assistance as the school 
may requireo 
Regular inspection, audio=visual aids of a varied 
and advanced type, auxiJliary textsp refresher courses 
and seminars are undertaken by the Board in its efforts 
to guide the schools under its supervisiono 
Schools used to have an outline syllabus for their 
work which the Board had issued but it was only in 1962 
that Mr. (later Dr.) A.E. Rivlin, the Director at that 
time, issued the first detailed and comprehensive syllabus-
cum-teachers9-guide for the Hebrew afternoon supplemental 
schools. 1 
1. Syllabuses for the Hebre: Primary School and Confirmation 
Classes: 1962; Hebrewo A.,E ,, Rivlin: Director = Cape 
Board of Jewish Education.(Cape Town). 
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Careful attention is paid in this compilation to 
matter as well as methode The content-matter to be 
taught consists of niigious instruction (excerpts from the 
prayers, benedictions 9 laws and customs~ religious 
concepts)P Hebrew reading, writing and conversation~ 
Jewish history and, at the appropriate stage of course 9 
Bible..:.studyo All this material is carefully graded for 
each age group and standard, methods suited to each are 
indicated, and the content in each subject carefully 
demarcated at each stepo Visual aids, pupil activity 
ta:nd songs are all part of the organised curriculum of 
studieso Hebrew is a foreign language to the child, 
and is confined to the four walls of the classroom; 
the syllabus painstakingly endeavours to erect the 
linguistic structure - Hebrew - in the mind and heart of 
the child during the six or seven years that he will 
attend the supplemental schoolo 
And no less important, of course, are the other 
objectives of the syllabus: the transmission of basic 
knowledge of at least one or two books of the Pentateuch 
with its essential values, some acquaintance with general 
trends of Jewish history, a knowledge of basic Jewish 
values and essential religious observances in home and 
synagogue: in shortp an acquaintance~ more than of a 
merely passing nature 9 with the religious=cultural material 
that is the child 0 s rich heritageo 
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The revised syllabus1relies more on improved audio= 
visual aids which the Foard had produced and/or recommendedo 
The overhead projector and tape-recorder becme almost 
essential adjuncts to classroom learningo New tests 
are used and the syllabus becomes a scheme of work for 
each term of the year, laying down in detail the exact 
time allocation for each subject and section thereof 
eveno Instructions are given cone erning method;: ·(i,and 
suggestions made for the use of work-books and a~dio­
visual mel:tnso 
The content-matter, however, remains largely 
unchanged, of course, with some additional material set 
down for Stdo V particularlyo 
1. Syllabus for the Hebrew Afternoon School: 
Director, Cape Board of Jewish Education: 
Town, Jane 197 3o 
Dr. Ao Zeevi P 
Hebrew: Cape 
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SECTION III: Problemso 
The educationist in the afternoon Hebrew School 
faces intractable problems peculiar to this type of 
schoolo These negate much of the best efforts on the 
part of teacher and plannero 
First and foremost is the difficulty inherent in 
the fact that this is a supplemental schoolo It is 
tagged on to the "realn school in which the child receives 
his "main" education and in the precincts of which takes 
place his normal educational-personal growth and develop= 
mento Consciously (or sub~onsciously) he feels that his 
Hebrew schooling is a mere appendix to his regular 
schooling and all too frequently a source of conflict 
to himo The leisure hours which his peers may devote 
to play, or other forms of recreation, or to organised 
games, he has to devote to extra study in the afternoon 
schoolo 
It requires a harmonious combination of considerable 
parental controlp peer-group pressure, and special attrac= 
tive power on the part of Hebrew school to bring the 
child to a more or less voluntary acceptance of the fact. 
of life that he just has to go to 'hedero 1 Should any 
of these factors fail then his attendance becomes irregular 
and with the achievement of the barmitzvah (confirmation) 
goal at the age of thirteen his Hebrew schooling comes to 
a sudden ·· end o Once t~ religious ceremony and its social 
celebration ar~ over, the boy's (or girl 0 o/Hebrew education 
automatically ceaseso 
1. 9 heder: popularly used for afternoon Hebrew classeso 
) 
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In the afternoon, too 9 the child is apt to be 
tired after a full day at ordinary school? his capacity 
to absorb 1 and even attend1 must obviously be curtailedo 
And one day 0 s absence a week means a 25% or more frequently 
33!% loss~ The problem is compounded if the class is 
very small 9 as most of them are in the afternoon schools 9 
and the few absentees may deplete the class by a quarter 
or a third 9 impairing the smooth progress of the whole 
group, and necessitating constant repetition and over= 
lapping in covering the materialo Absenteeism is the 
besetting sin of the afternoon school and constitutes an 
insoluble educational problem to the teachero It led to 
the reduction of teaching days from the 5 or 6 of earlier 
; 
· years to l w.eeklyj yet the smaller the number of days of 
attendance the greater the harm of a day missedo 
Another grave problem of the supplemental school 
is its almost universal curtailment at the age of confirm~ 
ation. It is therefore totally confined to the primary 
phase of education, with very few exceptionso And what 
Jewish educationist contemplating the aims and objectives 
of his vocation can fail to feel the heartbreak in the 
situation that he is doomed never to deal with children 
beyond the onset of adolescence, never to elevate his 
charges and be elevated in the teaching of the immortal 
prophecies of Isaiah and Micah and Amos 9 the glory of the 
Psalms and the human wisdom of the ancient sages which the 
genius of his People created for the whole of humanitY1 
He is condemned to -be ever confined to "pediatric" J'udaismp 
as it has been termed, to the narratives of Genesis, perhaps 
something of Exodus 9 without even a passing knowledge of 
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the great prophetic teachings or of the classical and 
modern giants of the Hebrew languageo Hebrew secondary 
education in the supplemental school passed with the 
passing of the Central Talmud Torah in Hope Streetp which 
itself had changed with the times into the "day" schoolc 
This is the grave problem which is of consi.derable 
concern to the Jewish educational and community leaders 
in all parts of the western world and is obviously one of 
the most cogent reasons for the creation of the "day schoolo" 
The hope 9 never mind certainty~ of identifying with the 
minority culturep of developing the will-to-survive and 
continue as a member of this separate cultural=religious 
group, in the face of the powerful forces impelling 
towards acculturation and assimilation, is so much flimsier 
if the knowledgep attitudes and sentiments to be transmitted 
through, and formed within, the Jewish educative process 
are so cruelly circumscribed to the stage of boyhood and 
girlhood. 
The ensuing five years of early and middle adolescence 
are a desert of ignorance - Jewishly - in which that which 
had been learned is largely forgotteno 
Looking then at the supplemental schoolp leaders and 
parents who really cared saw its all too apparent short= 
comings: limited years of attendance, the inevitable 
absenteeism vitiating the circumscribed hours of instruction, 
the deficiencies of esprit; flowing from its very nature 
as an additionalp part-time institutiono They found the 
system so wanting that they created a more desirable one 
in its place - the "day school" with its integrated secular 
and Hebrew studieso 
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The afternoon school faces other inherent problems: 
one is the crisis of attitudeo Hebrew education to 
the parent and therefore inevitably to the child- is 
not as vital as ordinary school is for the life of the 
child and for the corporate well=being of the familyo 
It is required for confirmation ceremony~ but all too 
frequently it is the means to this end~ without great 
value in itselfo Lukewarm attitudes are soon enough 
transmitted to the child~ leading to absenteeismp in-
difference and casualnesso The wonder is that achieve= 
ments are what they are in the light of these enormous 
problems: they are a tribute to devoted teachers~ 
careful methods and many interested childreno 
An interesting experiment was recently carried 
out in a suburban afternoon school to attract more 
pupils and especially to cut down absenteeismo Recog-
nising that such nextra muralu activities as balletp 
speech and judo conflict with Hebrewp the teacher in 
charge "annexed" them to his school~ They were organised 
on the premises to dovetaii into the Hebrew time=tableo 
The results were more than gratifying~ 1 
lo Experiment at Milnerton Hebrew School by Mro Eo Added: 
197lo 
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Analysis of Enrolment in 
Supple~ental Schools of the Western Cape: 1973o 1 
School Stlb Sub SM Sf~ Shl Sid ~Itt -~ pg ~~ ShL Std ~ Sli ~b 
A B I 1L "!if 1V Y, T j!., Y[ vm ~ X .. a,~ -"' -Claremont J.8 3~ :1.0 31 33 :lit ,2,Jrr ' 3 7 :ltJ? IM'ilnerton 33 19 33 4o JJ J..() ISJ 
Sea Point 17 Jo IJ I:J, II 7 8' ;, q :f Jr lo 1.29 
Camps Bay I~ IS lfd b ..- ~- ~ /7 73 
Tygerberg II II /I /If /If- II 8 J 8.2 
Rondebosch /Jr 17 II 13 8' 3 ~ l.2o I 8"1 
IMuizenberg 4 tr - 8' 3 3 13 )r 7 '1-6 
~ynb·erg g lo s ~ 13 8' Jr S'h 
Central If s 9 h IS 
~aitland 3 ...... cot J I J IO 
ipaarl 
' ~ II 6 /!;,~ h tr S7 Wellington 3 3 I 3 3 ~ J, 17 
Worcester J 3 J 6 13 
Stellenbosch 3 If- !) J l't 
Totals /If{, ISq 13/.f IJH; 116 17 '.z -29 /It, 3o II+ 3 " .Z,.;J, 9s9 lo Statistics supplied by Cape Board of Jewish Education: 1973o 
2o T; Transition class prior to Sub A: usual.ly twice weeklyo 
3o P• Preparation Class~ Sea Point for chil.dren aged 9-lJg 
• twice weeklyo 
Oudtshoorn~ Upington 9 etco are not included in the above 
figureso 
To these figures should be added the 375 pupils of the 
J'ewish Progressive Congregation°s two afternoon schoolso 
These children attend once on a weekday afternoon for 
two periods and on Sabbath mornings for religious classes 
for two periodso The age groups are also almost entirely 
confined to the primary limitse (Information supplied 




THE INTEGRATED JEWISH SCHOOL 
("THE DAY SCHOOLtt) 
The Problem and the Challengeo 
Chapter five analyses the historical=philosophical 
factors that contributed to the emergence of the Jewish 
Integrated (ttDay") School in the post-war western countrieso 
Education as instrument for survival and adaptation is as 
old as Jewish Diasporao Torah was the framework of the 
spiritual kingdom which was a surrogate state within 
which the People continued its group existence and was 
inspired with its will-to-liveo Talmud-torah- the study 
of Torah- was the first law of group lifeo 1 
It was natural therefore that, to meet the challenges 
of the new age, the Jews should evolve an educational 
response.o The first was the challenge posed by the 
destruction of the spiritual and cultural centres of 
modern Jewry- the ancient communities of eastern-central 
Europe when the six-million Jews perished in the Nazi 
fury. The second was that of another danger~ flowing 
not from violence but, paradoxically enough, from 
tranquillity: the danger of cultural and ethnic assimi-
lation and disintegration in an "open society" 9 where 
discri!!lination was minimal, in a world shrunken in size -.._,--: 
by the revolution in communication, information and mass 
culture. 
How to restore the vast cultural losses, how to meet 
11 • II 
the disintegrative onslaught of the open soc1ety, how to 
lo See page 10, footnote 3 and p. 9~ footnote 2. 
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foster the will to maintain your identity amidst the 
powerful instruments of mass culture or majority 
culture - the answers to these grave questions the 
Jewish Communities once again sought in educationo 
The Zionist movement focused the positive forces 
towards Jewish will~to-survive; and after 1948 the 
newly-established State exerted a profound influence on 
the whole People throughout its dispersion 9 and both 
factors were relevant to the new response sought in 
educationo 
The crisis of modern Jewish education in the post-
Holocaust Jewish world reflects the very crisis of Jewish 
life in the second half of the twentieth century; and 
the story of Jewish education at the Cape provides an 
interesting sampling - in microcosm true enough - of the 
Jewish position throughout the western (free) worldo 
The supplemental school, even if greatly stimulated 
by the cultural renaissance in Israel, failed (see 
pages tDI..f-tD)) at the crucial moment when more intensive 
Jewish education was called foro Methods may have 
improved and modern technical aids made teaching more 
attractive but both quantity and quality have suffered 
a sad declineo In the face of the strong forces 
leading to the dilution of separate identity in the open 
society, the talmud torah1 , as a creative centre and 
bulwark for the Jewish spirit, all but surrenderedo 
1 Supplemental afternoon Hebrew School" 
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Teaching time was drastically reduced~ ninety=five 
percent of it is confined to the primary levels~ its 
inherent difficul-ties reduce muph of its effectivenessc 
The paucity of its education and the characteristic 
problems inseparable from its very nature as a supplemen= 
tal school disqualified it as the possible answer to 
the danger of Jewish Diaspora life - the disintegration 
of assimilationo 
The revived Hebrew culture in the State of Israel 
has in some measure restored the grave cultural losses 
inflicted by the destruction of European Jewryo In 
addition it-has profoundly affected the thinking and 
existential feeling of the Jewish Peopleo It was to 
be expected that the new and vibrant Hebrew culture 
would blow as a refreshing breeze into diaspora educati~no 
Two additional aspects, however~ need to be notedo 
Firstly, the Israel-Diaspora relationships have undergone 
a strange dual process of development during the twenty= 
five years since 1948o On the one hand~ sentimental 
and cultural bonds were strengthened and Jewish education 
respond'ed to these stimuli of heart and mindo With this 
understandable phenomenon of attraction there emerged 9 
.paradoxically enoughv a discernible one of divergence 9 
if not polarisationo "Divisive Walls"1 arose between 
the Diaspora Communities and Israel; literally and 
figuratively, there was no common language between them 
lo Phrase coined at one of "Dialogue Conferences., that 
took place in the usixties between Israeli and Diaspora 
intellectuals a 
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and what resulted almost inevitably was a "continental 
drift" of cultureso Great segments of the Diaspora, 
and the youth in particular, displayed growing indiffer~nce 
to the challenges of the Zionist (read, renaissance) 
movement and the renascent state, in preference to "less: 
particularistic" and "more universalistic" valueso On 
the one hand there was intensification of bonds and the 
resultant need to share with Israel culturally, to speak 
a common language with it literally and figuratively; 
on the other hand, a centrifugal tendency~ a feeling of 
"having arrived" and in keeping with modern tendencie.s 9 
an increasing focus on individual happiness and fulfilment 
as the final co.ncern in lifeo 
Against this complex set of inter-related problems 
and challenges of the age, emerged the new response of 
Jewish educationo 
• 
It was expressed in terms of a new 
form of Jewish education- the Integrated Jewish ("Day") 
Schoolo 
This response was not to go unchallengedo Cries 
of "voluntary segregation", "cultural and social ghetto-
isation", "financial impoverisation" and even the charge 
of dual loyalty were heard as the advocates and opponents 
of the new schooling clashed on the communal sceneo The 
outcome of the "Kulturkampf" is to be seen in the network· 
of Jewish schools in the Republic1 , but its echoes ~re 
still audibl.e to this very dayo 
lo8High Schools and 11 primary Schools in Southern Africao 
0 
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The protagonists of the "day" school, amongst 
them the most active elements in the community~ decried 
what they regarded as the emotive and superficial 
charges of their opponents and stressed the positive 
rationale of the new educational response. 1 
The case for state monopoly of educ~tion is a 
debatable one, and the individual 9 s right to choose 
what he considers to be the correct and best education 
for his child -within limits~ of course - cannot be 
summarily dismissed. The denominati<;mal private school 
has a place in education and a right to offer that kind 
of schooling to those wishing ito 
And as for the charge of "dual loyalties" 9 Abrahams 
has summed it up aptly thus -
"The truth of the matter is that just and 
noble loyalties are never in conflict; 
it is unrighteous and materialistic 
aspirations - individual or national -
that ignite strife and warott2 
Beyond and above such negative doubts was the 
need to respond to the challenge of crisis in a manner 
much more effective and more rational than that which the 
educationally-limited talmud-torah could offero It was 
a sound reaction, in keeping with the traditional role 
education has played in the Jewish civilization and 
consciousness for millenia. 
1. Significant support was provided by Rabbi Kopul Rosen, 
prominent leader of British Jewry: later he founded 
0armel College in England. His speeches and writings 
exerted strong influence in favour of the day school. 
2o See "This is not a Fable": p. 28; Historical brochure 
published by the United Hebrew Schools, April, 1973o 
Article contributed by Chief Rabbi I. Abrahams, formally 
minister of the Capefown Hebrew Congregation and Professor 
of Hebrew~ University of Cape fown. 
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SECTION II: Objectiveso 
The prospectus of the Herzlia School states that 
"the school aims at attaining a harmonious synthesis of 
Jewish and secular education~ in the abaolute conviction 
that the informed and spiritually-committed Jew is a 
better citizen and a better manooooo The transmission 
of Jewish spiritual values and the appreciation of the 
beauty of our religious tradi~ions rank in importance 
with preparation for citizenship as educational 
objectiveso" 1 
And again 0 0 c 0 in this denominational school "the 
secular majority culture is transmitted side by side with 
the ancient civilization values of the Jewish People 9 in 
the belief that this cultural symbiosis is not only 
desirable and possible but also mutually enriching to 
its components., Jewish religious civilization is warp· 
and woof of western civilization; ooo the dual educational 
objective of transmitting both admits no conflicto"2 
In terms of educational philosophy this "definition" 
continues to set out the objectives of Jewish education 
in these words ooooooo& 
"The Jewish child in every age, Jewish 
educationists believe, must hear afresh~the 
divinely inspired messages which his for;pears 
in the fields and cities of Judea and elsewhere 
first spoke to their own People, in their own 
tongue, and to the World and to all eternityo 
In a world adrift and given to pagan values of 
materialism .and hedonism,his ear is directed to 
the immortal words of those who heard the word 
of God and whose message rings true across the 
ages. They spell out a way of life by which 
lo Compiled by the writer and printed by the United Hebrew 
SchOols: see appendix page A.3? 
2. ''This is not a Fable": article on "Jewish Education-A :'\ 
· A Defini tiontt by the writer: Po 6., (AJ?t-nol.">C p 31-8; 
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to live.. T_o man created in the image 
of God there are the absolute truths = 
the verities of Justice, Mercy and Loving~ 
kindness enunciated by Prophets and 
interpreted by generations of Doctors of 
the Lawo 
.. This is the basic philosophy of Jewish 
education and of the Jewish School with 
its new-old emphasis on Jewish=Hebrew 
learning. Hebrew sources are the very 
centre of Jewish education and can only 
be properly savoured and understood in 
the tongue in which their message was 
ori.ginally giveno 
"Hebrew is a language arisen to life in 
the wonderfully revived Jewish Homelando 
The Jewish People 1 so long divorced from 
their land1 have come back to their ancestral 
soil to revive and restore its vitalityo 
Amongst the relics of old whic:h have arisen 
to new life was their own language, for so 
long confined to scroll and holy booko 
"T,hisp then, is the philosophy of the new 
Jewish education~ It is a reaffirmation 
of the validity- nay, the necessity- for 
this day and age, and for all ages indeed, 
of the values of Micah and Isaiah, of Moses 
and Jeremiah, of Amos and the Psalmist whose 
eternal truths are essential for a sane life 
for individual~ group, nation and humanity 
·to whom their messages were directedo"l 
The "Day School" differs widely from the supplemental 
school not only or primarily in the content of its education 
but in the "how" that this takes place; its framework and 
- lA 
very manner constitute the essent~l difference and 
obviously demarcate its ~remendous advantages over the 
afternoon schoolo As one aspect of its ob1ectives 9 
the nnay Schoo.l" sets out to educate "in a normal manner9j 
in a way that the Talmud Torah cannot hope to achieve~ 
------------------------===------------------------=-
1 .. "This is not a Fable": article on "Jewish Education-
A Defini tion';by the writer: Po6o 
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It aims at lifting Jewish education from the 
subordinate status of talmud torah to become part of 
the natural growth~process of the child~ forming an 
integrated'whole with the general education which the 
child receives at schoolo There is no dichotomy in hi.s 
personality growth~ no demarcation in time and locationo 
The integrated school. endeavours to create condi ti.ons for 
the complete growth process as member of his religi.o= 
cultural group, as citizen, as persone Instead of 
division there is synthesis~ instead of conflict engendered 
by clash of extra-mural sport or recreation with supplemental 
Jewish education, there is an interweaving of botho 
The ''day school- aims at curing the blata~t deficiency 
in Jewish education- that it is confined almost totally 
to the primary levelo Not only does it afford more time 
at all stages but it takes in the enormously important 
secondary stage from the ages of 12/13 to 17/18, the 
crucial five years and more of the early and mid-adolescent 
periodo It aims at ending the untenable and irrational 
situation in which Jewish education becomes arrested at 
the age of 12/13o It also endeavours to create those 
valuable informal educative situations outside the strict 
confines of the class-room which are equ§:lly, if not more, 
valuable in the role of the school as a living growth= 
stimulating force for the developing childo In the talmud 
torah
1
with its three periods a week and chronic absenteeism, 
the child was little better than a migrant pupilp with little 
-/ha.e w;n... 
sense ofApersonal identifi~ationAand pride in his main 
(general) school~ generally understood as esprito 
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SECTION III: The History of the Jewish Integrated 
J"Day'') Schoolo . 
(a) The Early Experiment: ~xander Levino 
Alexander Levin records that during the first year 
of his princiJ>alship (1929) "thought was given to the 
possibility of a new development in the Cape Town Talmud 
This was to be an "internal branch" destined 
in the future to bring about fundamental changes in the 
Talmud Torah and entirely change its line of dsvelopmento 
This idea was, of course 9 the establishment of a "day 
school" in which the child would obtain his total 
education, secular as well as Hebraico The advantages 
were obvious: Judaism and Hebrew studies - the prime 9 
even sole, duty of this energetic and devoted educationist -
would be an integral part of the curriculum and would 
not be deferred to an hour nwhen it was neither day nor 
nightc" 2 
This idea of a "complete education" bristled with 
problemso In a way it· was not entirely new and strange 
to the older member of the communityo Hopemill and its 
lesser antecedents had also provided an integrated 
I 
curriculum in a limited way3 9 but it was quite a different 
school from the one that Levin and some of the sympathetic 
members of the School Committee envisagedo 
1. Levinp opo cite Po 217o 
2c Ibido 
3o See page 66o 
He was a 
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Hebrew-speaking pedagogue 9 a spiritual heir of the new 
type of Hebrew education which had developed in the 
atmosphere of the Jewish-Hebrew national revival in 
eastern Europe1 9 and struck root 1n the yet small 
yishuv2 of Jewish Palestineo His conception of a 
"day" school therefore differed greatly from that of 
those who ran Hopemill. Hebrew was a living language» 
the key to an old-new culture in the process of re= 
creation in the old-new Jewish Homelando 
Zionism had produced the Hebrew-medium Tarbut 
schools of Eastern Europe3 and the Reformed 9 Heder4 
of which Levin was a typical product., Nearer at home 
those affected by the new national movement were 
instrumental in establishing the first modern Talmud 
Torah at the Cape which later used the Hebrew medium., 5 
If Hopemill was a memory to Levin and his sub-
committee, it yet was some sort of precedent. The day 
classes he envisaged differed from the old school in 
important ways: Hebrew was now(l930) a living language, 
the educational objectives were a combination of the whole 
spectrum of Jewish studies - religious, national-ethnicp 
Palestine-orientated and inspired - and secular education., 
Between Hopemill and Levin lay a profound difference of 
quality and atmosphere in educational objectives., 
1., See pages 33 et. seqo 
2o Lito "settlement" (Hebrew) pre-1948 Jewish Community 
of Palestine. 
~ .. See pages 37 et. seqo 
4o See page 33o 
5., See pages 72 eto seqo 
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These were advanced ideas f~r the community of 
those dayso To parents the general school was the 
prime 9 to many the only, educational inst:i.tution and 
the •talmud torah at best very secondaryo It should 
be noted that a very large proportion of Jewish children-
especially girls - received little 9 :i·f anyp Jewish educationo 
Levin°s idea was strange to the parents of 1929 and its 
protagonists strongly doubted if the community would 
respond to their call to send their ch~ldreno 
It was decided to obtain pupils by accepti.ng them 
below the normal age for school admission and start off 
with nursery school workt Once the venture had been 
launched the mO.ra:s of this sehep1e had no doubts about 
#IllS 
its ultimate success, and"would the parents "be persuaded 
to let the pupils stay with ust" 
A successful start was made with eight pupils1 at 
the beginning of the 1930 academic year and the classes 
progressed satisfactorilyo Most children stayed and 
\\ II 
the pioneers of the day school were much encouraged by 
th f th d t . t 2 e success o e mo es experlmen o 
But there was also opposition in the School Committeeo 
Some members did not see the need for ••such a luxuryo" 
For them the talmud torah was quite enough and they saw 
no need at all to shoulder an additional financial burden 
(it was during the depression) for a mere handful of 
childreno Levin tried hard to save the little school but 
to no availo In June 9 19)2p his education committee 
surrendered to pressure from above (School Committee) and 
the little day school with its 20 pupils3 was closed downo 
lo "This is not a Fable": Po lOo 
2o Levin: Opo cito Po 219o 
3o "This is not·a Fable" 9 Po lOo 
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The idea of re-opening the '0day school" was not 
entirely forgotten however9 Some members of the committee 
resurrected it regularly at general meetings and other 
occasions and this determined group received a great 
impetus with the arrival of the new minister of the 
Tikvath Israel Congregation in 1937 9 Rabbi Io Abrahamsp 
who lent his powerful advocacy to the causeo In October 
1939, the general meeting of the United He.brew Schools 
adopted a resolution to re=open the day school; steps 
were taken to select suitable teachers and circulars were 
.. distributed informing the parents of the establishment 
of a morning schoolon1 
The old difficulties presented themselves againo 
Where were the parents who would so easily entrust the 
total education of their children to a tiny 9 untried 9 
hole-in-corner-school~ to be .. segregated in a self-made 
ghetto?" And what kind of pupils would be produced in 
such an inferior institution- inferior it perforce had 
to be 9 for. how could it presume to compare itself to 
government schools? Would the children ultimately be able 
to take their place in general society, to mix freely 
with their fellow citizens? 
Negative arguments there were again a-plenty but 
the protagonists were determined2 ~ and were satisfied 
with small beginnings o The school re-opened in January 
1940 with a Sub-A class of fifteen childreno 




were 5/= per month., The two qualified teachers were 
Miss Ao Jaches for general subjects and Mrso C., Zbenovich
9 
who had experience of Nursery School workp for the Hebrew. 
Alexander Levin was the principalo How little this event 
impressed the committee of the day may be gathered from 
the laconic entry in the minutes of its meeting following 
on the opening ., ., ., ., ., "It transpires that the morning school 
has been ppened.,"l 
' 
Mrs., Zbenovich2 recalls that the parents were very 
interested but filled with grave doubt as to whether they 
had done the correct thing in sending their children to 
the morning school where they feared that the little ones 
would be guinea-pigs for an uncertain experiment., 
There was actual door-to-door canvassing for pupils~ 
Persons like the secretary of the United Hebrew Schools, 
Mr., George Laden, members of the staff and the committee were 
joined by young Zionists who had formed themselves into 
a Jewish Day School Committee., 3 Letters were written to 
fathers '0 up-North" requesting permission for their 
children to go the new school., Two thousand pamphlets 
were printed to advertise the ''day school~ Those early 
0 forties were times of deepfelt anxiety for the 6ommunit~ 
when news began filtering through of the awesome fate that 
was overtaking the European Jewish Communities., In this 
II 
way times were more favourable for the growth of the day 
1., Quoted in"'fhis is not a Fable", Po 13., 
2., Information supplied by Mrs., Co Zbenovich (June» 1973)., 
)., "This is not a Fablen, Po 14., 
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school" and its protagonists were more determined to 
overcome the opposition to this institution and the 
lack of confidence in ito 
Mrso Zbenovich contends that the canvassing was 
focused on the Zionistically=conscious peopleo The best 
response was from "the ordinary people, the more 
h . t" t d ' d bt "l sop 1s 1ca e were 1n ou oooo She always endeavoured 
to strengthen the self-confidence of the parents and 
their trust in the schoolo There were no uniforms in 
the early days, and it was difficult to have to use the 
s~me classroom which the afternoon classes used later in 
the dayo Mro Levin and other supporters of the morning 
2 school visited it frequently and followed the progress 
of the little class with deep interesto 
Mro Levin°s project for ninternal expansionn3 made 
very slow progresso Ih 1941 there were about 15 pupils 
in the two sub-standards4 ; when Std~ I was opened in 
1942 the enrolment increased to 25o 5 
In its Report for 1942 the Committee notes that 
three years after its establishment the "success of the 
school is encouraging 9 "
6 and it had consequently decided 
to proceed to Stdo II in 1943o "The enrolment has 
increased to 63~ and appreciation is expressed for the 
energetic personal canvassing of the Zionist Youth Committee 
which had proved so successfulo7 The Committee is evidently 
lo Information by Mrso C. Zbenovicho 
2o Mrso Zbenovich recalls two veEeran workers of the United 
Hebrew Schools Committee- Mro Jo Gitlin and Mro Bo Chidekelo 
3o See pages 117 and 12Z~ 
4o Mrso Zbenovicho 
5o Principal 0 s Report in the Annual Report of the United 
Hebrew Schools for 1942o 
6 o Ibid o p o 4 o 
7 o Ibido 
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very satisfied with its new little school for the report 
continues that while oeoo"it was a cause for regret that 
so few parents supported a morning school oooo the greater 
is the pity in view of the excellent results attained in 
all subjects o u 1 
The Sch.ool continued to grow steadily if slowly a·t 
firs to The roll in 1944 stood at 73 and again there 
is a note of satisfaction in the annual reporto The 
Director of the Cape Board of Jewish Education and the 
inspector of secular studies2 commented most favourably 
on both the Hebrew and secular attainments~ and the 
Committee notes that the children educated in the Jewish 
Day School "find no difficulty in passing out to Public 
Schools"; this for the sceptics~ who doubted the quality 
of the education such a little school would provide 9 and 
also the ability of the children "to mix" vizo to integrate 
sociallyo3 
lo Annual Report of the United Hebrew Schools for 1942~ Po4o 
2o Mro Lo Simenhoff 9 Principal of the Salt River Public Schoolo 
3o Report of the United Hebrew Schools for year ending Deco 
1944., 
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(c) Mro Zo Avin: 1945o 
The cover of the l946 report already bears a new 
title: 'QThe Report of the United Hebrew Schools and 
Herzlia Day Schoolo" The School had obviously made 
good progress (Stdo IV was. opened in 1946) under the new 
Principal~ Mro Zo Avin 9 whop like his predecessor 9 was 
still responsible for the afternoon school as wello Again 
there is the customary appeal for support, pointing out 
to the community that unless it gives its youth a proper 
traditional education"it will be impossible to maintain 
the vitality of Jewish life in this country" 9 and then 
it tersely adjures the community - "Education of our 
youth must be our primary care"ol A Standard V has now 
been established (1947); there is an enrolment of 143 
in 7 ~lasses 9 new facilities introduced and the secular 
curriculum improved "so as to fit every chili for its 
eventual transference to government schools o •e 2 Was 
this a sop to the doubters or an indication of its own 
lack of self-assurance? And was the community being 
informed that the Jewish,
1
Day School1 had attained its 
full development? Yet there is a feeling of satisfaction 
and achievement ooooo"we can safely say that our Day School 
has now passed the experimental stage ooooo(it is) a proper 
schoolooooo .. ~ The secular inspector4 had submitted a 
favourable report 9 as had Dro Ao Birnbaum~ the Director 
lo Report of the United Hebrew Schools and Herzlia Day 
School for 1946, Po 3o 
2o Ibido Po 6o 
3& Ibido 
4o Mro Do Mi1ler 9 Principal of the Cape Town High Schoolo 
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of the Cap~ B©ard of Jewish Edu~ation insofar as the 
Hebrew s"tudies were concerned., The Principal reports 
that the first school magazine will appear later in the 
(1947) year; that the library has received new books 9 
that the children are proud of the new uniforms intro= 
duced in 1947 9 and a wood=work room is being equippedo 
Sport has received attention and inter=house matches 
are being organisedo 
. t 1 proJeC Oro 
The PoToAo donated a piano and a 
No further evidence need have been adduced to show 
that Herzlia Day School 9 as it was now called~ was a 
firmly established primary school possessing all those 
qualities and facilities associated with its departmental 
counterparts., 
With complete justification could the Principal 
ask in his Hebrew report o o. o "which city in the coun·try 
can boast of a complete network of Jewish education such 
as we have in Cape Town~ from nursery school right 
through to Senior Certificate level~ with a thriving "day" 
h 1 . th t' ?tt2 SC 00 ~ a un1que you congrega lOnoooooo. The total 
enrolment of the whole institution (afternoon and "day" 
school) was close on 500 childreno3 A Stdo VI was 
established :h:l948,when the enrolment of the "day:· school 
reached 225 9 and Mro Miller again wrote of "evidence of 
growthooooothe holding power of the school ooooopleasant 
spirito"4 




4o Report of the United Hebrew Schools and Herzlia School 
for the year ending 31/12/48o 
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The report cannot fail, of course~ to open on a 
solemn note of rejoicing in the customary preamble: 
it refers to eooo"the fulfilment of the age-old dream 
of Judaism and the consummation of its most cherished 
hopes"1 - the Jewish State resolution had been passed. 
at UaN .. Oo on 29th November, 19471 and the State of l:srael 
. subsequently proclaimed on the 15th May, 1948e Great 
events in Jewish history these, bound to have profound 
effects on the essential nature and very direction of 
Jewish educationo The institution with its "internal 
branch" was approaching the highest points of its 
existence, with an enrolment of over 550 pupils; hut 
this was not enough to dissipate the feeling of the 
committee that "education was not receiving the full 
support of the community which it deserves eut. not 
~ ..... ,.. h -L. ·' 1-d-·-en n- t· e:no·· nh-- ... --··p···..,.·t n 2 eu"'U€;- . CuJ. · .r - · • o o e 0 -- · Ue" <:>up v;,. · ~> ~o ~ ~ & o At 
the end of 1948 the first class w-rote the internal 
Std .. VI examination;; 
lo· J!:~_oz:~ of the T.Jni ted Hebrew Sohools and Herzlia School 
for the year ending 31/12/48 9 1h Js 
2<> Ibid., 
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(d) From 1951 to 1954o 
The year 1950 saw the zenith of the combined fortunes 
of the two components of the United Hebrew Schoolso The 
talmud torah had an enrolment of 310 pupils whilst there 
were just over 300 in Herzlia and the leadership of both 
schools became too much for one incumbento The Committee 
decided to appoint a separate principal for the day school 
and Mro Ao Chos~ck, Vice-@rincipal of the Jewish Government 
School in Johannesburgp assumed duty at the start of 195le1 
Another reason for this step is that the School was on the 
threshold of an important stage in its history and 
development - no less than the continuation to high school 
work2 after several years of marking-time at the Stdo VI 
level (at that time the end of the primary school stage)o 
Reference is made to ground having been acquired in 
Highlands Estate (above Vredehoek) "to create on it 9 in 
the not too distant future, a suitable building for a 
high schoolo"3 
11 " The day school had paused now and again in i t.s 
process of regular developmento Instead of adding on new 
standards year by year, the Gommittee now and again waited 9 
to consolidate what had already been achieved and also 9 
no doubtp to gather sufficient resolve to face the added 
financial burdens involved in the opening of new classeso 
In spite of all this, however, the momentum of growth 
was irresistttble and such a· serious decision as to venture 
lc Report of the United Hebrew Schools and Herzlia Day School 
for the year ending 1950, Po 3o 
2o Ibido 
3o Ibido Po 4o 
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on the uncharted seas of opening a high school = 
educationally as well as financially speaking - could not 
be d~layed for more than two years after the opening of 
the last primary standard in 1948o 1 An interesting item 
reports that a Parent-Teacher Association for Herzlia 
School had been establishedo 2 
(e) From 1955o 
The report for the two years ending December 1956 
which was presented at the Annual General Meeting held 
in July
1
1957,covers two eventful years for Herzlia Schoolo 
Mro Chosack had resigned at the end of the first term in 
1954 and Mr. IoJo Cohen, the Vice-Principal 9 acted as 
headmaster till the end of the yearo The first Stdo VIII 
sat for the Jtinior Certificate Examination of the University 
of South Africa at the end of 1954o 
The writer assumed the principalship in January, 1955o 
Building preparations at Highlands commenced towards the 
end of 1955o The enrolment had reached 423 by then~ 
with Stdo IX as the highest classo The school was 
grossly overcrowded and, it should not be forgotten~ was 
sharing its premises with the Afternoon School, a situation 
which caused many difficulties; and in addition, there was 
still a nursery school in occupation of one wing~ Playground 
space was woefully inadequate; sportsgrounds were entirely 
lo See Po 125 
2o Report for 1950, Po 6o 
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absent and facilities had to be sought elsewhereo The 
building was adequate for an afternoon school of several 
hundred children who attended in shifts ("the three=bell 
system') 1 ~ but it had not been intended to house a school 
population of hundreds under accepted conditions~ and 1 least 
of all,a high school~ Pressure of numbers had resulted in 
some quaint make-shift arrangementso Kindergarten classes 
It\ 
had earlier been accomRdated in premises attached to the 
Great Synagogue in Government Avenue 9 and latterly in the 
"old house" in Highlandsl) the homestead on the estate which 
the committee had purchased not long before with a view to 
. 2 
expans~ono 
To the subjective onlooker living in these cramped 
quarters, the new building in Highlands was painfully slow 
in risingo The enrolment rose to 475 in 1956 and in 
October of that year the foundation~stones of the all-but= 
complete structure were formally laido 
1956 was, indeed, an important year for Herzlia; the 
very first matriculation class was now in existence, consis-
ting of eight pupilso As there had been no room for them 
in the main building in Hope Street they had perforce to be 
housed in a "committee room" of the Zionist Hall across the 
road and both teachers and senior pupils had to keep a 
wary eye open for traffic when darting to and fro across 
the street~ 
lo See Po 100. 
2o See Po 127o 
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Even though only part of the building was complete.= 
even the grounds had not been levelled yet = the high 
school moved into the wing allotted to it in ·the new 
building in Highlands Estate at the beginning of 1957o 
Those were stirring days in the history of the school; 
in spite of the discomfort and worse of occupying a 
structure still in the hands of the builderso The 
school and the community had been heartened by the results 
of the first matriculation class 9 as also of the Junior 
Certificate candidates in 1955 and 1956o 1 
1957 was an historic year for Herzliao The primary 
pupils remaining in the Hope Street building and the KoGo 
classes still in the "old house" on the estate were moved 
into the new premises, and the first full assembly of the 
whole school took place in the quadrangle on the 29th 
April, 1957o 2 The enrolment stood at 550 (386 boys and 
164 girls)o There were 14 pupils in Stdo X~ and in the 
same year the Cape Education Department granted permission 
to the school to enter its candidates for the Senior 
Certificate·Examinationo 
Two other "firsts" during 1957 were the admission 
of 8 pupils from the WeizmannSchool3 into Stdso II and 
;III at Herzlia, and in June of the year the departure of a 
contingent of 55 from the high school to visit the King David 
High School in Johannesburgp the only other Jewish High School 
lo 1955: All 15 JoCo candidates passed,with 5 in the first 
classo 
1956: 6 out of the 7 matriculation candidates passedo 
18 out of 22 JoCo candidates passed (4 in the first 
class) · 
2o Twentv years previously to the day lVIro lVIo Rosen had laid 
the ~or.ner-stone of the Hope Street buildingo 
3o Established by the Sea Point Hebrew Congregation in 1953p 
in its Talmud Torah premiseso The writer was honorary 
supervisory principal for a number of years till the 
present head was appointed in 1960o · 
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in the country at the timeo It was the pioneering-step 
in forging links between the two centreso As the years 
passed and new schools were established these too were 
involved in what have become traditional annual meetings 
of Jewish High School pupils~ held alternately at the 
Cape and on the Rand 9 when teams meet in keen competition 
in a programme consisting of sports fixtures, chess, oratori= 
cal and quizz competi4ionso 1957 may be ·taken as a 
convenient year to terminate the detailed history of the 
school; by this time its essential features had crystallisedo 
The story of subsequent growth in enrolment, internal 
development(particularly in the sphere of Hebraic studie~, 
structural additions and improvements, extensions of 
playing fields, and all those other internal vicissitudes 
which such a living organisation as a school passesJ.:,thrpughl) 
rightly belongs to the annual reports in which these are 
recorded a There are a number of developments which should 9 
however, be mentionedo 
. 
In January, 1963, a sub-A class was opened •bn the 
premises of the Rondebosch Hebrew Congregation in Avenue 
'de Mist, and the Chairman's report to the annual general 
meeting held on the 24th July records that "we are proud 
of our fledgelingo" There were 8 pupils in the first 
standard of Herzlia Southern Suburbs"~l 
There is a reference in the report to a plan to build 
a boarding school2 for country children to replace the hostel 
lo Now numbers 186 pupils to Std. IV in its own building 
in Constantiac 




of the Cape Board of Jewish Education in Inch.olm Place1 
which had been closed for a number of yearso It was 
opened in time for the 1966 academic yearo The 
permanent school chapel was consecrated in March, 1972a 
The complete history of the school is recorded in 
reports of the school committee (United Hebrew Schools) 
submitted at the annual general meetings of parents and 
supporters as well as in the school magazines which 
appear annuallyo 
The present enrolment (1973) is as follows: 
Primary School (Highlands Estate}: 400 (240 boys and 
160 girls) o 
Hi.gh School (Highlands Estate): 
187 girls)o 
424 (237 boys and 
Primary School (Southern Suburbs): Sub A- Stdo IV 
(at Constantia): 186 (112 boys and 74 girls)o 
(Total: 1010 pupils)o 
(The Weizman~Primary School has an enrolment of 418 
pupils),. 
lo Side s·treet off Hope Street: the old hostel was close 
to the previous school building at 101-3 Hope Streetp 






JEWISH EDUCATION AT THE CAPE: 1973o 
Facts and Figures~ 
a) Afternoon (§upplemental Hebrew) Schools (Talmud Torahs): 
The table on page 108 gives an analysis of the enrolment 
in the Afternoon (supplemental) Hebrew Schools under the aegis 
of the Cape Board of Jewish Educationo 1 
The problems of the Afternoon Hebrew School have been 
discussed2 in a previous chaptero What this analysis high-
lights is the fact that some 75% of all the pupils in the 
Afternoon Hebrew Schools are to be found in the first five 
standards, vizo from Sub-A to Std. III inclusiveo Only 8% a,.~~ 
·," Seoc•,<i~r:t. clOtsseS 4-..ft:t.n~ $()'((:'; #a.e. ru/- Ct71o) 
3 are in the bigher primary classes (Stds. IV and V) leading 
up to barmitzvah and batmitzvah4 o 
b) The Integrated Jewish School ( Tl\e "Day School~~): 
Herzlia Primary School: 
Herzlia School, Highlands Estate: 240 boys 160 girls•400 
Herzlia School, Southern Suburbs: 112 n 74 n =186 
(to Stdo IV) 
Herzlia High Schoob Highlands Estate: 237 tt 187 n =424 
Total for Herzlia: 1010 
Weizmann Primary School, Sea Point: 418 
Grand Total for "Day 
Schools": .!_428 
c) Estimated Number of Jewish Children of School= 
going Age (about 20% of 24,000 strong Jewish 
Community) 49500 
Total of Jewish Children receiving any Jewish 
Education: 
i. Afternoon Hebrew Schools (including 
Jewish Progressive Congregation) 
ii. Integrated Jewish "Day" Schools 
Total 
Number of Jewish Children of school-going age 
not receiving any Jewish instruction at all at the 





lo Cape Board of Jewish Education 9 1973o 2. See pp 104 ~toseqo 
3o Also about 375 children in Hebrew Schools of Progress:tve Conge 
4. Confirmation for boys and girls 9 ~respectivelyo 
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Barmitzvah and Batmitzvah Classes: 1 
The Cape Board of Jewish Education has laid down 
a syllabus for the examination to be taken at this stage 
by all pupils who celebrate their religious confirmation$ 
This material covers essential knowledge of religious 
laws and customsp basic biblical material and essentials 
of ancient and modern Jewish history, and forms an integral 
part of Stdo V work in both "day" and afternoon schoolso 
The examination is written at the end of the academic 
year by most of the candidates, and a special certificate 
is presented to the successful oneso There is provision 
for full or partial exemption for certain candidates 9 
though the Board would not like any candidate who had 
not passed the examination 1or received exemption for 
valid reasons
1
to be permitted to participate in the full 
traditional ceremony. 2 This is a sidelight on the fact 
that there are so many who celebrate the confirmation 
ceremony without having had even a minimal religious= 
Hebrew educationo 
Here and there a principal/teacher of an afternoon 
school may succeed in retaining a small number of pupils 
~~ 3 
after~confirmation stage but~ except for receiving tuition 
in Hebrew which they offer as a subject in the secular 
school (some principals permit this to be done provided 
they are assured that the pupil receives proper tuition 
in the local afternoon Hebrew school) the number is very 
lo Report of the Director to the 16th Biennial Conference 
of the Cape Board of Jewish Education: 1972o Po 34 
2o Ibid Po 35o 
3o See table on page lo~ 
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small and the duration of study regrettably shorto 
In order to ensure better attendance and avoid the 
negative ~fe~ts of the conflict between afternoon Hebrew 
studies and general extra-mural activities of the pupilsv 
one school has introduced early morning lessons which take 
place before the pupil proceeds to his ordinary schoolingo 
Only the older children of Std~'o IV P V and! VI are involvedo 1 
Most afternoon schools use teaching aids produced 
by the Cape Board and endeavour to organise plays, 
presentations and suitable functions to highlight the 
festivals and/or biblical episodeso Pupil-participation 
in prayers is stressed in the youth services on sabbaths 
and festivals which provides the means of direct learning 
of the traditional liturgyo 2 
Jewish Religious Instruction in a Secular School: 3 
Under the aegis of the Cape Board of Education forty-
four Jewish pupils in a Sea Point Primary school receive 
instruction thrice-weekly for periods of 45 minutes eacho 
The syllabus consists of Jewish Laws and Customs, Bible 
stories and basic historyo Tuition is in English, 
except for reading of the liturgyo An interesting 
factor is that of the 44 pupils (organised in three 
classes) taught, nineteen receive no other form of 
Jewish education at allo 4 The report is insistent that 
these classes have not superseded attendance at afternoon 
classes by the 25 children who are pupils of the Talmud 
Torah or the Temple School (of the Progressive Hebrew 
C ongrega ti on) o 
lo Reports of Hebrew Schools submitted to 16th Biennial 
Conference of Cape Board of Jewish Educationo Novol972,p,l2, 
2c Ibid., see Po 27 for exampleo 
3o Ibido PPo 61-62. 
4o Ibido Po 62. 
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Th H b N S h 1 A . t• 1 e e rew ursery c oo ssoc1a 10no 
This Association, an affiliate of the Union of 
Jewish Womenp has a long and. useful record of work in 
the n~e~ school fieldo 
In 1972 there were fourteen nursery schools under 
the control of the Associationp with two affiliated 
~ntres at Somerset West and Paarlo The enrolment was 
over seven hu...Yldred children; there were waiting lists in 
many schoolso 
The schools are properly equipped and are controlled 
by professionally qualified staff2 9 headed by a General 
Supervisor as well as a Hebrew Supervisor, whose duties 
include inspection and organisation of refresher courses 
and in-training for teacherso 
Classes are housed in premises specially constructed 
or adapted and located in the congregational or commur:ity 
centres (the synagogue is,usually the central structure) 
provided by the congregationo The schools themselves 
are, however, under the absolute control of the Associa= 
tion which is responsible for the financingp staffing 
and general maintenancee 
The Hebrew part of the nursery school education 
centres on the meaningful interpretation of Jewish festivals, 
the explanation of Jewish-laws and customs and elementary 
Hebrew songs and vocabulary, all, of course~ adapted to 
1. Re~orts of Hebrew Schools submitted to 16th Biennial 
. Conference of Cape Board of Jewish ~ducation;Novol9"f2 9 po63o 
2 c (40 teachers in 1972) Ibido 
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the stage of development of the little ones with emphasis 
on activities and __ games o There are considerable numbers 
of non-Jewish children who also receive a good nursery 
school Hebrew education~ 
The Association has a fine reputation for efficiency1 
and reliability and its schools have a good record of 
service in this fieldo Parent involvement is stressedo 
The Hebrew Nursery School Association is the only Jewish 
educational body to receive a state subsidy for its worko 
The Cape Board of Jewish Education publishes 2 study 
texts i.n Hebrew of various kinds and teac.hers 0 handbooks 
on the method and use of audio=visual aids (including 
over 1200 transparencies for the overhead projector on 
all three sectors of Hebrew education = vizo - Hebrew 9 
Bible, Laws and Customs) 3 e 
It has inaugurated a Hebrew language examination at 
Stdo V, VII and IX levels on the lines of the Afrikaans 
Taalbond which 245 children of these classes wrote in 
1972o 4 The report further records the list of seminars 
and refresher courses for teachers5 and the very 
successful organisation of ttulpanim" (adult evening classes 
for Hebrew) in which close on 400 students are involved~ 
To solve the chronic shortage of Hebrew teachers/ministersp 
the Board continued to bring out suitable staff from Israel 
on contract (generally for three years)o 
lo An example is the establishment of a special "unit" at 
one of its nursery schools for children with learning 
difficultieso Ibido Po 63o 
2o Report of the Director to the 16th Biennial Conferencee 
Opo cito ppo29-30 gives the name of a dozen of such 
publicationso 
Jo Ibido Po 32o 
4o Ibido Po JJo 
5o Ibido J7-8o 
6o Ibido PPo J9-40o 
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SECTION IIz Organisation and Curricula 
General Organisation~ The Integrated (Day) 1 Schools~ 
Herzlia School, together with its branch in the 
Southern Suburbs P is controlled by the Commi·t·tee of the 
United Hebrew Schools which is elected annually at a 
general meeting of parents~ subscribers (to its funds) 
and other supporters a 2 In addi tJLon to the executive 
there are sub=commi·ttees for finance 9 f·ees 9 education 9 
house and groundso Whilst the school is obviously a 
denominational institution (and identified~ strictly 
speaking 9 with the orthodox/traditional wing of Judaism) 
it has no direct connection with any synagogue and 
maintains its complete independence in this respecto 
There is no restriction on admission on religious grounds: 
but non-Jewish children are expected to take Hebrew and 
allied subjectso 
In contradistinction to this, the Weizmann Primary 
School is controlled by the Green and Sea Point Hebrew 
Congregation which also has an afternoon school in its 
premises., Both these schools use the same school rooms 
in the congregation9 s complex in Kloof Road~ Sea Pointo 
It should be noted that all afternoon (supplemental) 
schools are attached to congregations and invariably 
located in the same buildi.ng as the congregation° s 
synagogue or centre~ or adjacent to itQ 3 
lo Inexact, popular use of this epithet: used to distinguish 
it from the older "afternoon" (supplemental) school named 
the Talmud Torah or popularly, uHede:ro In earlier years 
the "dayn schools were referred top more accuratelyp as 
the "morning" schooJs''( See Poll7) o 
2 a See appendi.x, Po A;.. for comparison with two other local 
denominational schools in this regardo 
3o The exception to this rule is the recently established 
Olentral Talmud Torah located at Oranjia Jewish Orphanageo 
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The teaching day is~ of course 9 longer than in 
its departmental cou.'>lterpart ~ to allow for the extra 
time devoted to Hebrew and cognate studieso 1 The 
departmental calendar is adhered to, but the school is~ 
of course, closed on Jewish religious holidayso 2 
Periods may vary from 45 to 35 minutes wi.th two 
breaks daily of 20 and 25 minutes eacho 
divided into 45 periods (hi.gh school)o 
The week is 
Curricula: The schools follow the curriculum of the 
Cape Education Department, and the Stdo X pupils are 
entered for the Departmental Senior Certificate Examinationo 
English (Higher)~ Afrikaans (Lower) and Hebrew are compulsory 
subjectso · 
Whilst the two branches of the Herzlia Primary School 
have full-time and qualified remedial teachers, there is 
no provision for special education in any of the primary 
"day" schoolso Weizmann will introduce remedial tea¢h~ng 
... , ! ~ ""'. 
in 1974o There is a full-time art teacher (for Primary 
and Secondary pupils) and a wood=work room with a qualified 
teacher for primary boys (including those from Southern 
Suburbs Herzlia and Stdo V from Weizmann)o 
provided for all pupils to Std. VI inclusiveo 
lo 28 hours and 15 minutes of actual teaching time in the 
High school, somewhat less in the Primary Department., 
Weizmann has a shorter dayo 
2o There may be about 6 or 7 a year, or possibly fewero 
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SECTION III: The Jewish Denominational Private Schoolo 
The Jewish "Day" School differs in a number of 
aspects both from the state (departmental) school and 
from other denominational private schools which together 
make up our educational systemo 
First and foremost~ the Jewish school belongs to a 
I 
distinct religi.ous-ethnic community which has set up 
machinery to control and finance ito Being a private 
school does notp of course, absolve it from complying 
with the essential educational and other requirements 
and conditions laid down by the state which receives 
regular detailed statistical reports1 on the school 0 s 
operations and which is now empowered to exercise what 
control it may decide upon to ensure that the school 
operates according to certain expected standards~ failing 
which it may be forced to close downo 
However, within the bounds of these state regulations 9 
the private school has considerable freedom of actiono 
The Jewish School teaches a longer day2 , for example~ and 
may determine, within limits of cou:r:_se, its curriculum 
of studies, according to its OWn lightso For example 9 
Hebrew and cognate studies are compulsory for all pupils 
and the subject itself must be taken for the Senior 
Certificate :H;xaminationo The time allotted to it remains 
at the discretion of the Schoolo 
lo Annual reports(in June) to the Department of Statistics 9 
and in September to the Cape Education Departmento 
2o See page 139. 
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The similarities with state schools 9 however, are 
manyo The internal organisation - uniforms, forms of 
punishment 9 extra=mural activi tiesw e:a:t~,rnal examinations 
(Senior Certificate 9 Taalbond, Bilingualism Examination) = 
all reflect the general situation as it exists in the 
majority (state) school system 9 with those essential 
yet fine variations which tend to dist:i.ngu.ish one school 
from ile othero The Departmentp however 9 applies the 
provision for compulsory second language instruction but 
permits the school to modify its curricula in some minor 
matterso For example, mathematics may be dropped in 
Stdo VII at Herzlia; the Department only permits this 
to be done in Stdo VIIIo Whilst the Department insists 
on art being taken by all boys in Stdo VI this is not 
the case at Herzlia where only girls do soo Amongst 
innovations are one period of controlled reading (to 
improve and accelerate reading) in Stdo V and VI; the 
initial teaching alphabet is used in the KoGo classes 9 
and there may be some other curricular modifications 
here and thereo The Schools is free also to decide 
what will be the size of its classes without reference to 
Departmental "quotas"1 9 and has always employed married 
women on the permanent staff with full pension and medical 
rightso 
The School is free, of course, to close on Jewish 
holidays and to introduce such Jewish and/or secular 
subjects in the curriculum as are deemed fito History 
and Geography are compulsory extra subjects in Stdso VI, 
lo Classes are rarely permitted to go above the 30 mark 9 
certainly not in the High Schoolo 
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VII and VIII 9 for example~ whilst Contemporary Jewish 
·studies are taught in IX and Xo Remedial teaching for 
primary children with conceptual difficulti.es was 
introduced on a regular basis in 1972o 
The final point of difference is the degree of 
parental involvement in the private schoolo The 
controlling body is a group of parents and/or corr~unity 
leaders and not the state authorityo 1 In addition 9 
parents have for many years run a PoToAo whose set 
objectives were the provision of facilities for the schoolp 
ranging from desks to sports fields, from equipment to 
full maintenance of the library and many other necessitieso 
This dynamism of organised parents has remained a 
feature of Herzlia and a source of great benefit to the 
school a It has served to promote a close school=home 
relationship which has been a welcome and useful feature 
of the school for yearso The lay leadership and the 
organised parents have long been accustomed to assume 
considerable responsibility, to exercise the necessary 
initiatives, and take decisions of importanceo On the 
levels of personal and group involvement these are important 
principles which cannot fail to have a bearing on the 
educati.onal institutions involved a 
The Jewish Denominational School shares many features 
with the other denominational schools of the private sectoro 
Both believe that groupings other than those of the State 
fJ f b ~~IJ;-10 
have much~ofter to the educative process~ and that in fact 
it is not at all certain whether the State should have a 
lo The Committee of the United Hebrew Schools: see p.A~ 
appendix for comparison with some other denominational 
schools a 
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monopoly of all educationo 
The private school is a fee=paying institution and 
as such draws most of its pupils from the more affluent 
sections of the community, even if some provision is 
made for bursaries for those who may need assistanceo 
Social as well as religious reasons (amongst others) 
may impel parents to send their children to a specific 
denominational private school and in some cases the one 
may be the stronger reason than the othero 
In the Jewish Private School there is a somewhat 
different emphasis on the reasons: here it is more 
religio-cultural, the strong desire to provide an introduc= 
tion to the traditional Je@ish culture 9 with the inseparable 
function of Hebrew in it, in order to preserve ethnic-
national cultural survival in the face of assimilative 
forceso This urge for self-preservation is usually 
strong and explicit in the mind of the parent sending 
the chill to the Jewish school 9 and certainly so in the 
thinking of those community leaders responsible for 
establishing and running these schoolso 
The denominational factor in the Jewish School is 
more varied and complex than is the case with other 
schools of the same kind 9 and the time and effort allotted 
to it1 is much greater all round than is the case with 
other denominationso 
See next sectiono 
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The ancient tradition in Jewish educa'ti.on lays down 
two principles~ as we have seeno Firstly, it is the 
duty of parents to provide education for their children 
(boys only in the olden days) and, in addition~ it is the 
prime obligation of the organised community to see that 
this is made available to all children (boys)o The 
J~wish Schoolp therefore, is 1or should be 1the collective 
responsipility of the whole community, including those 
who have no children at school~ and is duty bound to 
educate all children in the community irrespective of 
means and of social class (and, in these days, of sex~) 
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SECTION IV: The Jewish=Hebrew Studieso 
Effect on General Curriculum and Academic Achievementso 
The number of periods devoted to Hebrew and allied 
subjects i~creases from 5 per week in the KoGo classes, 
to 9 a week in'Stdso I and II, 10 a week in Stdso IV 
and V, 12 in VI, VII and VIII, and 14 in IX and Xo 
Hebrew reading and writing are st~rted in Sub B, 
after the children have mastered the basics of general 
school-work in Sub Ao The tempo and time are increased 
from Stdo Io In both these classes emphasis is placed 
on religious instruction, and laws and customs; this 
is done mostly in English as the children are still in 
the process of mastering Hebrewo 
Simple Bible stories (in Hebrew) are introduced in 
Stdo II, and a suitable (biblical) history text is added 
in Stdo IIIo The festivals, religious customs and days 
of note form the centre of interest in the Hebrew readers 
used in the various classes, and stories of imagination, 
legend and life in Israel are included at the various 
levelso The teaching is done by the direct method, 
through the medium of Hebrewo 
In the secondary classes bible study assumes greater 
significanceo Suitable selections are studied in the 
originalo The historical works are covered in Stdso 
~' VII and VIII, whilst Stdso IX and X study the latter 
Frophets and Hagiographa (Job, Psalms, etco) 
The selections from Modern Hebrew Literature range 
from the classicists of the Hebrew revival to the writers 
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of modern Israelo In the upper secondary classes 
pupils largely dispense with the Hebrew vowelling1 and 
attain reasonable proficiency in speaki.ng and writing 
Hebrewo It should not be forgotten, however~ that the 
main educational objective is not the mere ability to 
express oneself in the language but to comprehend the 
texts fully and to be able to discuss these in writing 
~nd/or in speecho As a spoken languageJHebrew can only 
be used in Israel 9 therefore its main function in South 
Africa is to serve as the medium for understanding and 
dealing with the desired body of knowledge presented in 
the classroom situationo The pupils 0 attainment of a 
reasonable ability in the use of the language is of 
limited value in an environment where neither the home 
nor society give any scope for its useo This in itself 
poses a grave problem for the Hebrew educationisto 
Besides Bible, literary and linguistic studiesp 
the Hebrew curriculum includes religious studies on a 
more advanced level, Jewish history (Hebrew texts in 
more simplified style) and contemporary events of the 
Jewish world (a selection of topics presented as centres 
of interest)o 
In the two senior classes the Jewish Contemporary 
Studies programme is more detailed and includes current 
problems which are relevant to the students 0 search for 
identityo Jewish history is taught through the medium 
of an English text, 2 and a study is made of selected 
lo These are dots and dashes placed 7 generally, under 
the consonants and serve as vowelso 
2o A History of the Jews: So Grayzelo op,cll-: 
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source material1 for what is named "Jewish Consciousnesso" 
Each of these additional "subjects" receives two periods 
per weekg making a total of six apart from the eight 
devoted to all the Hebrew studieso 
The obvious question arises as to whether all this 
additional material (in VI and VII and VIII~ twelve out 
of a forty-five period week; in IX and X
1
14 periods out 
of a forty-four period week, -one is given to cadets) 9 
does not have a detrimental effect on academic achieve-
ments in general subjectso · In Stdso IX and X the period 
- f~4Ju/<-
allocationA~~ is as follows~~ 
English Higher-6; 
Afrikaans Lower-6; 
Subjects .3P4 and 5- 18 in totoo 
The Hebrew complex of subjects: 14 periodso 3 
It is only from the mid-year in Stdo X that some 
periods are deducted from Hebrew and allotted generally 
to science and mathematics for purposes of extra.revisiono 
On occasion the teachers of the official langtiages may also 
request an extra period eacho This "transfer" never 
exceeds a total of 4/5 per week, from the July or 
October termso 
lo Excerpts from religious/philoso~hical classics from 
Mishna (200 AoDo) to 1Hassidism (Col850)o 
2o For detailed analysis of subjects see pages 155 and 156o 
3o In StdG IX one period is devoted to Library (deducted 
from Latin/Historyg etco) 
~ ... ----~----~---
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be the "religious=cultured" home that would be inclined 
to send its child to a Jewish denominational schoolo 
More specifically 9 the ancient tradition of learning
1 has 
no doubt conditioned the Jewish parent to a keener devotion 
to academic effort and scholastic ~chievement 9 transposed.p 
of course~ to the secular field in this day and age 9 in 
contradistinction to the Torah of older dayso 
This would account then for the importance of academic 
achievement in the eyes of the Jewish parent; it is a sort 
of atavistic value 9 essential to survival in a diaspora where 
wandering was a bitter fact of lifeo Furthermore~ learning 
became inseparable from the religi.o-cultural existence 
which evolved as a way to the good life and a means of 
minority group-survival in a culturally alien and often 
hostile worldo 
Laudable as this approach to learning is, this 
devotion may become excessive~ creating difficulties for 
child, educator and parento Acting on the premise that 
academic education is a sine quo non and should be pursued 
for the longest possible time~ the over=zealous parent may 
fail to recognise ~ither that the child is intellectually 
incapable of coping with his studies at a certain levelp 
or may have some other conceptual or emotional problems 
which create insurmountable obstacles infue path of his 
academic progresso Jewish parents,on the whole,are 
inclined to keep their children at academic learning after 
these pupils have already reached their learning-ceiling 
lo See page 10 for the "talmid-9 hacham" concepto 
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for whatever reason; they are strongly disinclined to 
accept the fact that such academic education should be 
terminated early 9 vizo before the end of the school 
course 9 to enable the child to enter the world of work 
or1 alternatively 1 to exchange the nunsuitable academicn 
nature of one specific form of education for another 
more suited to the particular abilities and/or limitations 
of the pupilso 
Such parental attitudes are no doubt transmitted 
to the children in many cases; the result is that the 
indifferently endowed child is motivated to unusual 
academic effort and tends to remain on at school when 
his counterpart in the State school would tend to make 
an end to the academic struggle and leave for the world 
of worke The presence of such indifferent scholars in 
the Jewish school would therefore actually tend to lower 
the levels of academic achievement as measured by the 
SoCo examination~ for example~ 
And yet how is one to explain ~way the fact that 
not only do the additional Hebrew studies not serve to 
depress achievement in the other subjects in the curriculum, 
but would actually appear to stimulate better achievement 
in these fields? Is it a fact 1 then 1 that the greater the 
exposure to academic stimuli and challenge, the greater 
the all-round academic a~hievement? In other words, the 
more the pupil is concerned with study and with books,the 
better all-round academic progress will result? 
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Limits to the argmment are obvious~ the child who 
has definite intellectual limitations will be unable to 
react positively to extra challenges to enable him to 
progress far beyond his given capacity~ but even in 
this case such extra challenges may evoke maximal latent 
abilitieso The other type which will be largely 
untouched by such extra challenge will be the apathetic 
and unwilling child to whom academic effort is intolerablee 
In Stdso VI and VII and VIII the school is organised 
on a 45 period weeko The usual time is allocated to each 
of the subjects laid down in the curriculumo Hebrew 
and cognate studies are given 12 periods, and 2 periods 
each are devoted to History and Geography as essential 
cultural subjects which are examined as all the others 
1 areo 
The following diagram of passes and failures in 
these classes once again fails to indicate any sort of 
academic weakness resulting from the allocation of so 
much additional time to Hebrewo 
Sfd. VI VII VIII 
Yeo. l" llo.enflt.JI ~i/~;rtS /11, ~11 Rc /I f-.ilvrtS /rl,,,,,e/1 Ft~Jii;r~s 
196B /() 1 ltr /tP I 7 (// 7 
' 
19b9 /0(/ 7 9~ 5' 98 9 
lt'flo 106 ~~- /0/ II 8"0 6 
1971 /IJq /Jf- 93 6 /.2 ~ 
- .. ~··. 
1972 /Of Itt- 8'8' 6 71 3 
lo There is only one period of Geography in Stdo VIII 
as the boys of this class have cadets once weeklyo 
Note: About one-fifth of all pupils in Std. VI have 
been admitted from theWeizmann,Primary Schoolo 
(See paragraph 1, p. 152.) 
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There is absolutely no selection of pupils seeking 
admission at any level in the primary or high school 
except for one condition
1
vizo Hebrew attainmento As 
Hebrew is compulsory no pupil can be admitted whose 
levels are so low in this subject as to preclude him 
from catching up within a reasonable period of time with 
the maximum extra tuition possibleo Otherwise the school 
recognises the evaluation of other schools when it comes 
to the admission of pupilso 
This holds good for the primary school as well 
where, 9/10 periods are devoted to Hebrew studieso "Late" 
admissions are less of a problem at this stage, because 
the gap in Hebrew is generally not so great and may be 
the more easily bridged by means of extra tuition inJor 
outside1 school hourso 
Hebrew may early on begin presenting difficulties, 
and is particularly vulnerable to poor teaching or poor 
pupil co=operationc As a language it is entirely confined 
~e 
to~classroom and the success of its acquisiton depends 
entirely on the class situationo Should this be in any 
way defective 9 progress will be greatly impairedo The 
home can be of help if its attitude is favourable and 
A-S 
firmAto the necessity of acquiring the language; better 
still 9 if it is in a position to render a little assistance, 
at least in the primary stageso Conversely 9 should the 
attitude be apathetic or actually negative~ the pupil 
will very soon be infected 9 with immediate detrimental 
effects on his progresso 
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The cry of nweak at Hebrew" or ttcannot do Hebrew" 
is heard from early years and is no doubt to be traced 
to the negative influences brought to bear on the learning 
process from any one or more of these sourceso This is 
especially true ,~f no other subject displays any weakness 
except Hebrewo In a way1 Afrikaans presents the same 
dangers for the English~speaking city child: itp toop 
lacks the "self-healing" qualities which the home language 
inherently possesses by virtue of its use in the home and 
his total daily environment 1 and through his total reading 
operations, all of which do much to advance his acquisition 
of his mother-tongue and rectify any shortcomings present 
in the class-room teaching situationo 
For both of these non-home, but living 9 languages 9 
the progress to adequate mastery at any particular level 
is fraught with difficulties and'demands much more from 
teacher and pupil alike than is the case in the home~ 
language or most, probably all, other subje~tso So 
delicate,indeed,is this growth-process,that exposure 
(.1,1\, 
to~unfavourable attitude 1too,is detrimental to progresso 
Bearing in mind the 8.milari ties that do exist(':between 
English and Afrikaans and the fact that both ~ 
official languages heard or even used in the child~s 
environment, the problems of acquiring Hebrew with its 
absolutely strange grammar and orthography is ever so much 
greater than that of the second languageo Of course, there 
is the strong religious/ethnic motivation emanating from 
home and group~ but should this be weak for any reasonf 
the resulting harm to the learning process is all the 
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greater and felt the soonero The negative parent ~ 
be he ignorant 9 apathetic, over-indulgent or uninformed ..._. 
(\ 
is a potentially harmful factor, and plays an almost direct 
role in the childQs poor achievements in Hebrewo 
The Problem of Private Reading: 
Whilst the pupil manages, with the aid of the teacher 9 
to cope with those Hebrew texts selected as suitable for 
him at various stages of his progress~ he very rarely 
· indeed reaches the state of sufficient mastery of the 
language to be able to read freely in its literature 
or newspaperso The texts which were easy enough in style 
and vocabulary were unsuitable in contento Tm problem 
for long exercised the minds of many who were concerned 
with Hebrew education of the young in the diaspora lands 
and became more acute when the great immigration to 
Israel began in the ~fifties~ when Jews came from all 
corners of the worldj speaking all languages of the world 
except Hebrew~ 
Israel solved the problem in two ways: it established 
1 the "ulpann system andp at the same time 9 adapted the 
well-known system of "Basic English" to Hebrew, creating 
"Ivri t Kallah" (Easy Hebrew) o Language text books were 
produced in Ivrit Kallah and a wide selection of books 
were converted- usually also abridged = into Ivrit 
2 Kallah, in most cases quite successfullyo Some reading 
material was specially written in easy Hebrew; and two 
weekly newspapers were issued in easy Hebrew3 (and appear 
to this day)o 
1. Intensive Hebrew language course for adult immigrants 
usually residential and lasting about six monthso 
2o TP,e "Geshern (Bridge) Serieso ~\ , 
3 o ''Lamatchil" ("For the Beginner') and Shearim ("Gateways"): 
the style is easy and the material in each ranges from the 
very easy to the difficult: vowels are~ of course 9 usedo 
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The problem of suitable reading material in Hebrew 
was thus solved for Jewish schools in the Diasporao 
Subjects and Examinations: 
~ 
Stdso VI, VII, VIII: The Departmental regulations 
lay down an almost fixed curriculum~ but the School has 
introduced modifications, as follows: 
Whilst English, Afrikaans, Hebrew, General Science~ 
Geography and History remain compulsory to the end of 
Std. VIII, Typing may be taken as an alternative to 
Mathematics from Stdo VII onwardso The other optional 
subject is one from amongst Art, French~ Latin, Commercial 
(Accounting and Commercial Mathematics) and Woodworko 
Guidance is given in the choice of these options and only 
children with special abilities are encouraged to do Art 
or Woodworko The Stdo VI year is the exploratory period 
when a pupil is permitted to switch if he so desireso 
From Stdo IX the following combinations are offered: 
lp 2 and 3: English, Afrikaans, Hebrew and cognate subjects 
are compulsoryo 
4: Literature may now be offered in place of Mathematicsp 
or Typewriting
1
even if not opted for in lower classeso 
5: Physical Science or Biologyo 
6: The 6th subject is one from Latin, History~ Frenchp 
Art, Woodwork, Shorthand, Commercial or another Science 
not taken in 5o 
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As a result of the number of options offered some of 
the classes are small~ but the school permits this 
situation in order to provide a wide choice of subjects 
to suit the abilities and predilections of the pupilsa 
This flexibility 9 tolerance almost~ in regard to the 
pupil Q s right of choi.ce is an important factor for the 
good of the individual pupil and has other beneficial 
side effectsa It is of interest to note that over a 
quarter - in some years fully a third - of Stdo IX pupils 
choose mathematics and two sciences as their three options 
in addition to the 3 compulsory languageso In effect 9 the 
school has been offering quite clearly defined nstreams": 
"Scientific" - Physical Science, Biology and Mathemat,icso 
\ 
ncommercial" - Accounting and Commercial Mathematics 
plus Maths and a Scienceo 
"Linguistic" - French or Latin and Maths and a Sciencea 
t 4 
Humanistic -History, Maths and a Science or Literature 
d S 
. 1 an a c~enceo 
Examinations, held in mid-year and at the end of the 
academic year, are in both cases written to the last school 
day of the respective termo Cumulative tests are written 
during the first and third termso Promotion is determined 
according to the general conditions laid down by the Cape 
Education Departmento Prizes are awarded on the basis 
of Work during these terms but for the award of scholarships 
the final marks are also taken into considerationo All 
scripts are returned to pupils except for those of the 
final examination (Std. IX also obtain these)o 
1. Also "Secretarial": vi~ Typing, Shorthand and Biology a 
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The provisions of the newly publicised Differentiated 
System of Education~ as it applies to the schools under the 
Cape Education Department, were introduced for Stdo V this 
year and will be applied to the rest of the standards 
involved from next yearo 
Pupil-Leadership in the High School@ 
Prefects: Before prefects are appointed for any 
any academic year 9 a number of "polls" are conducted 
in order to obtain suggestions as to who would be 
suitable candidates for these postso The pupils of Stdo 
IX are provided with the complete class lists of ttis standard 
and requested to ballot for the required number of boys 
and girls who 1 in their opinion, would make suitable prefectso 
The duties of the office are explained carefully; the 
voters appreciate the secrecy of the ballot and carry it 
out seriouslyo 
The other groups asked to make suggestions in a 
similar manner are the outgoing prefects, as a group, the 
two head prefects and two assistant-head prefects (in 
consultation) and finally the head-prefect himselfo 
The results are then compared with the suggestions made 
by the staff, individually and/or during a group_consultation9 
The final appointments are decided upon in consultation with 
the Deputy-Headmaster and Vice-Principalo 
An interesting phenomenon of this procedure is the 
generally close correlation between the suggestions of the 
pupils, the outgoing prefects and the school leadershipo 
The group that is usually farthest from this "consensus" is 
the staff~ · 
/57a 
The Prefects carry out the duties generally 
allotted to them as leaders of the pupil-body: they 
are not permitted to inflict any sort of corporal 
punishmento 
The Students' g~~l: this consists of some 18 
senior pupils~ largely electedp which has been in 
existence since 1959 and acts in an advisory and 
consultative capacityo If it has sufficient moral 
authority it may succeed in stimulating or initiating 
extra-mural activities and generally acts as a 
sounding chamber of use to the headmastero Its 
leadership is permitted to bring the Council 9 s decisions 
and recommendations to the headmaster for his consider-
a tiona This council has over the years proved to be 
a useful body and has provided senior pupils with 
valuable opportunities of dealing with issues and 
ideas in a spirit of motivated responsibilityp and 
then to become directly involved in their school and 
its problemso 
Houses: There are three school houses with their 
distinctive badgesa The leaders - each house has 
two captains (a boy and a girl) and two vice-captains~ 
are elected at a general meeting of all Stda VIII 9 IX and 
X members of the houseo The Houses actively compete 
in sport and other competitionso 
Herzlia Assembly: consists of the Prefects~ Members 
of the Students 9 Council and House-Captains and Vice-
Captains. It may be convened when very special 
matters have to be brought to the knowledge of the schoolo 
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SECTION V: Extra Curricular Activitieso 
Sport: 
In spite of being unable to play games on Saturdays, 
which is the Sabbath and observed as such by orthodox 
Jews, the School is affiliated to all the usual organised 
schools 0 sports leagueso Where fixtures are played on 
week days, as in tennis, netball, water-polo~ chess and 
table-tennis, and some junior school sports like soccer~ 
no difficulties ensue, but special arrangements have to 
be made with opposing schools where the leagues have 
Saturday matches, notably in cricket, rugby and hockeyo 
With very few exceptions schools by tradition show themselves 
to be co-operative, but this involves Herzlia in additional 
problems of transporting teams and extra expense, to avoid 
loss of teach.ing timeo Primary children have supervised 
swimming in addition to tennisette, soccer and netballo 
An athletics meeting and a swimming gala are annual 
events in the sports calendaro 
Societies a 
There are the usual school societies including debatingp 
choir, science, drama, communit~music 9 speech choir, folk 
dancing, photographic and so forth, and, as is so often 
the case, the tempo of activities may fluctuate from one 
year to the next depending on a number of factors, mostly 
personalo 
With the recent emphasis on oral communication has 
come an expansion in the activities of the school debaters 
especially in their inter-school contactso The Community 
society endeavours to develop the social conscience of 
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pupils by involving them in active help for the less 
privileged and the handicappedo 
The principle of self=help and responsibility is 
stressed as far as possible in the organisation of extra~ 
mural activitieso The trilingual magazine is produced by 
those pupils responsible and contains only pupils~ contri= 
butions: teachers only do the essential editing and give 
guidance on the business sideo 
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SECTION VI: Staffingo 
Teachers are obtained by means of advertisements 
placed in the general press or through personal contacto 
The Departmental'1Education Gazette'' is not available to 
private schools for purposes of advertising vacant posts 9 
and so recourse must be had to the general presso There 
is no discrimination against married women (or anybody 
else for that matter)o 
fulltime appointmento 
They are eligible for permanent 
The School adheres to the regulations laid down 
by the Cape Education Department in regard to salariesp 
sick leave and furlough, except that inrespect of the 
latter only service at the school is accepted; teaching 
experience elsewhere is recognised in determining salaries 9 
of courseo There are adequate pension and medical aid 
schemes., 
Financing: 
The School derives its finances from fees and from 
funds raised in the Jewish Eommunity b~ special appealso 
Endowments do not play an appreciable role in the school's 
finances a 
There i~'no state or provincial subsidy of any sortp 
and there appears to be no likelihood of any change in the 
official policy in this respecto 
An appreciable proportion of pupils receive partial 1 
or total, remission of fees as the School is anxious to 
attract and acoom~date those parents who might otherwise 
(\ 
be afraid of the expense of private educationo 
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The chronic problem of financing the ochool has been 
greatly aggravated by the steep rise in costs and salaries 
during recent yearso This is a grave situation for all 
private schools in the country, who must find their own 
funds for capital expepditure and running costso 
Relationship with General Authorities: 
The School follows the curriculum of the Cape Education 
Department leading to the Cape Senior Certificate Examination 1 
which it has been permitted to write since 1957o There are 
a number of important advantages in this arrangement~ the 
School feels that it is an integral part of the general 
school system and in a position to maintain channels of 
direct communication with most schools in the cityo On 
the pupil level there is this same feeling of forming an 
integral part of the accepted educational worldo Consul-
tation, advice and information are all possible with the 
other schools at pupil, teacher and principal levelso 
In addition, relationships with the Department and 
its officials have been always amicable and useful 9 and 
contacts from both sides fairly frequento 
At the request of the School 7 the Cape Education 
Department carried out a comprehensive panel inspection of 
the Secondary Department in 197lo This was the first full 
inspection of Herzlia carried out by professionally 
competent persons of standing in the Department of Educationo 
It lasted a week and the four inspectors of education reported 
very favourably on the work being done at the Schoolo 
Contact with the Joint Matriculation Board is maintained 
indirectly and infrequently through the Association of Head-
masters of Jewish Schoolso 
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SECTION VII: Vocational Choices of Pupilso 
A questionnaire1 was sent this year to two-hundred 
and thirty~four ex-pupils who had written the Cape Senior 
Certificate Examination at the end of the 1970p 1971 and 
1972 academic yearso One hundred and fifty-four replies 
were received, providing the following information: 
Choice of Occup~tions by Herzlia Matriculates2 





12 Bo Como 
12 B o Sc o 
7 Accountancy 
7 Social Science 
7 Engineering 
6 Law 
4 Will work next year 
3 B. Bus. Sc. 
2 Radiography 
2 B.A. B. Sc. 
2 Nursing 
2 Medo Technology 




1 Building Science 
1 Dance Teacher 
1 Ministry 
1 Army 
_1 Occupational Therapy 
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Group Sub-divisions. 
ao Work - 25; bo Medicine - 22; 
Co Connected with Medicine - 9; 
d. Teaching: Graduate 9; 
Primary 3; 
Nursery 4; 
e. Commerce= 22; 
fo Science and Engineering- 20; 
go General- 18; h. Social Science- 8. 
The rest are miscellaneous. 
1. See appendix poA¥o 
2. Word used for pupils who have passed the Cape Senior 
Certificate Examination with or without Matric. exemption. 
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It should be noted that all those pupils who 
terminated their schooling before completing Stdo X 
went to worko There is no record of those who 
transferred to other schoolso Few of those who failed 
Stdo VIII and/or Stdo IX and then went on to private 
colleges and managed to obtain the National Senior 
Certificate continued their studies thereaftero 
Another interesting point is, that of the 19 matriculates 
of the three years, 1970 - 1972, now at work in a variety 
of posts, eight had originally embarked on some academic 
course at university or college and after one or two years 
or even a shorter period, had decided to ~rminate their 
studies and go out to work. Some had also changed 
courses mid-stream, usually moving from a difficult to 
an easier one. 
The 7.2. Pupils in Std. X 1973~ Occupations/Courses of Study .. 
Teaching: Graduate 















































Not all pupils are absolutely certain what courses 
of study they intend pursuing after leaving school and a 
number of them give two possible vocations/courses at this 
stage of the year (August)o What is also obvious to their 
teachers is that, in the case of some pupils
1
the courses 
of study they have chosen are unfortunately quite unrealistic 9 
considering the potential and school achievements of the 
pupils concernedo 
These facts should be borne in mind in considering 
the detailed selections of the pupils under this headingo 
It is interesting to note that the choice~ of the 
1973 group correspond quite closely to those of the 
matriculates of the three previous yearso 
Two main features of these surveys are: firstly 9 
the very large proportion of matriculates who proceed = 
or intend to proceed - to courses of study at a tertiary 
level; secondly~ the complete absence of a number of 
vocations and sectors of employment; and thirdly~ the 
prominence of the "free" professions1 in the selections 
madeo The latter feature bears out what is a social 
phenomenon in Jewish Communities in most western countrieso 
It is generally accepted that his predilection for the 
ttfreett professions is consciously or subconsciously 
occasioned by a desire to be independent of the control 
of superiors - individuals or groups - and thus avert any 
·.':; .. 
possibili~y of ethnic/re:J_igious discriminationo 
'. ·: 
Anot~er factor to be remembered is that intellectual 
effort and devotion to the ideal of study are almost natural 
1 o Professions in which the practi tione,rs are independent 9 
in the sense that these are self-employed and not in the 
service of a group or an institutiono 
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and desirable to descendants of those who for two 
millenia were preoccupied with study of Biblep Commentaries 
and Oral Law, and regarded the scholar as the highest 
figure in the social hierarchyo 
This tradition of learning combined with the socio= 
economic tendency to be a tofree agent" in the practice 
of one 0 s profession or field of work1largely accounts~ in 
the opinion of the writer~ for the very large proportion 
of matriculates who proceed to courses of higher studyo 
There is alsop no doubt, an additional factor involvedp 
that of social approval: higher study is a form of 
social achievement and is therefore a desirable social goalg 
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CHAPTER llo CONCLUSION o 
Review 9 Evaluation and Prospectso 
True to its long historical function~ ~ewish education 
occupies a central place in the 130=year=old story of 
organised Jewish life at the Capeo If the concept and 
ideal of Torah1 epitomised the essence of Jewish cultural/ 
religious civilization, inseparable from it was the twin 
concept and ideal of Talmud-Torah in its abstract sensep 
as Torah-study, which the Mishna2 elevated above all 
other mitzvoth3o Without it there would be none to 
fulfil the other precepts of the Torah~ 
Even if so much of its essential content and objectives 
remained largely unchari~d by the vicissitudes of time, 
Jewish education has obviously undergone radical changes -
some would regard it as a metamorphosis - during the 
period under reviewo The nature of the Jewish community 
and the pattern of its life underwent as many changes as 
general society did during the last century-and-a-half; 
this is too obvious to mention, and Jewish education was 
bound to change with ito 
The history of the little community at the Cape opens 
in the period of the post-1789 political emancipation ~nd 
cultural enlightenment of Western and Central Europeo In 
this regard the Colony reflected the situation in Britain 
where the Jewish community had enjoyed a considerable 
measure of religious and social freedom since the Return 
under Cromwell in the middle of the seventeenth centuryo . 
lo See page 9 note 2 and Po 13 (last paragraph) 
2o .See page 12, note 3o 
3o See page 13, paragraphs 1 and 3o 
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Political enfranchisementp it is true 9 was delayed till 
the 0 fifties of the nineteenth centuryo 
The immigration from Eastern and Central Europe 9 
extending over some five decades from the 0 seventies and 
0 eighties of the last century till the Quota Act of 1930 
all but stopped it 9 completely altered the social texture 
of the Jewish communityo 1 
The period also includes such important historical 
events as the Zionist national/cultural renaissance and 
the Rebirth of Hebrewo The poor immigrants of that 
day were deeply attached to their Jewishness 9 and it was 
natural enough that they should regard Jewish education 
as the very centre of their religious life and community 
activities 9 as was the accepted tradition in the home 
countryo 
When the immigrant milieu draw to a close in the 
~thirties, other historical faces and events which exerted 
a profound influence on the Jewish world were felt no less 
by the Jewish community at the Capeo The effects of the 
Holocaust in terms of cultural destruction no less than 
of ethnic genocide on the one handv and the almost 
concurrent national restoration to ancestral homeland on 
the other, have been discussed and their fundamental 
impact on Jewish education has been traced in previous 
chapterso And in the post-war Western World we have 
seen the phenomenon of the "open society" with its constant 
threat of disintegration to those minorities which find 
lo Out of a total European population of some 850 9 000 in 
South Africa in 1899 there were about 2~ 9 000 Jews, more 
than half of whom had immigrated from Russiao In the 
first census (1904) 38 9 100 Jews are listed; by 1911 
the number was 46g900; by 1936, 90~600o 
Figures given in Saron & Hotz 9 o:r;ocito~ PPo 89t 100 &37lo 
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difficulty in generating sufficient cohesiveness to 
maintain their specific iruentitiesa 
Jewish education~ as we have noted 9 reacted 
profoundly to these historic events and challenges and 
the Cape may serve as a typical example of this processo 
Here~ too 9 there occurred fun.damental changes in its 
nature and spirit and yet so much of it remained~ and 
remains, the sameo Indeed, one of the problems of Jewish 
education is to demarcate the essential core of Jewish 
values and the unchanging content worthy of transmission 
to succeeding generations from what may be regarded as of 
ephemeral importance onlyo ... It is a question which will 
face the Jev\Tish educationist of tomorrow~ as it faces his 
counterpart .of todayo 
The reality of Jewish education falls sadly short 
of the requirements of its philosophyo 
So many children do not receive any Jewish education 
at all; and~ secondly, of those who do, half end it at 
the termination of the primary stage of their schoolingo 
This is the profound defect in~ and the besetting 
problem of 9 Jewish education in the "open societyn of 
the Western Worldo It is essentially a partial 
education and, being so~ its effectiveness in defining and 
deepening group identity and in transmitting values and 
knowledge is really fractionalo 
The reality of Jewish education therefore is its 
incompleteness 9 and herein lies its main weaknesso To 
take the Western Cape as an example: fully 40% of Jewish 
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school=going children receive no Jewish education whatsoevero 
Some have been exposed to it as far as the bar/batmitzvah 
stage for varying periods but have most certainly forgotten 
it after undergoing the secondary stage of their secular 
educationo Fully 50% of those chi.ldren attending some 
sort of Jewish school 9 vizo the pupils of the supplemental 
schools1 9 receive a primary education only~ and in many 
cases even this stage is curtailedo 
For such a child 1Jewish culture transmitted in the 
course of the six years at talmud-torah barely reaches 
the end of the primary school stage; it must be fragmentary~ 
and~ as it has been put 9 it remains npediatric"o It is 
too inadequate in scope and depth to enrich or underpin 
what he has acquired of the secular cultureo Nor can 
it provide him with specifically Jewish cultural and 
spiritual values when he is called upon later to make 
decisions on cultural and ethical issueso 
How can the growing adolescent find a harmony 
between the general and Jewish life~valu.es if he is 
inadequately equipped to do so? How can he be expected 
to know that his "particularistic" Jewish heritage contains 
so much that is human and humanitarian~ if he js so largely 
ignorant of what it stands for? 
The "open societyn~ many Jewish educators feel 9 has 
opened wide the door to the disintegration of their group 
cohesivenesso Against this destructive force is pitted. 
the already culturally-deprived,or inadequately-committed) 
lo Known as the talmud=torah schoolo 
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home, on the one hand and~ on the other, the woefully 
inadequate Jewish education of the majority of Jewish 
childreno 
No wonder,then,that Jewish thi.nkers and organisations 
have singled out Jewish education as one of the most vital 
tasks of the organised Jewish communitieso The Zionist 
Movement included it as one of its aims in "The New Jerusalem 
Programmett adopted at the Zionist Congress of 1968o This 
speaks of nthe preservation of 'the identity of the Jewish 
People through the fostering of Jewish and Hebrew educationooo"o 
In the eyes of the intellectual 9 national and spiritual 
leaders it is possibly the most 9 if not the only 9 effective 
means of strengthening the identity of the minority group 
and its desire to maintain its unity on tle cultural/national 
level based on an acceptance of a common history and a 
willingness to share a common destinyo 
Of the various measures adopted to meet this challenge 9 
is the Jewish ttDay Schooln the most effective? 
And further, ask the doubters, can the separate 
Jewish school- some call it the segregated school- be 
justified in a society in which the Jew is fully int~grated? 
This has been hotly debated both in private and in 
publico More and more parents and responsible community 
leaders have accepted the thesis that a full Jewish educa= 
tion is vital to group continuity; they have flatly rejected 
the accusation of voluntary segregationo They point to 
the universally accepted tradition of separate Jewish 
institutions and organisations which cover the whole spectrum 
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of social life? they show how the wide~spread network 
of denominational schools caters for specific groups and 
recall what the advocates of private ("independenttt) 
education have to say in criticism of State monopoly in 
this fieldo Above allv they streas what to them is the 
overriding consideration of all= the absolute necessity 
of transmitting to the younger generation th8,t essential 
knowledge and specific values of Judaism without which 
Jewish identity remains vague and its continuity imperilledo 
Cultural duality is neither objectionable nor 
harmfulo On the contrary, it is an attainment which may 
be enriching for the individual as well as for his groupo 
As a Jew, he can bring to bear the spi.ri tual wealth and 
long experience of his ancient heritage, with its unique 
moral and ethical values, on the general host=culture in 
the midst of which he forms an acculturised minorityo 
There is no objective evidence to prove that the 
'
1Day School'' has, indeed t contributed to creating a strong 
sense of identity and a feeling of belongingg in both 
historical and geographical senseso Herman1 calls it 
"alignment across time and across space" = a conscious 
identification with the past and future of the ~hnic 
group as well as a feeling of forming an integral part of 
its present total group lifeo 
lo Herman, SoNro ~ ttisraelis and Jewsn (Jewish Publication 
Society, Phila.delphiap 197l)o Po 74Q 
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Sixteen years have elapsed since the first class 
of eight pupils wrote the matriculation examination at 
the Jewish "Day School"l in Cape Towno It is common 
knowledge that graduates of the Jewish high school 
have already oegun to take their places in community 
affairs: they are sending their own children to their 
old schools; there are very few, almost negligible 9 
signs of complete disassociation from the Jewish 
communi tye 
Furthermore, the additional burden of the Jewish 
tl ,, 
curriculum in the Day School has certainly not had any 
detrimental effects on the general academic progress of 
the pupilso On the contrary, there seems to be evidence 
that these effects have actually been beneficiale Could 
there even be a process of "cross-fertilisation" of 
ideas resulting in more than expected academic attainment 
with its concomit#ant of cultural enrichment? 
Concrete examples of such attainment of aims are 
afforded by the number of ex-pupils who have graduated 
as teachers of Hebrew subjects and as ministers of religion; 
moreover, there is ample evidence of strong identification 
with the historic events of the re-establishment of the 
Jewish Commonwealtho 
lo See page 129. 
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The "Day School" has demonstrably influenced parents 
as wello The close relation~hip between parents and 
school serves to intensify the feeling of identification 
with their group which ;.n the first instance prompted 
them to take the conscious step of sending their ch.ildren 
to the Jewish Schoolo On the practical level this is 
expressed in the assistance which the parents give to 
the school and the role played by their representatives 
in the lay-leadership of the institutiono There is a 
constant inter-reaction between home and school which 
serves to strengthen the bonds of affinity and identityo 
The "Day Schooln, therefore, is almost certainly 
the most dynamic component of the organised Jewish 
community around which much of the community 0 s activities 
revolveo And yet, in spite of his 9 it does not draw 
even the majority of the community 0 s children~ It is 
even doubtful if it can count on the support of the 
majority of the community's memberso 
Prospectso 
For the foreseeable future the Jewish denominational 
ttDay Schooln will continue to occupy its place within 
the accepted educational framework unless the State 
decides to eliminate the private school systemo There 
is no overt or covert discernible intention of thiso 
Nor
1
for that matter, is there any sign of more specific 
discrimination which has been, or will be 9 directed against 
the Jewish school onlyo Still 9 in an increasingly fluid 
political/racial/social situation one may well ask what 
the future will bring for the private sector in educationp 
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and more particularly for the Jewish schoolo Private 
education is vulnerable to economic stresses and strainso 
In the event of economic decline resulting from whatever 
reasons- the private, fee-paying school would be the 
first to feel its unfavourable effectso Even nowp 
with the general rise in costs, it is an open secret 
that the private sector in education is feeling the finan= 
cial strain, competing as it does with the completely 
free system of education provided by the State with 
its obviously limitless resourceso 
There may develop a situation in which the private 
school may begin to be priced out of existenceJeven for 
the moderately well-to-do 1 so that it will become the 
preserve of the affluent, as is largely the case with 
the British Public Schoolo It should be borne in 
mind that the Jewish private school is more unfavourably 
placed in tns respect than its denominational counter-
partso Firstlyp being a community schoolp it dare 
not limit its pupil population to the children of those 
parents who possess the necessary means to pay full feesm 
Secondly, its costs are bound to be much higher than 
those of other private schools because it includes the 
whole complex of Hebrew studies to which some 25fo of 
the teaching time is devoted, involving a similar 
proportion of extra teaching personnelo 
Another source of vulnerability for the Jewish school 
is the fact that it is largely dependent on the voluntary 
support of the Jewish communityo Its lay leadership is 
constantly concerned with the problem of creating a 
favourable climate for Jewish education in the community 
to ensure the material support without which these schools 
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will find it impossible to ~xisto Great· efforts = 
of persuasionp planning and execution = are constantly 
called for to obtain the necessary financial support for 
the schoolo This demands unremitting and time-consuming 
endeavour a 
Some Questions and Problemso 
To what extent can Jewish Education hope to make its 
voice heard - the voice of the small cultural/ethnic 
minority- amidst the strident noises of the majority 
culture and the mass culture threatening to drown it? 
A further problem is that of relationships at 
differing levelso There is the problem of establishing 
and maintaining proper relationships with various educa= 
tional groupings within the country; with the state 
department of education; with the private sector 
generally and, finally, with the other schools which 
compose the Jewish educational networko 
Extra=territorial contacts are very tenuous,if not 
non-existento Jewish educational institutions of the 
English-Speaking World, in which more than half of the 
Jewish People now lives, and in which the "Day School" 
movement has made such strides~ remain disunited and even 
out of contact with one anothero 
The final problem concerns the Talmud=torah - the 
supplemental school., How is the '•timen = battle to be 
won in this sector of Jewish education? How is the Jewish 
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child of the supplemental school to be retaine~ for 
Jewish education to the end of his adolescence? And 
finally 9 how is the absent Jewish child to be brought 
into the framework of Jewish education? 
These are problems and questions which are of 
serious concern to Jewish Communities the world over 
and certainly no less to the 24~000 one at the Capeo 
(k,f 
Ansers and solutions may be sough~ in the long 
"\ 
history and the cumulative wisdom of the ethnic/religiou.s· 
experience of the Jewish peopleo 
In telling the story of Jewish Education at the Capep 
and setting it in its historical and philosophical 
contextp this thesis has endeavoured to bring such 
problems and questions into proper focus and has attempted to 
"'-._, 
show how the challenges posed by them have been met in the 
pasto 
The century of Jewish Education at the Cape is not 
merely part of the history of the Cape Community; more 
interestingly, it reflects, in parvo, an era in Jewish 
history and educational development ranking in significance 
and drama with some of the most fateful in the long -~~ls 
of the Jewish Peopleo 
Today the Jewish People faces new crises: its re-
established National Home is threatened by grave threats 
to its very existence; its far-flung communities are 
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beset by dangers of ethnic disintegration orp in places~ 
actual spiritual/cultural persecutiono In this period 
of great historical promise and danger~ Jewish education 
once again has a major role to play 9 as it has done for over 
two ~ milleniao The purpose of this thesis is to 
tell the story of Jewish Education at the Cape~ to show 
that it is representative of the larger whole, and to 
understand it the better by placing it in its proper 
ethnic/cultural setting in its time/space connotationo 
AI 
APPENDIX NOTES. 
A: The Writer 0 s Personal Recollections. 
The writer recalls some of the ministers who were 
teachers in the suburban °heders of the 0 twenties. These 
were: the Revo Mr. Gordon (Wynberg); the Rev. Mr. Frank 
(Muizenberg); the Rev. Mr. Kassel (Woodstock); Rabbis 
Isaacson (Obs~rvatory) and Abrahamson (Claremont); the 
Rev. Mr. St~elitz (Paarl); the Rev. Mr. Stein (Worcester); 
the Rev. Mr. Glick (Stellenbosch); the Rev. Mr. Dorogov 
(Goodwood). 
Still living are the Rev. Mr. Helman (Stellenbosch 
and Upington); the Rev. Mr. Josefowitz (Robertson); the 
Rev. Mr. Efron (Malmesbury and Maitland) and Rabbi 
Lipschitz (Parow). 
Whilst few, if any, were professionally trained 
teachers, a number were men of outstanding personality 
Mil{, 
who were natural pedagogues ~ greatly influenced their 
pupils. 
8: The writer also remembers several such private 
practitioners of Jewish education, and recalls visiting 
homes of friends in the 'twenties when their Hebrew 
lessons were taking place. The teachers were elderly 
gentlemen, learned but professionally unqualified. The 
tuition was almost certain to end at barmitzvah. An 
exception seems to have been a Mr. Baruch Cohen who came 
from Palestine and was a private tutor in Cape Town till 
his return in 1927. He introduced new methods and appears 
to have achieved success and popularitye 1 
1. Information supplied by Mr. Z. Avin (Jan. 1973). 
APPENDIX NOTES o 
Cg The Governing Bodies of Two Local Denominational Schoolso 
A Boys 0 School: Diocesan Colle~1 : 
The composition of the controlling body of the College 
is laid down by Act 11 of 1891 of the Cape Pa:rrlia.nEe:tJJt: 
The Archbishop of Cape Town presides over a College Council 
of twelve (lay) members many of them past students of the 
College a Vacancies are filled alternately by the Archbishop 
and the Council itself as they occuro There is an Executive 
Committee elected·by the Council (with its own chairman) to 
which it is answerablea This Committee has its own sub-
committees dealing with specific aspects of control and 
administrationo The Headmaster is an ex-officio member 
of all such committeesa There is no P.ToAo 
A Girls' School: Sto Cyprians: 2 
During the 1930°s a Management Committeep composed 
of parents and other interested persons, took over the 
control of the School after the Sisterhood Order had 
withdrawno This Committee then became the Sto Cyprian's 
Associationa This body meets once a year under the 
chairmanship of the Archbishop of Cape Towne It elects a 
smaller body (about 24 persons) called the School Council 
which meets once a term. The Council in turn elects a 
General Purposes Committee of twelve persons which meets 
' .. ~·-
monthly and in effect sees to the running of the Schoola 
Recommendations ~remade to the Archbishop to invite 
persons to join the Associationo 
lo Information supplied by the Bursaro 1973o 
2o Information supplied by the Headmistresso 
APPENDIX NOTES. 
D: ANALYStS OF S.C. PASSES FOR 3 GROUPS: 1970-72. 
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Excerpts from A b 
NOTES by Do ZUCKERMAN on the 
BNO~ ZION HEBREW . CLASSES ASSOCIATION 
The teaching of Hebrew to our young girls is taken 
for granted to-dayo IDerzliav the Weizman schoolp and 
each Talmud. Torlili in the suburbs as well as in the country 
towns, has a good proportion of girls among its pupilso 
That, however, was not the case at the beginning of the 
centuryo We had Talmud-Torahs right enough, but they 
taught boys only; girls were not admittedo Repeated 
appeals were made to the Cape Town Talmud Torah to open 
its doors to girls, but the Committee was adamant in its 
refusalo 
Parents who had sons and daughters and who were 
able and willing to employe a private Hebrew teacher 
often made their daughters join their brothers at the 
lessons, but for the rest, there was no place where a 
girl could learn even the most rudimentary elements of 
Hebrewo Whether it was because the heads of our 
community did not consider it necessary for girls to know 
Hebrew, or because they were afraid of co-education and 
could not afford to open a separate school, I do not know, 
but the fact remains that the position was as I have 
just statedo 
In 1905 the Bnoth Zion Association was itself 
only four years old, but a few of its zealous workers 
felt that if we expected the next generation to carry 
on the Jewish tradition, and way of life so recently 
brought here by their parents from their old homes 
overseas, it was essential that the future mothers of 
that generation be taught Hebrew and Judaism from an 
early ageo And so, on October 30th 1905P five 
ladies met and decided to form themselves into 
a sub-committee of the Bnoth Zion for the 
purpose of establishing a school where girls 
could be taught Hebrewafter ordinarly school hourso 
• 0 0 • 0 0 0 0 0 
Permission to use the Zionist Hall was freely granted 
by the Dorshei Zion, who were in full sympathy with 
the movement. The teacher problem was also solved 
A7 
as at a meeting on December 14th (several meetings 
were held in between) it was reported that Mr. A. Abel 
had been engaged for the post at a salary of £6 per 
month. At that meeting it was also resolved that 
the inauguration of the classes take the form of a 
nchanukah" fete to be held on December 26th 1905, 
with Adv. M. Alexander as the main speaker. 
But before dealing with the inauguration of 
the Classes we want to know where and how were 
subscribers and pupils found to make it possible 
for the school to be opened. Let me assure you, 
that was no easy task. Right from the very start 
the Committee realized that the first thing they 
had to do was to find mothers of young girls wno 
might be suitable pupils for the Hebrew classes. 
So it was agreed that each member of the newly 
established Committee undertake to canvassa certain 
area of the City in order to interview mothers-of ·-
prospective pupils. May I remind you that at that 
time we had no motor cars and no residential teleph<:mes 9 · 
-3-
neither did we have our people classified in 
registers or card systems as we have today. It 
is true, most Jewish families were concentrated in 
that part of the town situated between Caledon 
A8 
Street and what is known as the nGardens", but as many 
non-Jewish families also resided in the area it was 
not easy to pick out the Jewish homes. Just 1hink 
how much easier the task of the canvassers would 
have been if only ~V£?ry Jewish house had a "Mezusa,hn. 
When a canvasser found a Jewish mother her next 
difficulty was the breaking down of mother-resistance 
to the new idea. There were many reasons why dear 
Rachel could not attend such classes. She had to 
practise the piano, do her homework, take part in 
sports, and, above all, what need was there for a 
girl to know Hebrew. With these and many other 
excuses they were met continually, but those few 
r 
Committee ladies not only had courage bp.t they also 
had lots of patience and perseverance, and so they 
kept knocking at the doors, talked to mothers, 
and occasionally to fathers, until they secured 
promises for the minimum number of pupils in 
compliance with the former resolution. 
Although I have not been able to find a Minute 
recording the inauguration of the classes, it must 
hav~ taken place o;n the- 26th Decemb'er as planned, for, on 
the 14th January 1906 a General Me~ting of members 
wash~ at which Officers, a Women's Committee and 
a Men's Educational Committee were elected and at 
a Committee Meeting in February certain members were 
deputed to take care of the collection of subscriptions, 
some to visit the homes of children who absented 
themseves from the classes and it was also resolved 
-4-
that one member attend the classes every day to assist 
the teacher in maintaining order, keep the register and 
collect the small fees from the pupils. (The fee was 
subsequently reduced from 6d to 3d per week)o 
o o o o o o o • o o e 
The next trouble was to maintain a regular attendance 
of a fair number of pupils. Except for one source to which 
I will refer presently, I have not been able to find a 
single record of the number of girls who attended the 
classes. A register was kept all the time but, like 
so many other records, it has been lost or.destroyedo 
From personal knowledge I can say that at times the 
Zionist Hall was practically filled with children. In 
fact, in August 1908, the Committee decided that in 
consequence of the increase in the number of pupils the 
teaching time be extended to 3 hours per day (4-7 p.mo) 
instead of 2 hours (4-6 p.m.) and at the same time they 
agreed to rai~Mr. Abel's salary by £1 bringing it to the 
magnificant sum of £7 per month. But in March 1909 
Mr. Abel informed the Committee that owing to the poor 
attendances he could not conscientiously continue the 
classes and it was decided to accept his resignation and 
close down1 temporarily. 
A search for another teacher was now startedo 
Advertisements were inserted in the "Zionist Record" 
and letters were sent to organizations in England and 
Palestine asking whether they could recommend a good 
teacher, but without success. A Mr. Isenstein was 
engaged for a period of 3 months and by the time his term 
expired the late Mr. Gitlin was prevailed upon to fill the 




On January 21st 1913 the. Committee of the Bnoth Zion 
Hebrew Classes addressed a circular to all the parents of 
girls who attended their classes informing them of the 
amalgamation with the Talmud Torah and that classes 
would re~open on January 26th under the auspices of the 
Talmud Torah. And that was the beginning of a new era 
in the teaching of Hebrew for gnis in Cape Towno 
• 0 • • • • • 0 • • ' • 
My sister Sonia Zuckerman (afterwards Mrs. Glaser) 
was elected Hon. Secretary at the outset and with short 
breaks filled that post throughout the 7 years. Miss 
J~rburg was elected Hon. Secretary in November 1907 and 
in July 1910 Miss Sonnenberg was elected to that office, 
but my sister appears to have been doing the work most 
of the.timeo In addition, she attended the clasEes ev~ry 
afternoon for years and years and kept in closest touch not 
only with the cbildren but also with the mothers in the 
capacity of what we would call now a Public Relations 
Officero And this brings me to a remark I made earlier 
when talking about numbers of children attending the 
classes. What I have said about the classes is based 
on information I extracted from this Minute Book which I 
salvaged from among books in possession of my sister and 
which I handed over to. the Archives (Jewish Museum) 
long ago. Nowhere did I find any actual figures regarding 
pupils. But I have here a list of names which gives some 
idea of the pupils on a certain date. My sister got 
married in May 199 and the pupils decided to give her as. 
a wedding present this beautiful Siddur in which there are 
signatures of no less than 45 girls and of 1 boyo Whether 
that represented the total number attending the classes it 
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LADIES AND GENTI.,ENEN, 
Mr. L. Gortlfm. 
, M. ltlorrison. 
Your Committee beg to submit the followin:.: Heport and Financial Statement of affairs of the Association 
for tht! past year. During the first part of th~ year, it was fount! necessary to open a new division for beginners, 
o\\ in~ t<> th~ influx of new pupils. This Class has pro~resst'd very favourably, several of the little ones dis· 
tinj.(ui~hed themselves at the examinaticn, which \la~ hdd six weeks after the openin~~ of the above mentioned 
dass. This increased the attendance tO an o.verag~ of 75 daily, but lately, we regret to state that the number 
has dimini::.hed considerably, arid the average 1111mber now attending is 50. This decrease chidlv occurred 
during the n1onths of January and Fehu.rary when the (\ml!nitt...-· I .atlies wen~ ()Ut ()( To\"nl. an<i th•· s.upcrinten-
,L,n,·•· '•t tl··· < L1""s \• .. as therdus-o 1:cglected .. In ~;~ite of rvnut-! ,~ ::~ . .-., tlM ~~to~ IWwer 
S~r~ 'w'f'-~ !11Dfas·""'t''~. lft' fbe (j!e t)f this Wt' falln••t rtport as fet\'OUrahly as We auti.~..-ipated 
trolll til•· :•romismg outlook of the beginning o( the )-ear. 
The Clas-.es were examined on September lOth, 1908, by the Rev. E. Lyons and Mr. E. I I. Kloot.-
Tht~ replllt of these gentlemen which we append speak~ for itself. 
SutJsequent to this examination a prize distribution was held, at which Mrs. Adv. !\1. Alexander:pre-
sided, and pr:zcs for general pro~ress, attendance and conduct were distributed by Mrs. I. Friedlander. A 
~~~~cial prize for Hebrew ConverAAtion .was also awarded by :\I r. E. H. Kloot, and another special prize for the 
best c~sav on '' \Vhich Yomtow I like best'' was presenteJ by Mrs. Adv. M. Alexander. Our prize fund was also 
au~umetJted hy a donation of beautiful hooks from Miss Barkm:.n, and !\fiss Mauerben:er, and we hereby 
t'Xpress our sincere tbanl..s to these ladies and Mr. E. H. Kloot for their keen interest in the welfare 
of th~ Chsses. 
The pupils were instrumental in <tssistinJO: other in~titutions anti rendered several successful Hebrew 
items at the Talmud Tot"ah lla.T.aar, and at a Ch.umukah l'r.sti,·;d io"IJ u11Jcr the auspices of the Bnoth Zivn 
J\ssociation, and the little ones excelled themsel ve~ on ll•>th o~cassions. 
An" Outing"' was arranged for the pupils on Sund.\y, !\[av 9th (i01:W::l .l"S) and an enjoyable day was 
spent in games, etc. On this occasion as well as for the prize distt ibution, the refreshments were provided by 
the Committee and a very few kind inJividuals. 
The monthly subscriptions have neither increase<! tH;r dl'.'crf'ased. as will be seen. from the Financial 
Statement, and the school fees have dirninishe:i in prop.)• tion to the attendance, hut it will also be seen that the 
teacher's !>alary has been raised by .+;1 per month ow1n~; to the add1tional work of one hQUr per day in connection 
with the new Class. 
Although the foregoing report is not a!> satisfactorv a" we ours!"lve>< could have wish•·:l, .;tdl "P- desire to 
impress that with the aid of m:lre worker.; hnlh.J.nt re!".1: .; c.,.; I.e actllcved. 
The objects of our Association h·we the entire sympathv of the greater part of the Jewish Comrnunity, 
and new members could ea;~ily he enroll ~d if an dfJt t ·,;·ere male. So far your Committee have been unable 
to devote themselves in a'1y w ty to this neces!'ary hranch of work as their time has been fully occupied with 
the superintendence of the Class and collechm of the monthly subscriptions. The field of ar:tivity in Cape 
Tov. n is so great, that with the aid of earnest la:ly. worl.;ers and larger funds, the Classes could develope into a 
schuol that would be a credit to our people. \\' e tfu~rdore earne~.otly ar,peal to all sympathizers to join our move-
ment and hell" to accompl~sh the aim of the r\~;ociat•(>ll· In conclusion we herewith take the opportunity of 
heartily thankin;i the Dorshei Zion and Bnoth Zi.JO Associations for the use of the Hall a.nd contribution of {I 
per month re~pectively, and their Committees fm their untiring sympathy and support on every occa~;;ion. 
\\'e regret that 1\Irs. Ad,•. M. Alexander was <ll'~lg-ed to discontinue her Bible Lectures to the children, 
and hope that she wi II soon Le able to resume her good work of ac4uainting the little oues with the morals and 
beautie~ of the Scripture. 
DINA ZUCKEHl\IAN, President. 
.'11Jis$]u8erick, llon. Secretary, 
Hebrew Classes, Bnotlz Zion A.~sociation. 
DEAR MADAY, 
\Ve have the honour to suhmit the accompaning Rej>l'lrt on the work accomplished bv the Hebrew 
Classes of the Bnoth Zion Association. \Ve have pleasure in testif)·ing to the zeal, ener.:y a'nd scholarship 
displayed hy the instructor, Mr. Abel, and beg to remind your Com111ittee that any adverse criticism made by 
us is offered in no carping spirit; but in the belief that ;\f ~- Ahel"s attent'ion only needs to he drawn to defects to 
have them promptly and satisfactorilr remedied.. Tire ac<:omranying is a mere formal report, and we would 
wish these remarks to he considered a'i part of the Heport as a whole. 
\Ve heg to as..;ure your Committee that the work so far accomplished is eminently satisfactory. 'f.he 
~iris show a deli~htful keennes10 and plea~o~ure in their wurk anJ proper respect for their teacher-features which 
are clear proofs of good wholesome•teaching. . 
\Ve venture to sugf{est that the clas~s UP.e.l re.arran!{in..-r \\'e found in some classes a few children far 
J .... ~·o·Hi thP-ir ft"llow'i in !ht>ir attainments, thus retarrli11g thPir (•\\!1 pro..\reo;~ anJ iril(htenmg- tlu: r"'st hy the superor-
ity. In conclusion Wt! are of opinion th 1t th ~r~ i~ 11 > f.1\1ir 1\ -~ lll!lltHlll that cannot be re111edied, hy patience on 
the part of Mr. Abel and confidence in :\Jr. Abt:l as a tearher, on tl1e part of your Committee . . 
\Yc have the honour 
to remain, 
)'our obedient servants, 
E. LYONS, t 
J
. Joint Examiners. 
E. H. KLOOT, 
Formal Report on work examined at the Hebrew eJasses Association, 
On Thursday, Srptt'mbcr 10th, 1908. 
----o 
READING.-~ in all classes according to a~e. Hut the accent and pronounciation are poor. 
TRANSLATlON.--Good and Accura/P. Care must he taken that the true meaning of each individual word is 
quite ~rasped. In the lower standards tiwre is a di~tinct tendeucy for the children to learn off phrases 
l>arrot fashion without being able to allocate the ind1vidual rrre:tl'liiig-. 
NOTE. -It is partic:ularly pleasing to fmd that the Hebrew i~ translatNI entirely iritn English and not into Y1Jdish 
.I'-' i..; so •>ften the case. 
CO~VEUS4.TIII~. -This hranch of the work is procef'din~ up••n_cxCl'llt·nt lim's and tlw teadwr is tn he con~ratu· 
i;1t' .I , :1 t!w ''''rk so far accompli!-hed, ;wd 11pou the mt•thods Thl' senior Class ftlrlicularly gi'!J;.'S 
'.'~-'-'.:.: . ._:;}_t'-!.:_:::_::_ 
\\ 1(1 I J\,, und IJllTATIO~. -.Vt"r)• good p.ll'tiLul:uly ~"in titc two di1·isions of the seni<>r cl.Lss. 
E. LYO::\S, ) . . 
r lo1nt examnwrs. 
E. H. KLOOT. 1· 
STATEMENT flF REVENUE 1\NO EXPENDITURE. 
OF THE BNOTH ZION HEBREW CLASSES ASSOCIATION, 
From ]uiJJ 1st, 1908, to JuiJJ lsi, 1909. 
{. s. d. 
To Cash on hawl last :\uJit :l Hi fl 
Members' Contribution 4~f 0 0 
Ot1.n~rlcr~ .tt Minyan, Zionist Hall 0 J(l :{ 
' I"'> • J .., J 7 (i Sch•>ol ft'CS ••• ••. •• 1 • 
Contribution Bnoth Zion Assc. B 0 H 
Pri1.e F unJ Collection a 1-t- fl 
Children's school books sold I 1 :~ 
n.,n.ttions for children's pi en ic 0 w 0 
Exi'E~niTVkE. 
By Teacher's Salar\ 
. Postage and St;ttioncry 
s~- h'Jol hooks 
J>rintinr.r 
Pri1.cs 71istril>utf'd to pupils 
Children's picni,~ 
ria~ 
Cash on hand 
il n 
~ 1:! 
•) I 1 ... 
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AuJitrd and fuunJ correct, 
HEHTHA SI:HWA 1-<T/., # 
Cape 1'cnvn, J u1y l:lth, 190U. H. GLASEH, \ 
:\uditors. 
~.,-. .... t ~-., 
' ' 
' •wcw&J'MA ... 
.... JtOX.U .. ' ........... 
ANNUAL REPORT 
01· TIJE 
Bnoth Zion Hebrew Classes Association, 
CAPB TOWN. 
From JULY 25th, 1909, to JULY 12th. 1910 . 




)!11~. :\n•; . .\r.wu~p, "· C~liai: l.~<ly 
7\lns .1. Z1·o.:KEH"'"· \'t~;i•-Ch"ir!a,dv 
Ml8!i A. FIH:"K, 1 lr•ll. Tn·:t>;lll't>r. 




:\ln. S. Stl\PIH•>, .\1 H. l. Sc'JIW.\I:TZ, 
S\<'1\sP~. )J,,. L. c;o•u"1s, 
:\( 1<. :\J \J o•IIHI>'Ol\'. 
f.ludilor:; : 
:\fRs. B. ~CHWH<TY. . 
• •• •4 •• -. ---· ····- - •••• -. ••• • • • ----------------- ··- --- ·--.. ---- --------------·-
RBJ>ORT. 
\Vt! heg t-o Ruhmit th~ following Heport. nn:l Fiu:tncial Sta.tl.'lllCIJt ,,f ilH' Soki.-t~ ;.". tl; .. P•!-1 :,c.u-. 
Change In the Classes : --
Bdore the Pa.sso~·cr Holiill>Y"· the Cla."'ws \\'el'e d-'-~''d for u JWn,.d .-,! fOil! '''-'''1,~ •'~' ·•····<>oPJ!. .,i a 
change of teachers. l\-lr. AIJel, t.h·~ l-e:\t;lwr of th•· Cia~~"', lindHt.!-; that lw I''•Hid 11n: ;:!1\'·· .;.,. t 'i:t,.;s>--1 •h" 
attention they reqlJirt'd aJt<.l ;;ecing the l'a.;;;;"' ,.,. )[.,;, b,-~ ,:;,, \tyar :tt hall.!,,-,_: t t>~)tt~ht i1 :L•h·i--l:,: .. '·'' ''l'"P''!h\ 
·., 
IIQ;J Qll I L :up 41 .l.i)li$UtiH 
~ho Cla.~!OC!I for a month, in order to give u;.; an opponunity of sf'enrin.-: a new t~:n.cher.. fladng eeoutoed 
the senice!l of i\h. lse11sklin lor~~ period of;} tuontla..;, tlt11 clas,.;o10 \\o.:tt! n•-opf'lwrl. \\\, l:.tay !!iatt~ tha\ 
since tho ro-opt~nin~ of t.he CllloS!oltli tht~ t\tt~ncianct~ Ita< t'u}•l'"''''l a·.,l ~ !tllll!ht~l· ot '"'"'pupil;; hu\'1:· joi11e.d. 
\\'it h rh,., P'·openiu~o: of ~he ClO.!I'lCS t\ " Happy Ait-t:ruoou' Wtl~ an :~ngctl ior llw pupil,., I{~ which :Utld"m 
}'.,•:~111'1' WI\S }ll'f'!Of'ltt. • ' 
Examlnall1111 ••II Report of Classes:· 
The AHillltd E':i.a.mination of tl:~ Cl:v•!>•> L• "·~: JJ:w1.· on St•pt.+}t!l hd' I Srl·, I 90!1, tttHi \\ .. ~ •'~>ll{ltwtMl 
hv tl1•· t:: .... n •. Strotl~ml Min·ish. 'ftw!rn··{\01', I\ I,!•· · w:'- in llt>!UdY, \\w,tratt..!atctl hY Xlit<s S. Zta·keruu\11 
"itd W~!! to the foUuwml-( .. tf.~t :- Th;tt' till' tki••'~'' Ttall!-la•i•·ll- \\'l'lc n•ry l!(•n•!': Couv•·t!!atiollt\ntl 
A~~ceut aa.tis.factor.r; Readinf,f a.t~d Wririn~ al-;n v•·· ·: ... :.t "::tdu:·y. w,~ wish tu t:~:,~. this opportnniry of 
tlX!JI'e~in~ out· ~;incere U.uke tu tlw n;uttirwr,;, H· 'o;. ~· 'ud and :'11 in·i.;IJ. 
Prize Dlatrlllutloa , .. _ 
· On the lOth No\'entlot!r,, pMentto: anJ fnen.i,; \n·r•· inYit<·d ·to be pre:!lfHtt Rt tlo1i Ha1L when plix•.'s 
wt,n• distributetl to the papils by :\In;. ~I. Alex>l.nd· r, \\I•O also nwm·ded ~~ ,.;pcci>\l}niz*-' f-Jr tbe beto:t ·~s~y 
on " Which Youmtouv I like l*st >llltl why." ']',, .. i'ri;r,. l~uucl '"I" iu the h•Lil•l" o( i\tr. 1 ::chwa.rt;t., o.nd 
we wi~lt to thBuk all who so kil~tlly coutnhut··d to·.\itnl- it. 'fL•: •·•:frcsluuent.; \\i:rc pr•Wltif~·l'hy the mem-
bers of tltc Committee. · 
Supervl•lo• of the 0/asses :-··· 
The Supervision of the Cia,,;••, ha- ah' ay.;; 1~·· "·,li!lkult of t\C<~<'·mplishntt•nt, as it nttails a tlu.ily 
r-o;wrifit.~tl of tlwee hom·s. Thi-.; h:1s llt,\'t;rliw!t·s,; j,,.,•n •·.u'. '' ti out, tl:auk, tu Mrs. ~1. Alexantlm· anil !\lis~ 
R. Zuckeruum, who undertc.ok tht duty a111:n•atdy, ''"'i \\•·t·•; u.flerwanl:~ j"ine~l hy Misf! Ziuu, Mr .... Ct>ltt:n, 
Mrs. Kopelovitz nnd Mitt~+ Mui,te;·· 
History Ill••••• •-
During the first h&.lf o( the y~;ar. t lte C><IShl'~ 1\'t·r•· ta k(·ll to)!d l11·: 1•1: Fn,l:• Y>~, \\ heu Mrs. 
Alex11.nder instt·ucterl the pupi'l-.. in Hil,lc• lli"'t••n· ·-:tw•· \it.: .. ; ··•.· .. · .. ,., L'; nu.q,''-' vf t.he Cia~~s. 1\ 
}l,•l•n~w Com·Hsntion (~la"'ll l·.t~ 1,..,.11 ~nhs1ittHt\d. 
Oolleollo•• 1-
Notwithstau<ling tbe ~xteuRi\'o natun• of Pll~ c·nllt•<·i ii1J.{ dir.trids 11.nd loug dlstatwt·s 1>;,' •;.! to t~ 
coverccl rPpeatcdly, our Committee L~Mlies h;t\t' cot1' ' .• ·d eJwJ·g••ti.;,dly i11 thi,; !Jn,llch llf ti .. 1 W(:rk. Of 
J.,IIJ rli'UJ_I' new ruelliWt'S ha.ve been a.dd01i to •JIIr It:cLi! .. Jt's.hip rull whid1 rww ull!ul~t·r,; ~~J•prc,,:;,, ... t..t.v ta:l. 
\\'., ft>Pl e.cJnl1denL that with tliOJ'I• worker>~ t"lti« ntut ,,, ,. c0u1J C11.~1iy iJt· douhlt!d, a.; our llliJ\'t'll"·lll b ..... the 
") 1np:~.thy of lbu majori~y of OUl' people. 
Ooncert•: 
./' 
If spito of lhe in•lefa.tignhle work of o11r ( '•·Pllnitle.· \\'(' \\en: obli~!'il to a.rr:Lrtgo• :1 st·J ion- (,f 
, .. 'lw•·rr·.; tn1 angllletJt <'Ill' fuud!i. Tlw linn i 11 ct>lPI,~.. ~loll • ;, D1· !\' atH!.111 ·,; J uhi lt>f·, wa,; helJ i: 1 '''·'', j 11;! ,, '" 
wi1:, tht: Both ZiLm !Lnd J),,n;hei Zi.m A"r;ociatiott~. :\ Ch:utnk!I.Conct•rt was J,d.J jointh· \lith •lw Jl,,,,..itt·i 
ZH•II .h .. o..:iation, in ·which the 11upils fJf the Cl~ts!'lr·:-. wit" \\'t:re traint·tl hY \l1~. Ah·x,IIHit r :::.d Mi-.-. 
Zucktli'Ulllll, :t!.~i.;tetl with n~hrt•\\'. Stmg!l alul rec.itnti(•llH. Tit<· W(lrJs of (llle of tlw SfJilg;; rl:'ll•lt n··l l •. v th.~ 
ci:ilrlt·.,a, Wt:l'<' corupo~l hy :\lr. S. l;h:Lpiro. 1~•.'\', Strntl otlici:Lto<J ~~t th" Ch:Lnukn Cerenwny. \ CP:lt'i~l't 
Wo1s alo;o hdJ 1\11 "Chalamou•lt· Pa><;;tl\!'lt." 
Donatl1111111-
\\'P wi;;h to thauk :'llt'l-:. He:Lmnont Ra\·;hon··. a nwmber of tho C~tpe School B(l61'tl for l"•r IHt••r 
!'Xpn·s~;ing ~1·eut interost ·in the Cia!-!.,., . ., .md '>yntpaL!!~ with our work, ,t,)so fM her kind don;Lliou toW;ll'tls 
OUt' f II II US. 
Reslgnaflo•• ,_ 
We regret to report the J'e;,i;(nation;; of _\[,.,_,, s. jforri<on aud Sacksott of' tht! B1lUct~tional Ct)IJI· 
mii!>ion, u.lso of Miss Jubrick wltv.;e tluti•."' ,j .. ,.,l\i·d HJ>m •·'.lr Tr.Ja>~llr\·r. 
lu cuuclusiou we bt'g :o thanJ.. th~! IJor-..h•·i '/:,." :\~..,·J~:iatimt f•Jr th•· w;.,1,,[ tht:ir H1111, wltich haf4 
nlways bc£'n a.t ou1· disposal, u,}go for t!t<,ir kind colh·.:f· .. non o!ll' hehulf,and a'l"i"t;lnce on various o~(:(·asi0ns. 
l'o tho Hno•h Zion Association we &1-;o t•Xi·£'1111 our ,.,inf·•'rt! \l•an'-" for limltH ial and nmterin.l a::•i:>Larrc•• 
rect•i\·ed 1 hl'Oughout the year. 
Atb 
We hM·c mnch plt-1\surc in n.cqunintlng nur m~r11here with the faot that our Association b&a been 
int\cl'il.>t.·d throuf(h the kindnest; of the Hnvtb Ziou Ah•)<:iatiou iu tbc "Goldeu Book,'' for which w~ ~uder. 
om· cordial thnuks. 
Appaa/1-
. W" 111ust imptf'!'l~ upon our p·~op't• thn ·IH't•·s!'oity of C'o-opl'rntion in ~"•'ll' work or t~>llcbing onr 
children tllt·il' own htlll-!'lt~;{H thr'(mgh ,,·hid! lu-:>ditu,: ~llPy wiil h·J imhtltu! with n i<Wt! hr thf'ir own Hilltory, 
tlwrehy Atiull!latitag and d~n·lopiug thei1· 1~1ind ILtuj t' 1 <~uw·ter. \\'"h'''''! 11t1 ugj.{Je,J lro1u lu()ulh to lllOlllh , .. ith 
i11.-uflit:ient fund>i und in~td•·q•mto !\ssi~tiLilco. · 11111! t-1u·ner;tl.'· appeal to a.llmf!rr."et-s tLnd ~:~ympt~thi<~er~t to 
help in furtLt,riug tlu: ohjoct for wbich tlJi'i Assot\iut 'Oil was formed. 
\:'Ill'") HCTH .\LEX:\NDER, Prf'~i·lent. 
Stattm~nt or Rtu~nu~ ana €xp~ndttur~ 
OF THE 
Booth Zion Hebrew Classes Association, 
From JULY lst, 1909~ to JULY 15th, 1910. 
REVENUE. EXPENDITURE. 
To C:~sh in llltml ... £1 12 :J lh '1\•aciH:r's Sahtry (AI~I) r75 
~IPiuhers' Contribution ... . .. ~~ 
Selt .. •ol Feet; u 
Coutrihutiou Bnoth Zion 1~ 
Dr. Nor.-la.u',; .J uLilee ... 3 
Prir.e F'und Collectioru~.:. 3 










• .. ,, (Aist<u,;tein) ... 
Sr ;unps and StaLionery 
Cuneert Expens•~s 
Pri7.tH l~xpcuses 
Priuti!l~ .. ·· 
Hook Case 
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Audited :tntl fouml Corr·.~ct. 
plt"fl.) B. SEGAL, ' . Auditors. 
15/7/111 BimTHA SCHWARTZ, J 
THE CAPE TOWN HIGH SCHOOL 
EXTRACTS FROM 
AN HISTORICAL SKETCH 
by Dr Lbuis Herrmano 
The occupation last year by the School of the new Hope 
Mill wing was, in a sense, a homecomingp a return to the 
site of its origin after an odyssey of over forty yearso 
The Cape Town Secondary School 11 subsequently re-gr~ded 
as the Cape Town High School was the name conferred on the 
Hope Mill (Intermediate) Public School in 1920 after it had 
shed its primary standards and had been obliged to vacate 
its original home, the old Hope Mill building which it had 
first occupied nearly a quarter of a century earliero At 
this period of its history it was homelesso It hare had 
temporary residence in a variety of premises since 1918, 
and now, despite the dignity of its new status, was but 
a lodger occupying the top fl.oor of the Westoliff Primary 
School behind Kloof Street. The School was to suffer two 
further removals before settling down in the pleasantly 
0 
sited and commod~us home it enjoys todayo 
Before the beginning of the present century, when 
School Boards had not yet come into existence, the 
different religious denominations took an active part 
in founding new schools as more schools became necessary 
with the growth of population. A school would be 
commenced with the support arid funds of a religious body 
and could subsequently rec~ive the approval and financial 
support of the Education Department. Thus the earliest 
designation of what later became the Cape Town High School 
was nThe Cape Town Hebrew Congregational School.n 
Its origin goes back to a time somewhere between 1880 
and 1882 when there was a small school in one room in 
Buitenkant Street where a Mr. Peterson, the schoolmaster 
unassisted taught some thirty or so Jewish children. 
Peterson°s School was supported by the pupil 0 s fees 
and by voluntary subscriptions zealously collected by 
Mr Moses Fletcher from benevolent Jews and other patrons 
of educationo It was administered by a Committee, the 
Chairman of which was Hyman Liberman, long associated 
with the School in later years and at one period Mayor 
of Cape Town three years in succession. With the passing 
of Mr Peterson the support of a school for Jewish children 
devolved on the Jewish community 9 and a Jewish Public 
School was started in 1894. A grant and an offer of 
support being made by the Education Department, the school 
opened with 45 pupils and Mr Fletcher as Chairman of the 
Committeeo It survived for barely a year. 
It became apparent that the backing of the organised 
community was necessary for the successful establishment 
of a school. In 1895 the Rev. Joel Rabinowitz, retired 
Minister of the Cape Tovm Hebrew Congregation, who never-
theless continued to father and encourage the Jews of the 
Cape and to promote good works, took the initiative and 
called a meeting, the object of which was to found a school 
under the auspices of the Congregation for the secular 
and religious education of Jewish children. The project 
received generous support. Funds were furnished for the 
importation of a properly qualified teacher and for the 
equipment of a school. The sympathy and assistance of the 
At7 
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Superintendent-General of Education, Dr Muir (later Sir 
Thomas Muir) were successfully enlisted and the School 
was established. 
The Cape Town Hebrew Congregational School~ as it was 
first named was opened in 1897o It had for its President 
the Revo Joel Rabinowitz and the Rev. A.P. Bender, the 
newly arrived Minister as Vice-Presidento In this 
ef 'lnt Sc.hoai (,.ctMnt'lfti.-~ 
capacity, and subsequently as ChairmanhBender continued 
ns services to the School long after it had become the 
Cape Town High School, and indeed virtually to the end 
of his life. As for Joel Rabinowitz, he generously 
spared neither time nor money in furtherance of the School's 
welfare, and at his death in 1902 bequeathed to it R2,000 
and a valuable propertyo The Committee acquired the 
premises in Government Avenue known as Hope Mill, ancient 
residence of the Dutch East India Company's Miller, a 
beautiful and interesting old Dutch house which has/alas!, 
gone the way of so many other fine old Cape houseso A 
building fund was opened for necessary alterations and 
additions to the property, and generous donations flowed 
in from all over the Cape Colonyo And not only from 
the Jewish community; for there were amongst the donors 
the Hono Cecil Rhodes, Mr. Jan Hendrik Hofmeyr and many 
other public and private persons& 
On the suggestion of Dr Muir the word ncongregationaP' 
was dropped from the title of the School which henceforth 
became "The Hope Mill (Hebrew) Public School". As the 
enrolment increased, and t.q.e level of the work advanced, 
the School was graded A2, that is intermediate between 
primary and high school. Mr. Mark Cohen, the Principal who 
Atf6 
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had .. been imported from London, soon collected about him 
a competent staff from local resources including a Vice-
Principal, Mro E.H. Kloot who assisted in the boarding 
department; for good country schools were few in those 
days and many boys were sept to Cape Town for their 
education. Kloot later became Principal of the junior 
branch school in Constitution Street when it was openedo 
In 1907 the Cape School Board was establishedo The 
Board took over the School and entire responsibility for 
its finances. The buildings were rented from the Hebrew 
Public School Committee and the School thenceforth 
resigned its denominational charactero The Hopemill 
Public School, as it became, ceased to be a Jewish.school, 
though it was still permitted to devote its daily~. 
religious period to Jewish religious instructiono The 
enrolment was still predominantly Jewish, and remained so 
for many- years, but the proportion of non-Jewish pupils 
gradually increased during the 25 years before the School 
I 
became the Cape Town High Schoolo 
The post of Vice~Principal being vacant the School 
Board appointed the present writer who came from England 
in 1907 to take up the appointment and remained with the 
School until his retirement as Principal of the Cape Town 
High School 36 years latero 
With the growth of the School the old property became 
unsuitable, and about 1913 the Board began to consider the 
erection of a new school buildingo Meanwhile the South 
African College Council (later the University Council) 
approached the Hebrew Public School Committee in whom 
the property was still vested, with an offer to purch~se ito 
The Committee no longer bore responsibility for the School 
financeso So, in 1914, Hope Mill was sold to the Universityo~·~ 
Talmud Torah lvris B'ivris, 
ROELAND STREET, CAPE TOWN. 
Management Committee for the Year 1914-15. 
Jlruiilcnl: llir!·llrniiltnl: 
I. ScHWARTz. L. RosTOWSKY. 
~on. <,rr11surer: Srcrtlnl'!!: 
L. KoTTLEu. B. RosTow.;KY. 
Members of Committee: 
.· C. AnoNSOHN. 
s. BJ.JBKS. 
R. HoRWITZ. 













S. RoGoJ<'F: A. RuBIN. 
Cape :rowQ, 
t3tq ()ctober, 1915. 
:Pear Sir or }Ytadam. 
You are cordially invited to attend the ;llnnua/ (;enera/ }Yleeting of 
J;fembers of the above :Institution, which will be held at the ,3ionisf J(a/1, 
011 Sunday, 17tq ()cfober, 1915 {9tq @heshvoQ 5676 ), at 7.30 p.Tfl. sharp. 
]3. i{osfowsky, Secretary. 
AOENDA: 
J. i{eport of Committee and financial Statement for 1914-15. 
2. election of Officers and Committee for ensuing gear. 









Ta.lrnud Torrah Ivrris. B'iv·rris, 
ROELAND STREET, CAPE TOWN. 
DEAR ~bMHERS AND I!~R!ENDS. 
We b;•g to submit to· you th3 Nineteentl1 Annua;! Hepnn ;tnJ St-<t.tetneut. of Revenue 
and Expan.litun: of your fnstitutiou for ~he year September 191.4, LfJ'A,tgust 19l!i. 
Ttw abnornad times we 1tr0. li,·ing in owing to the gn·a• E\Hopean War have also 
1nadt:: th••H wark on tha finances of your fn:ltit.utiori As you will 1wtic:e front the s·talement 
ni Reve1l';l~ and Expenditure on the ot.her side, we have lmre!y Jllfl •~:t.·gt-•cl to pa.y our way, 
not-withst~~ding the consiJf·rable rt!dnction in expenditure """ h:tn~ ~ll<:eeeded in effecting 
In i>mcti~w~ the strictest economy. (1'o thi:l is a.lso dtv• the rcdll .... · i siz'.:! ,of the present report) . 
. Tl" mcn.;~t.<d receipts of school fees rtlnn,. h:-t.\'1! helpP.d u• i:. ••lftk;ng ends. meet and Wt\ 
appr··ciat· ~~10: efforts of the majorit-Y of tl11~ l''l .. "!ll" ,,r t.bt:l p11[j.::- ·fl )':t . .'"illf{ the fnes rr•gnlarh·· 
aud pro111pt-iy. · 
:.!•·ssrs Zack~;, Katzenelicubc;~cr: and HrJstowi-k_,. tlltV<! cun1 ;ntlt~d tlwir self 1111po::.•;.l 
ta.sk of .•. eting as honorary collector;~ and tihe gretttest praise i.:; .ine to t:hem for their thorougl• 
mantH!I' 111 keeping up the collections ou belJ<tlf of t!Je importru•L worli. 
The educationa.l side of your institution h;t~ been well kept .up to the nstud bigh 
st1.1.ndard and the attendance of t.he pupil~ both hoy,; and girls l•n.s bc:en v ... ry ~>ttisfactory. 
At. (i;i! beginning of the_yea.r one of the t-eachers Miss M. Bt·a~ofsky bu.s re:>igued her 
position :•nor to her getting married, 1.1.nd owing ill[tinly to fin:t!ICiA.l rea~ons, we did not 
eousidcr Jt advill<Lhle t.o refill the V;tca.ncy. However, the iliflerent clm;se,; have been re-arranged 
·between the rcm;tining three teachers, 'vbo willingly undertook to cope witb t.he ext,-a work .. 
\V,; ·hope that the new .COIHillittf!e which )'OU wilJ eleot LtJ :t.Ct for .)'OU during tllf• 
eusuing y.;:~r will be favoured to" work under more fortunate and n01"1lJI\] conditious and will 
>;uceeed in further strengthening and improving the Talmud Torah which has done so much 
during t-he long period of nirieteen years toward!; the keeping :tliY•• of our <Lncient Language n.nn 
Religious traditions. · 
Your thanks are due to l\'fessrs Gitliu aud Zuckerman wl;o have kindly audited the 
books or the Institution and to the 1"-ditor of the "Cape Times" fot" pnhlisbing gratuitously 
acknowlt>dgernents of donations. 
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At a Conference of delegates, duly appointed by their respective 
Committees, for the purpose of considering the advisibility of 
amalgamating the Cape Town Public Talmud Torah School, 
Constitution Street, and the Cape Town Talmud Torah School I vris 
B'ivris, \Vande! Street, it was unanimously resolved that the two 
above mentioned schools amalgamate at the ec1.rliest possible date 
on the following terms and conditions : 
OBJECT. 
1. That the pupils be taught Hebrew in its \·arious branches 
not only as a langl1age, but also as a medium of enabling them to 
learn and practise the teachings of traditionalJudaism: that an 
orthodc)X spirit and atmosphere be fostered in the school, and with 
this object in Yiew; only teachers, who ~re known to be observant 
Jews, in their views and mode of living, be engaged. 
TITLE. 
2. That tbe title of th~ joint school is to be the "Hebrew 
School, Cape'Towr1." J1Nt;:i!:l"P1 :-1":1i1 110~i1 
1\IEDll..:M OF INSTRUCTION 
3. That both mediurns of instructions at present in vogue in 
the two schools namely, the Hebrew medium (Ivris B'ivris) and 
tf.e English medium (lvris B'Angli) be recognisedand shall be put 
in practise in the following manner:-
(,:}. That, as soon as practicable, after the amalgamation 
11.ll pupils at present attending both schools 
be graded and classified by the Headmaster, 
assisted by the Education Committee: tint those 
pupils who are found fit and capable of learning 
through the Hebrew medium shall (except in cases 
\\here parents of ·pupils object of bis being tran!'ferr-
ed to such classes) be placed in the I vris B'iyris 
clas5es. All other pupils to be taught through the 
English medium, and placed in the Translation 
Classes 
(b) That all pupils enrolled in the school sub.sequent to 
the date of amalgamation shall be supplied with a 
printed form enquiring from their p;irents \Vhether 
they wish their child· to be tau~ht through (No 1) 
Hebrew JVIedium, (No 2) English Medium, (No 3) 
The Medium to be decided by the Committee. 
(c) The wishe·s of the p;uents shall . be carried out in 
every instance and where the decision is left in the 
hands of the Committee, the same principle as in 



















4. The Committee of Management shall, for the first year 
after amalgamation, consist of a total of 18 members, nine members 
to be elected by each of the two above mentioned schools. The 
joint Committee, at its first meeting, to elect from amongst their 
own body a Chairman, vice-Chairman and Treasurer. 
FINANCES. 
5. That all movable and immovable assets, the property of 
the two sch;Jols, including the building in \Vande! Street belonging to 
t.he Talmud Torah Ivris B'ivris, shall be pooled and controlled by 
the new Committee. Such Committee also assuming all liabiLties 
and obligations of both schools. 
TEACHING STAFF. 
6. That the Committee of the new School, at its fir~t meeting, 
take OYer and ratify the agreement recently concluded between the 
Cape Town Public Talmud Torah School and 1\1 r B. Turtledo,·e, 
that gentleman being recognised as Headmaster of the amalgamat-
ed schi>ols; the other teaching staff of both schools is to continue 
its duties, as long as tbe new Committee thi11k fit. 
TRUSTEES. 
7. That two t.rustees be elected by tbe members of each 
school. who shall jointly hold in trust all properties at pre5ent own-
ed by the two respective schools, also any oroperty wliich may in 
future be acquired by the amalgamated School. 
8. That a General ~leeting of Members of each School be 
held simultaneously at the earliest possible date, for the purpose of 
confirming the amalgamation. 
9. ·The above shall form the" Constitution" of the a•nalga-
mated Schools and shall be submitted to the General Meeting-, 
provided for in the previous paracraph, and when COtJfumed, shail 
not be amended without the consent of a majority of at least 
three-fourths of members present and voting at a Special General 
Meeting convened for the purpose 
Signed on behalf of:-
The Cape Towo Public Talmud Torah School, 
]. GESUNDHEIT. 
The Cape Town Talmud Torah Ivris B'inis, 
I. SCHWARTZ. 
Cape Town, 








1. The Institution shall be styled "UNiTED HEBRE\V 
ScHOOLS," Cape Town, and shall be an institution wholly and 
entirely independent of any congregation, or othet institution, and 
no congregation or institution as such shall have authority or control 
in the Schools. The Business of the Institution shall be conducted 
at a place approved by the Committee. . 
2. The obiect of the Institution shall be the efficient tuition 
in accordance ,\;ith He\)rew pedagogic authorities of-
(a) Religious and ritual instruction. 
b) lvris B'Ivris and Ivris B'English. 
(c) Jewish History and tradition, 
(d) The Hebrew language in all its stages. 
3. The minimum time .to be ·devoted to the teaching of the· 
subjects enumerated in the last clause to be three and a half hours 
per day during .six days in each week, Jewi~h Holidays excepted. 
MEMBERSHIP. 
4. All persons of the Jewish faith &ball be eligible as can-
didates for membership, and shall be deemed, if once members, to 
be bound by the rules, regulatiot)S and by-laws of the institution, 
a copy of which rules shall be handed to each met1tber of the 
Institution, without charge on request. 
5. There shall be two kinds of membership as follows:-
(a) Fn.L MEMBERS,. those contributing a regular 
annual subscription of 24/- in instalments or other-
wise, (5hall be entitled to all privileges of member-
ship, viz. : voting at Annual Meetings of l\-1emhers 
and Special Meetings of Members, and serving on .. 
the various Committees. 
(b) LIFE MEMBERS, those contributing once a sum of 
not less than { 10 towards the funds of the Talmud 
Tonth, will be entitled to be ·perpetual members 
with full privileges of full members as enumerated 
under Sub-Clause A. 
6. Any ~e~ber of the institution, who.. in the opinion of the 
Management Coni.mittee, has made himself or herself well deserved 
of the institution, may be recommended by the Committee to become 
an Honorary Life l\•Iember whic-h recommendation shall be brought 
before a General Meeting of Members for confirmation. Such 
Honorary Life :\I ember shall be ~11titled to all the privileges of a 
Full Member. . 
I .. 
1: .. . .. ; ' ~ 
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The importance of education .was realised by the Jewish People from its earliest days. Already in 
early Biblical times there is stress on the necessity to teach the divine precepts to the young 
( Deut. VI :7) whilst II Chronicles (VII :7) records that the· Levites actually undertook educational 
work. The Book of Proverbs affords evidence that the public could read and was indeed interested 
in education. 
After the Return· (from Babylonian Exile) Ezra, the Scribe in the 5th Century B.C.E., 
instituted the regular reading and interpretation of the Pentateuch which involved instruction for 
young and old. During the subsequent Talmudic period a comprehensive system of education 
became an essential feature of organised Jewish life in Palestine and in outside centres. The much 
maligned Pharasaic teachers established learning as a supreme virtue,· recognising it as a means 
of ensuring Jewish survival in a world which had destroyed their corporate life as a People and 
dispersed them amidst alien cultures. 
The Jewish historian of the first century, Josephus, wrote that "our principal care is 
to educate our children well" and it is an astonishing fact that his contemporary, the High Priest 
Joshua ben Gamla, enjoined that every community must maintain a school. to instruct boys in 
the Torah (Religion and Holy texts). Compulsory education- for boys at least- before the destruction 
of the Second Temple! 
This continuing story of the pre-eminence of learning and education in Jewish group 
life throughout the ages may be traced through medieval and ghetto times. It became a passionate 
devotion to learning; in the social ladder the man of learning- "talmid-hacham" - (the wise man 
of learning) occupied highest place; the leaders of the people were frequently the learned elite; 
1•. Jewish society was an oasis of literacy and learning in a medieval world in which these achievements 
were comparatively rare. 
This characteristic Jewish pursuit of learning and education continues through Jewish 
history; it was seen as the key to group and national-religious survival and continuity. During the 
nineteenth century the Jew stepped out of the somewhat narrow bounds of his traditional education 
based on Bible and Talmud (Oral Law) and entered the new and exciting world of general education. 
·This was part of the social and. political emancipation that took place in Europe, and the People of 
the\Book became the People of Books. Jewish intellect, sharpened and conditioned during many 
. centuries of learning, fructified the cultures of dozens of host-countries, in whose midst Jewish 
Communities lived as minorities. The Jew transferred the same love of and respect for learning, 
which countless teachers and rabbis had deeply implanted into the ethnic consciousness, to·the 
new natural and human sciences of the western world. . 
In the process, Jewish education per se underwent a serious change: it beoame 
subsidiary in importance to general education for the Jew; it was relegated to the corner of the 
child's life and day, becoming an appendix, and an unimportant one to many, to his general 
5 
_,::.· 
education. Hebrew and religious classes once or several times a week were but a pale reflection 
of the ancient educational system of instruction in Jewish texts, precepts and values which bridged 
the centuries to the schools of Joshua ben Gamia and earlier. 
The Schooi(Talmud Torah) and College (Yeshiva) could no longer be. effective 
educational instruments to ensure cultural survival and group continuity. Acculturation led to 
disintegration of group feeling' and weakening of the will to survive. Faced with the inroads of 
assimilation and disintegration, the Jews re-examined the means that had contributed to their 
survival, that had kept fresh within them their. unique faith and their cultural creativity, even though 
they were dispersed minorities amongst major cultures: · 
In the great ·central and Eastern European Jewish communities at the turn of the 
century Jewish cultural life flowed strong and rich. Alas, these deep well-springs of Jewish 
civilisation, and the ancient communities in which they existed, were cruelly destroyed in the Nazi 
holocaust in the twelve terrible years between 1933 and 1945. 
In Western countries Jewish education became a vital instrument for Jewish survival 
in the face of the onslaught by the new forces of the modern world. Mass culture, or even non~ culture, 
or the rnegacultures of world powers assail the frail minority cultures, and who more vulnerable than 
the widely dispersed Jewish People of just over 13 million ? · · · 
Amidst the strident voices and powerful influences of the mass media, the Jew1sh 
People endeavours to retain· its sense of Peoplehood and of uniqueness and to transmit its life 
values to its children, in the utter conviCtion that these values are as valid in today's world as in 
yesteryear's and as desirable and useful to the new generation and succeeding generations as they 
were to our forefathers who enunciated them to their owr:1 world. 
In this context the far-flung Jewish Co:nmunities of the Western World have reaffirmed 
their faith in Jewish Education. The Jew lives in a condition of cultural duality and certainly finds 
no conflict in what can be compared to overlapping circles. This is reflected ·in his private schools 
where the secular majority culture is transmitted side by side with the ancient civilization values of 
the Jewish People, in the belief that this cultural symbiosis is not only desirable and possible but 
mutually enriching to its components. Jewish Civilization is warp and woof of western civilization; 
it is western civilization in depth, as it were, and the dual ec'·Jcational objective of transmitting 
both admits no conflict. 
The Jewish child in every age, Jewish educationists believe, must hear afresh the 
· divinely inspired messages which his forebears in the fields and cities of Judea and elsewhere 
first spoke to their own People, in their own tongue, and to the World and to all eternity. In a world 
adrift and given to pagan values of materialism and hedonism his ear is directed to the immortal 
words of those who heard the word of God and whose message ririgs true across the ages. They 
spell out a way of life by which to live. To man created in the image of God there are the absolute 
truths-- the verities of Justice, Mercy and Loving- Kindness enunciated by Prophets and interpreted 
by generations of Doctors of the Law. · 
·This is the basic philosophy of Jewish Education and of the Jewish School with its 
new-old emphasis on Jewish-Hebrew learning. Hebrew sources are the very centre of Jewish 
education and can only be properly savoured and understood in the tongue in which their message 
was originally given. 
Hebrew is a language arisen to life in the wonderfully revived Jewish Homeland. The 
Jewish People so long divorced fr.om their land have come back to their ancestral soil to revive it 
and restore its vitality. Amongst the relics of old which have arisen to new life was their own 
language, for so long confined to scroll and holy book. 
This, then, is the philosophy of the new Jewish education. It is a reaffirmation of the 
validity-- nay, the necessity-- for this day and age, and for all ages indeed. of the values of Micah 
and Isaiah, of Moses and Jeremiah, of Amos and the Psalmist whose eternal truths are essential 
for a sane life for individual, group, nation and humanity to whom their messages were directed. 
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PROSPECTUS Herzlia Primary School 
Kendal Road 
CONSTANTIA 
A. Herzlia Schoo l is named after Theodor Herzl, the father and prophet of the modern Jewish renaissan.ce ,whosefamousmotto'lmTirzu• ("Jfyouwish itH) 
it has adopted as its own. Founded in the early 'forties it reached matriculation level in 1956 and now numbers close to 1100 boys and girls ranging 
from Sub. A to Standard 10. 
B. The School is situated in Highlands Estate, which is a residential area at the foot of Table Mountain overlooking the city and Table Bay. There is a 
primary section located in Kendal Road, Constantia. The School Hostel , with present accommodation for fifty boys and girls, provides a well-run 
Jewish home for country children admitted to the school. 
C. The School aims at attaining a harmonious synthesis of Jewish and secular educati<m, in the absolute conviction that the informed and spiritually-
committed Jew i s a better citizen and a better man. Jewish spiritual values and the beauty of our re l igious traditions rank in importance with prepara-
tion for citizenship as educational objectives. 
D. Hebrew is taught as a living language with the twin purpose of forging strong links with the Jewish spiritua l treasures and with the vibrant Jewish 
Homeland of to-day. A three-months Ulpan (intensive study tour) for High School pupils is sent annually to Jerusalem. 
E. The secular curriculum conforms to that of the Cape Education Department leading to the Cape Senior Certificate Examination , with academic, scien-
tific, commercial and handwork trends in the High School. 
F. Organised games are rugby, hockey and netball in winter; cricket, tennis, athletics in summer, with soccer and tennissette as additional sports in the 
Primary School. Participation in organised sport is strongly encouraged, and the school is fu ll y represented in all schoo ls' sports leagues. 
G. The following are the existing school societies. Students' Council; debating; music; choir; dramatics; folk dancing; chess; speech choir; art; com· 
munity; photographic; science; Hebrew ('Hug lvri'); Zionist (H.Z.A.); judo; etc. 
There is a cadet detachment. A trilingual Eng., Afr ., and Hebrew magazine is published annually . Plays in Afrikaans, English and Hebrew are 
staged regularly. 
H. The School is fully equipped with science and biology laboratories, audio- visual room, handwork room, art room and music room. It has its Youth 
Congregations which hold daily and sabbath services regularly in the School Synagogue; the mosaics in the hall , depicting six biblica l scenes, a re a 
un ique feature. 
I. Each of the departments has its own adequately stocked library containing suitable volumes and magazines in English, Afrikaans and Hebrew. 
J. The badge of the School consists of the blue Magen David superimposed on a white anchor (the ernbtem of the Cape of Good Hope) with a lamp, sym-
bolising knowledge, in the centre. The school coloiJrS are royal-blue and white. 
K. Festivals and days of note are fully observed and their significance highlighted for the pupils by special functions organised out-
side the classrooms. 
L. The governing body is the Committee of the United Hebrew Schools which "is elected annually by a general meeting. 
M. The stockists of the school uniforms are Saidmans of Regent Road, Sea Point; Young Ideas , 151 Longmarket Street, Cape Town; and Wolmans of Main 
Road, Wynberg. 
N. The fees are as follows : 
Sub A and Sub B: 
Primary School (Std . 1-V): 
High School (Std. VI-X) : 
Enquiries: Tel. 41 -0971 
R48 per child per term. 
R72 per child per term. 
R80 per child per term. 
Mosaic in t he school hall 
olk-dancing group in typical scene. 
eitv of interior of Herzl ia Synagogue 
~ 
Herzlia Cadet Band. 
The Shazar Pr ize for Jewish education 
in the Diaspora awarded to Herzlia in 
1972. 










24th July , 1 9 7 3 • 
Dear .................. , 
A SPECIAL~REQUEST 
I need a little information from you for a survey 
on choice of occupations by matriculants, and would esteem 
it a favour if you would kindly fill in this little 
questionnaire and return it to me (with a fam{ly member or 
neighbour, otherwise by post). 
It is needed quite urgently and so would ask you 
please not to delay. 
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2. .? EN LQ_B_¥c E RT~tJ_c A~: •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
3. Details of Q~C~£?-~~Jl/~9~/army service/ 
for each of the years ~ft~ matriculating. 
N.B. 1972 Matrics at present serving in the army are 
asked to indicate proposed course of study/occupation 
for 1974. 
AFTEJL MAI.RICU~ATING: 
YEAR I: •••••••oeeoooeeooooe•••••••«~••ooooeeeoeeeooeeeeoee•o•eeeo 
• • • • • • • • o • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • o • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • o • o e 
YEAR _ll: • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 0 0 • ! • • • • • • • 0 • • • • • • ~ • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 0 • 0 • • 
················································•••<:-••&• 
YEAR III: • • • • • • • • • • • 0 • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • * 0 • • 0 • • • • • • • • • • • • • .• • • • • • ~ • • 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • 0 • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 0 • • 0 • • 
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